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Which stallions?
The 2024 edition lists all living and active stallions with a breeding 

permit. Deceased stallions are not listed bur for some of them frozen 

semen is still available. Please check the website for information or 

get in touch with the stallion station. 

Exterior breeding values
When looking at breeding values for exterior it must be taken into 

account that the data of young stallions does as yet not include 

information about their offspring. These breeding values are based 

on lineage information and exterior assessment (linear score) of the 

stallion himself. For stallions that have completed progeny testing 

the breeding values are almost completely based on inspection data 

(linear scores) and ABFP data of offspring. The reliability of breeding 

values for young stallions is still low. This means that their breeding 

values are more likely to change (when more offspring are inspected 

or tested) than in the case of older stallions with a high reliability 

index. Because of the lower reliability of breeding values for young 

stallions, these are compiled based on a more reserved estimate and 

are therefore closer to the breed average (100).

Which characteristics?
The following characteristics of stallions are listed:

1. Breeding values (linear) exterior characteristics

2. Breeding values for movement/sport aptitude (based on 

aptitude tests)

3. Breeding values for character

4. Breeding values for sport (based on competition sports)

The linear exterior characteristics
The breeding values for the exterior characteristics are based on 

the linear scores which, since 1993, are being recorded at the 

moment of acceptance of horses in the Studbook. Scores ranging 

between 5 and 45 are recorded for 25 exterior characteristics, 

with the average being 25. In the case of linear characteristics we 

are strictly dealing with observations and not evaluations. The 

choice of characteristics is such that the linear report provides a 

picture of the horse’s exterior that is as complete as possible.

The linear characteristics are divided into two entities:

Optimum characteristics: characteristics with the average score (25) 

or breeding value (100) being the most favourable. Examples of such 

characteristics are: back conformation and hind leg conformation.

Maximum characteristics: characteristics based on the principle of: 

the higher the better (e.g. expression of the head, movement 

expression etc.), or characteristics where the optimum clearly lies 

above the average like neck conformation and shape of the feet. 

The differences are visually recognisable because the breeding 

values for maximum characteristics are represented in dark-blue bars 

(favourable) and red bars (unfavourable) and breeding values for 

optimum characteristics in light-blue bars. In addition to the 25 

linear characteristics the overview lists one measured characteristic, 

which is height at withers.

The rating exterior characteristics
In addition to the 25 linear exterior characteristics, scoring is also 

done for 3 rating characteristics: breeding type, conformation 

and legwork. Whereas linear characteristics are mere descripti-

ons, the rating characteristics are evaluative. For the assessment 

of the rating exterior characteristics the related linear characte-

ristics play an important role. The rating characteristics are 

scored within the range of 4 to 9. Since 2016 the marks for 

rating characteristics that are scored in the context of upgrading 

are also included in the breeding value estimate. Additionally, 

since 2017 the lower bar figures scored in the classes for Star 

mares are also included in the breeding value estimate.

Stallion information 2024
We provide the Stallion information 2024 as a tool to help with stallion choices.  

Opting for the best-quality stallions when choosing a stallion is not the only key factor to be 

considered, making correct pairings is even more important. The KFPS strives to provide as much 

data as possible regarding hereditary aspects of stallions.
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Considering the complexity of breeding value estimates for 

exterior characteristics and sport aptitude, it is necessary to 

provide an explanation about how these figures are compiled 

and how they should be interpreted. This explanation pays 

attention to how these figures can be used for stallion choices.

Reliability
The degree in which the breeding value gives an accurate 

picture of a stallion’s true genetic aptitude is expressed in the 

reliability estimate (btbh.). Reliability is chiefly influenced by 

the number of inspected offspring. Breeding values with a low 

reliability can still change considerably when more offspring 

are inspected. Reliability can be interpreted as follows:

btbh. interpretation

< 70%  moderate reliability

70-80%  reasonable reliability

80-90%  good reliability

>90%  very good reliability

To be eligible for publication, the reliability of every 

breeding value has to be 30% or more.
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Movement and sport aptitude
The breeding values for the movement characteristics walk, trot 

and canter are computed on the basis of the scores for walk and 

trot in the exterior inspection and the scores for walk, trot and 

canter from the aptitude tests (ABFP and IBOP). The higher the 

number of offspring whose information is collected from the 

aptitude tests, the smaller the influence of in-hand movement 

will be for breeding values. In case of large numbers of offspring 

and the information derived from their aptitude tests, the 

influence of in-hand movement even becomes virtually zero. The 

reason for this being that movement in the aptitude tests (under 

saddle and in harness) is closer to the breeding goal than 

in-hand movement.

Character
Breeding values for character are being included since the 2020 

edition. This information stems from the twenty offspring in the 

ABFP Tests that are scored on character by the rider team. The 

published character/personality characteristics are: reliability/

predictability; trainability; willingness to work and stamina.

Sport (competition sports)
Starting with the 2023 edition, the breeding values for sport 

based on sport data are also listed. The information is provided 

by the KNHS and the highest known results for dressage and 

driving dressage are used. The reliability is still low and the 

degree of heredity small. For the future the intention is to also 

add the international sport data from the Sport Federation FEI 

and the results in showdriving sports. 

Use of breeding values
The breeding values for exterior are an excellent tool for making 

the right pairing combination. The way to do this is by checking 

the mare’s linear score form for aspects that should be corrected. 

If the characteristic that needs to be improved is a maximum 

characteristic then a stallion must be selected who has a (dis-

tinctly) positive hereditary profile for passing on this characteris-

tic (bar to the right). If it is an optimum characteristic then the 

best choice would be a stallion with a (light) deviation in the 

opposite direction, depending on the mare’s score.

Use of breeding values for sport aptitude
As you can see there are estimates for breeding values of basic 

gaits in the exterior bar and in the sport aptitude bar. The first is 

based on the assessment of basic gaits in the inspection ring 

The estimation model
The breeding values, estimated by CRV, are estimated with 

a so-called estimation model. The estimation model 

indicates which of the factors influencing the differences 

between (in this case) stallions are subjected to corrections. 

The exterior scores are corrected for the following effects: 

breeding value of the offspring’s dam, age at the moment 

of inspection, gender; Jury member and inspection. This 

correction is carried out in order to produce the clearest 

possible picture of the degree in which the differences 

between batches of offspring are caused by a difference in 

genetic aptitude of the stallions. Because of these correc-

tive factors it basically does not matter if one stallion is 

paired to higher-quality mares than others. The type of 

estimation model used is the so-called animal model. Along 

with data of offspring, animal models also include informa-

tion of relatives. The contribution of this information 

decreases as the available information of offspring rises.

Interpretation of breeding values
Breeding values are set at an average of 100 with a range of 

4 points on either side. This basis was fixed at 2001. The 

average breeding values of all horses born in 2001 were 

fixed at 100 for every characteristic and the range (standard 

deviation) of these breeding values was fixed at 4. Breeding 

values with a deviation in relation to 100 of one time the 

range (between 96 and 104) have to be considered as being 

average. Over 2/3 of breeding values are found in this area. 

It is self-evident that the larger the deviation from 100, the 

bigger the expected effect will be. A stallion with a breeding 

value of 109 or higher for say, movement expression, ranks 

with the best 2% of stallions in the population. With a 

breeding value higher than 112 this is 0.1%. The breeding 

values for total-exterior and total-movement are the average 

of the underlying characteristics (breeding type, conforma-

tion and legwork respectively walk, trot and canter), 

multiplied by 1.25 in order to achieve a range of 4 for the 

total-breeding values.

Description of breeding values
The breeding values are depicted by ‘bars’ per individual 

characteristic. As pointed out, the maximum characteristics 

are printed in dark-blue (favourable) and red (unfavoura-

ble) and optimum characteristics in light-blue bars. For 

optimum characteristics, (extreme) deflections to the left 

or right represent an unfavourable picture, here 100 is the 

optimum.

Summarising: bars to the left are usually unfavourable and 

bars to the right are favourable, except for the light-blue bars.
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(in-hand), whereas the second is based on the assessment of 

basic gaits in use (ABFP Test). For most stallions these breeding 

values largely overlap. There are however, stallions whose 

breeding value for basic gaits in the sport index is a fair bit 

lower than the breeding value for basic gaits in the exterior bar. 

As the breeding goal stimulates the breeding of horses with 

good basic gaits in use, the breeding values for sport aptitude 

should carry more weight in your evaluation of stallions.

Stallion information on the website
All information in this Stallion Information 

2024 is also available on the KFPS website. 

Please go to www.kfps.nl -> Breeding or 

use the following QR code:

Kinship percentage
For Studbook stallions a kinship percentage is listed. This 

figure states the stallion’s kinship to the population. The 

lower this figure, the bigger such a stallion’s contribution to 

variation in bloodlines can be. The average kinship percen-

tage of Studbook stallions lies around 17.8%. The kinship 

percentage is computed by calculating the inbreeding of 

fictitious foals from combinations of all individual stallions 

with the mare population. The mare population being 

defined as all filly foals born in the past three years, in total 

over 8000 animals. For the inbreeding calculation all known 

generations are included (so not just the first five generati-

ons). The kinship percentage is influenced by the degree in 

which the bloodlines match or deviate from the population. 

As a stallion is used more often the kinship percentage will 

increase. The kinship percentage is one of the characteristics 

that are taken into account for the selection of young 

stallions, with the aim to curb the increase of inbreeding. 

Corrections for missing pedigree information have been 

applied for the calculation of kinship percentages in this 

edition. This is the reason why the kinship percentage for 

stallions with a ‘short dam line’ has been revised upwards.

Preferent points
For every stallion this Stallion Information also lists the 

number of points for Preferent status. Preferent points are 

the sum of points which the stallion’s offspring collect after 

having received a predicate. There are fixed weighing 

factors for every predicate.

A Star for instance represents 1 point and a Studbook 

stallion approved on offspring contributes 50 points. The 

total of points is listed per stallion, however, the rule of 

thumb of 1000 points leading to the Preferent predicate no 

longer applies. For every stallion with at least 700 offspring 

aged at minimum three years or older, a ratio figure will be 

computed and published annually. This ratio figure indicates 

whether or not a stallion performs 

exceptionally well compared to 

other stallions in that year. The 

average ratio figure across a number 

of years decides if a stallion can 

become Preferent. For more 

explanation about Preferent points:
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www.henswoude.nl

We have an EU-certified 
breeding station, which means 
that from the stallions housed 
in our station, fresh semen is 
available daily. Ordered before 
09.00 hours means delivered 
to your home or stable the 
same day if you are situated in 
the Netherlands and select 
European countries. 
The winning, processing and 
packaging of the semen 
takes place under optimal 
hygienic conditions and  
expert veterinary counseling. 

We have an EU-certified 
breeding station, which means 
that from the stallions housed 
in our station, fresh semen is 
available daily. Ordered before 
09.00 hours means delivered 
to your home or stable the 
same day if you are situated in 
the Netherlands and select 
European countries. 
The winning, processing and 
packaging of the semen 
takes place under optimal 
hygienic conditions and  
expert veterinary counseling. 

www.henswoude.nl

Vers sperma ‘s ochtends voor

09.00 uur telefonisch bestellen via

telefoonnummer: 06-25407126,

of Germ Aise: 06-51003902.

Alle dekgelden zijn excl. BTW,

verzendkosten en afdracht KFPS.

Elke volgende te dekken

merrie  e 50,- korting!

We have an EU-certified We have an EU-certified We have an EU-certified We have an EU-certified We have an EU-certified 

PAARD VAN

HET JAAR 2022!

breeding station, which means breeding station, which means breeding station, which means breeding station, which means breeding station, which means 

2022!
**

Frozen
semen 

available!
**



Diepvriessperma beschikbaar van  
• Onne 376  • Beart 411 
• Norbert 444  • Hessel 480

Hilbert 529 Jorke 532Tymen 503 Matthys 504Meinte 490 Hilbrand 525Foeke 520 

Mans 543

Gebr. v. Manen

Zuiderkade 41, 6718 PG Ede
Tel. 0318 513371 
Mobiel 06 51561608
info@hhgebrvanmanen.com 
www.hhgebrvanmanen.com

NIEUWNIEUWNIEUW

Alle hengsten zijn voor het noorden van het land beschikbaar via R. Rienstra uit Wommels zonder bijkomende kosten.

Hengstenshowvrijdag 29 maartaanvang ±20.00 uur
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
97 101 108 104 105

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
93 114 110 107 113 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
88 105 19,5 90

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

68 104 100 101 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
269 323 60% 49 28 36 17 31 46

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
136 7 6 5
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score ratio (norm)
31 97 27 78 11 3621 2,8 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 2,0% not allowed: 0,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 4 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 4 Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 3 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
95 108 102 105 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
89 106 101 99 103 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
81 102 18,4 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

50 100 103 104 105

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
210 135 42% 10 10 4 3 25 31

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
47 3 2 2
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score ratio (norm)
17 25 7 37 3 1075 1,4 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 5,8% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: - Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: - Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: -
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

- - - -

Stallionsstation:
Maddi’s Friesian Ranch, Gardnerville, NV, US - www.maddisfriesianranch.com

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 102 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 98 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 107 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 107 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 91 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 114 short long
walk expression 113 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 104 small large

head expression 107 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 106 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 106 steep sloping
shape of back 96 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 94 short long
body 100 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 90 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 95 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 101 short long
walk expression 104 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Beart 411   Preferent
200008071
v.: Jasper 366 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Setske F. Feitse 293 Dagho 247

Andries 415
200037791
v.: Tsjerk 328 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 036
m.: Gitte Nykle 309 Lammert 260

Stallions approved on progeny

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
93 97 102 99 99

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
86 101 102 100 101 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
68 95 16,7 107

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0 0 0 0 0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
163 49 24% 0 2 1 1 8 7

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
28 1 1 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score ratio (norm)
9 9 2 12 0 323 0,5 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 1,4% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 8 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 3 Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Hengstenhouderij Bosma te Kollumerzwaag - www.fam-bosma.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
93 108 105 101 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
88 111 109 106 111 105

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
73 108 18,3 97

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

41 103 101 105 102

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
107 82 47% 12 1 7 1 10 19

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
40 2 1 2
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
12 30 7 24 4 843
mark. allowed: 0,7% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 3 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 1 Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 1 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Mrs. Celeste Steyn, Douglas, ZA - www.pelagraca.com

head expression 91 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 99 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 101 horizontal sloping
length of croup 97 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 106 small large
bone quality 98 course clean
hair color 92 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 101 weak powerfull
trot length 101 short long
trot expression 101 weak powerfull
trot posture 102 little much
trot suppleness 101 little much
height of withers 108 small large

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 106 heavy light
neck length 103 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 97 weak tight
shape of loins 99 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 108 short long
body 103 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 98 short long
stance of forelegs 102 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 100 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 108 little much
straightness foreleg 107 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 112 short long
walk expression 112 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 102 small large

Aan 416
200044011
v.: Abe 346 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 044
m.: Dieke V. Jurjen 303 Wessel 237

Dries 421
200116191
v.: Jasper 366 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 150
m.: Hiltsje fan Nes Hearke 254 Oege 267

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
91 102 107 101 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
85 102 103 101 103 97

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
68 107 16,3 109

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

33 98 98 96 98

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
95 40 33% 4 3 2 2 9 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
17 2 1 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
8 16 2 18 2 473
mark. allowed: 1,2% not allowed: 0,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 17 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 13 Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 5 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Gestüt Wickeschliede, Meinerzhagen, DE - www.wickeschliede.de

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
94 100 104 99 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
89 105 107 99 105 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
73 104 18,5 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
151 116 46% 11 2 5 1 22 10

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
29 0 0 2
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score ratio (norm)
18 25 3 21 2 663 1,1 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 1,1% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 26 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 18 Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

4 3 5 0

Stallionsstation:
Hengstenhouderij Bosma te Kollumerzwaag - www.fam-bosma.nl

head expression 100 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 95 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 105 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 112 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 107 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 105 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 104 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 99 weak powerfull
trot length 101 short long
trot expression 99 weak powerfull
trot posture 101 little much
trot suppleness 100 little much
height of withers 109 small large

head expression 98 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 96 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 96 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 101 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 95 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 98 short long
shape of hooves 97 small large
bone quality 98 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 106 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Gjalt 426
200244671
v.: Pyt 325 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 032
m.: Margriet C. Lukas 324 Oepke 266

Haitse 425
200231761
v.: Jasper 366 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 115
m.: Jeldau fan 'e Wigêri Rypke 321 Lute 304

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
87 104 107 107 108

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
83 98 103 102 101 98

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
57 106 17,5 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0 0 0 0 0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
53 30 40% 4 2 2 1 4 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
6 1 0 2
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 8 2 7 2 314
mark. allowed: 6,2% not allowed: 1,9%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 5 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 4 Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 1 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal Lytse Vlearen, Tzum - www.sake449.eu

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
75 104 100 103 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
72 100 101 100 100 98

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
40 98 18,1 98

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
25 5 17% 0 0 0 0 2 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
2 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 3 0 1 0 35
mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: - Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: - Hydrocephalus: free
Foals deceased 2023: -
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

- - - -

Stallionsstation:
NOA Trans Const.SRL, RO

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 108 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 103 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 96 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 96 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 94 short long
walk expression 99 weak powerfull
trot length 102 short long
trot expression 102 weak powerfull
trot posture 102 little much
trot suppleness 102 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 99 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 96 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 102 short long
body 99 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 99 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 99 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 94 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 103 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 100 short long
walk expression 102 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 101 little much
trot suppleness 102 little much
height of withers 99 small large

Loadewyk 431
200303203
v.: Tsjerk 328 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Marianne van de 

Zuiderwaard
Jurjen 303 Naen 264

Jense 432
200303947
v.: Sierk 326 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 044
m.: Sonja van het Schar Leffert 306 Reitse 272

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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12     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
92 104 104 109 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
87 102 105 102 104 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
75 105 18,3 97

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

53 106 98 100 97

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
89 67 45% 6 1 2 0 7 6

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
36 4 3 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
12 18 7 16 4 646
mark. allowed: 0,9% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 11 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 11 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 3 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Frisones El Centenario SPR de RL de CV, MEX

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
83 104 102 101 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
79 105 105 103 105 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
49 103 18,3 97

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
38 17 33% 1 1 0 0 4 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
8 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
8 7 5 5 1 168
mark. allowed: 2,4% not allowed: 1,4%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 3 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 3 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Lorie L. Washuta & Lorick Stables, Youngstown, US - www.lorickstables.com

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 98 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 97 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 103 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 109 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 98 short long
walk expression 102 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 105 small large

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 94 heavy light
neck length 96 short long
stance of neck 106 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 96 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 100 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 95 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 97 short long
walk expression 102 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 99 small large

Maurits 437
200400178
v.: Ulbert 390 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Wendy fân it Pompeblêd Ulke 338 Jurjen 303

Jesse 435
200300388
v.: Leffert 306 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 030
m.: Jildau J. Doeke 287 Wessel 237
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Stallion information

13

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
83 100 104 105 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
80 106 102 104 105 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
50 101 17,4 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
25 24 52% 2 1 3 0 8 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
3 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 9 4 6 1 248
mark. allowed: 0,4% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 27 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 7 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 4 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Iron Spring Farms, Coatesville, US - www.ironspringfarm.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
90 98 99 102 100

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
83 109 106 103 108 98

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
58 100 18,4 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

50 104 104 101 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
89 35 31% 3 2 0 0 4 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
11 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
8 10 3 8 1 221
mark. allowed: 1,7% not allowed: 0,2%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: - Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: - Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: -
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

- - - -

Stallionsstation:
Hengstenhouderij Bosma te Kollumerzwaag - www.fam-bosma.nl

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 107 steep sloping
shape of back 100 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 104 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 94 sickled steep
length of pastern 106 short long
shape of hooves 106 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 90 little much
straightness foreleg 106 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 102 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 102 small large

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 101 short long
stance of neck 97 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 95 weak tight
shape of loins 92 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 98 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 97 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 107 small large
bone quality 101 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 94 little much
straightness foreleg 94 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 109 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 105 short long
trot expression 102 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 102 small large

Meinse 439
200401387
v.: Heinse 354 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 150
m.: Femke fan Nes Dirk 298 Oege 267

Maeije 440
200401841
v.: Beart 411 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 008
m.: Annegjen Goffert 369 Feitse 293

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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14     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
95 103 110 106 108

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
91 104 108 107 108 106

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
81 106 19,4 90

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

67 99 96 98 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
133 175 64% 40 20 6 2 16 6

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
81 6 6 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
28 69 24 58 5 2065 2,6 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 1,2% not allowed: 0,1%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 14 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 3 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 2 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Pam & Mat Gish, Signature Friesians, Baldwin City, US - www.signaturefriesians.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
93 102 104 101 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
86 98 98 100 98 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
66 104 17,7 101

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

51 102 103 99 101

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
138 63 34% 5 3 1 0 7 5

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
23 0 0 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
9 7 5 18 3 395 0,9 (2,2)
mark. allowed: 1,3% not allowed: 1,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 47 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 39 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 6 3 0

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

head expression 100 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 107 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 92 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 109 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 112 weak powerfull
trot posture 110 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 104 small large

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 106 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 107 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 98 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 95 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 95 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 86 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 92 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 108 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 97 short long
walk expression 99 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 105 little much
height of withers 101 small large

Norbert 444   Preferent
200400578
v.: Tsjerk 328 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 025
m.: Amalia-Annie Hearke 254 Peke 268

Maurus 441
200403319
v.: Tsjalke 397 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 027
m.: Wytske van de Leidijk Krist 358 Jelmer 297
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
92 99 101 98 99

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
85 105 101 100 103 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
72 103 17,5 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

54 99 103 102 101

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
130 56 33% 6 1 4 0 9 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
17 0 0 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
11 19 0 26 1 442 0,9 (2,2)
mark. allowed: 0,6%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 58 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 38 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 2 2 0

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
79 98 99 108 102

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
78 107 108 104 108 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
43 103 17,1 105

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

55 97 94 96 97

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
30 16 39% 3 0 0 0 1 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
7 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 11 3 3 1 155
mark. allowed: 8,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 11 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 5 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

- - - -

Stallionsstation:
Stal Lytse Vlearen, Tzum - www.sake449.eu

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 98 heavy light
neck length 98 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 108 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 98 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 108 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 100 course clean
hair color 100 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 103 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 102 short long
walk expression 103 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 102 weak powerfull
trot posture 101 little much
trot suppleness 99 little much
height of withers 107 small large

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 98 heavy light
neck length 101 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 98 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 96 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 95 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 104 sickled steep
length of pastern 98 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 108 course clean
hair color 97 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 106 little much
height of withers xxx small large

Stendert 447
200501629
v.: Andries 415 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Aukje Boszorg Piter 312 Lammert 260

Sake 449
200503180
v.: Doaitsen 420 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 101
m.: Teuntsje fan 

Snakkerstate
Rypke 321 Gaije 295

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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16     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
84 99 102 102 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 101 103 100 102 97

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
60 111 16,5 108

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

47 101 102 100 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
34 22 41% 2 0 0 0 3 4

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
13 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
11 10 1 11 4 265
mark. allowed: 1,5% not allowed: 1,5%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 4 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 5 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
N.C.J. Peinaar, Potchefstroom, ZA

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
89 103 103 101 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
80 102 102 103 103 98

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
38 101 17,2 104

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

30 99 97 100 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
83 58 42% 2 1 0 0 9 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
10 0 0 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
13 13 0 6 0 219
mark. allowed: 0,6%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 18 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 14 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 2 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Brookside Friesians, Feeding Hills, MA (US) - www.brooksidefriesians.com

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 98 short long
stance of neck 95 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 93 horizontal sloping
length of croup 103 short long
body 103 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 96 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 95 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 98 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 96 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 100 short long
walk expression 102 weak powerfull
trot length 105 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 100 small large

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 96 heavy light
neck length 103 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 109 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 94 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 93 small large
bone quality 100 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 106 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 102 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Anders 451
200014251
v.: Adel 357 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 049
m.: Hanneke v.d. Hoogstraat Ouke 313 Bjinse 241

Sipke 450
200501382
v.: Teade 392 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Bauwina W. Ulke 338 Leffert 306

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
93 102 100 101 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
86 107 105 103 106 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
68 99 17,5 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

58 94 102 100 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
121 69 38% 5 1 1 0 4 4

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
32 1 1 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
17 19 6 16 0 477 0,9 (2,2)
mark. allowed: 0,8% not allowed: 0,5%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 10 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 7 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 2 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Hengstenhouderij Bosma te Kollumerzwaag - www.fam-bosma.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
82 98 100 102 100

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
78 100 106 99 102 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
47 97 16,7 107

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

51 95 99 100 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
42 9 19% 0 1 0 0 6 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
2 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 5 0 3 0 68
mark. allowed: 0,3% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 3 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 3 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 2 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Justin & Danielle Piascik, Feeding Hills, US - www.brooksidefriesians.com

head expression 95 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 96 weak tight
shape of loins 94 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 94 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 94 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 109 small large
bone quality 100 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 103 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 107 short long
trot expression 102 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 105 little much
height of withers 105 small large

head expression 98 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 92 heavy light
neck length 94 short long
stance of neck 104 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 97 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 98 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 97 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 95 short long
shape of hooves 98 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 98 short long
walk expression 99 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 99 small large

Reinder 452
200500407
v.: Aan 416 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 128
m.: Trynke B. Sierk 326 Ludse 305

Sjouke 453
200503310
v.: Doaitsen 420 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 214
m.: Wiefkje V. Jelte 365 Leffert 306

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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18     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
77 100 96 96 97

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
74 101 105 101 103 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
40 102 16,8 106

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

54 101 98 101 96

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
26 8 24% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
8 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 3 4 2 0 87
mark. allowed: 1,2% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 30 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 19 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 4 5 0

Stallionsstation:
Hengstenhouderij Bosma te Kollumerzwaag - www.fam-bosma.nl   De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
95 108 106 105 108

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
90 96 109 108 105 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
83 108 19,5 90

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

62 102 101 101 102

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
184 193 55% 28 8 0 1 13 12

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
106 3 2 3
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
18 62 12 65 9 1599 1,9 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 1,2% not allowed: 0,5%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 136 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 66 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 3
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

4 15 5 0

Stallionsstation:
Black Pearl Friesians, Rockton, US - www.bpfriesians.com

head expression 100 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 103 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 95 weak tight
shape of loins 92 weak tight
shape of croup 106 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 98 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 103 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 98 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 99 weak powerfull
trot length 102 short long
trot expression 100 weak powerfull
trot posture 100 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 102 small large

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 115 heavy light
neck length 109 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 94 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 95 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 105 short long
shape of hooves 107 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 98 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 91 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 94 short long
walk expression 101 weak powerfull
trot length 111 short long
trot expression 113 weak powerfull
trot posture 112 little much
trot suppleness 114 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Take 455
200600525
v.: Jakob 302 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 002
m.: Iemkje ut 'e Reiden Oltman 317 Tsjalling 235

Tsjalle 454   Preferent
200600248
v.: Mintse 384 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 070
m.: Welmoed fan Fjildsicht Brandus 345 Jurjen 303

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

19

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
81 106 101 99 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
77 104 105 102 105 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
55 107 18,0 99

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 98 102 103 106

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
22 18 48% 2 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
8 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 7 5 9 1 207
mark. allowed: 0,7% not allowed: 0,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 1 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 1 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstorp, SE - www.aftonmora.se

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
76 103 102 102 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
70 102 99 100 100 95

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 102 17,5 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0 0 0 0 0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
30 11 29% 1 0 0 0 2 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
3 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
3 6 0 0 0 54
mark. allowed: 0,7% not allowed: 0,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 8 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 4 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 4 0 0

Stallionsstation:
KCF Farms, St. Thomas, CA - www.kettlecreekfriesians.com 

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 105 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 107 steep sloping
shape of back 98 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 97 short long
body 103 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 92 sickled steep
length of pastern 107 short long
shape of hooves 90 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 101 short long
walk expression 104 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 94 heavy light
neck length 95 short long
stance of neck 102 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 97 steep sloping
shape of back 105 weak tight
shape of loins 105 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 100 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 99 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 94 short long
shape of hooves 93 small large
bone quality 100 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 100 short long
walk expression 101 weak powerfull
trot length 100 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 101 little much
trot suppleness 101 little much
height of withers 102 small large

Tymon 456
200601313
v.: Andries 415 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 065
m.: Helena L. Leffert 306 Dirk 298

Tonjes 459
200601244
v.: Anton 343 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Tjallina W. Ulke 338 Leffert 306

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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20     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
85 102 107 103 105

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
80 105 105 101 105 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
54 103 18,5 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

59 103 99 102 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
36 24 45% 4 1 0 0 2 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
12 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 10 1 9 0 178
mark. allowed: 0,3% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 35 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 11 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 2 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Iron Spring Farms, Coatesville, US - www.ironspringfarm.com

head expression 102 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 103 short long
stance of neck 102 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 91 horizontal sloping
length of croup 108 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 107 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 91 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 107 small large

Tjalbert 460
200600983
v.: Beart 411 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Grevinne fan Lutke Peinjum Ulke 338 Melle 311

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
78 101 101 99 100

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
74 106 99 97 101 96

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
45 105 17,4 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

55 94 99 101 103

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
18 11 40% 1 0 0 0 3 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
5 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
3 6 1 3 0 80
mark. allowed: 7,6% not allowed: 1,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 9 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 5 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 2 0 0

Stallionsstation:
HVM Stal, Hoornsterzwaag - www.hvmstal.nl Stalhouderij Kruis, Sneek - www.stalhouderijkruis.nl

head expression 107 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 95 heavy light
neck length 98 short long
stance of neck 97 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 108 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 99 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 95 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 97 small large
bone quality 101 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 103 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 102 short long
trot expression 100 weak powerfull
trot posture 100 little much
trot suppleness 98 little much
height of withers 100 small large

Wytse 462
200703039
v.: Arjen 417 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 015
m.: Wilinda K. Oege 267 Reitse 272

88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
86 102 102 99 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 99 107 105 105 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
58 109 18,3 97

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 99 99 101 102

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
52 27 40% 6 1 0 0 2 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
9 0 0 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 14 4 5 1 247
mark. allowed: 1,5% not allowed: 0,2%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 57 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 26 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 11 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Friesian Connection Stallion Station Inc, US - www.friesianconnection.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
80 100 100 103 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
74 96 102 102 100 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
40 104 17,3 103

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

0 0 0 0 0

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
28 14 36% 2 0 0 0 4 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
7 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
5 12 2 4 0 136
mark. allowed: 3,1% not allowed: 2,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 7 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 2 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Black Pearl Friesians, Rockton, US - www.bpfriesians.com

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 109 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 97 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 106 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 101 course clean
hair color 100 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 102 short long
walk expression 102 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 101 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 95 heavy light
neck length 100 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 97 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 100 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 107 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 103 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 93 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 97 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 98 weak powerfull
trot length 102 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 102 little much
height of withers 106 small large

Wylster 463
200704635
v.: Rindert 406 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 115
m.: Jeldau fan 'e Wigêri Rypke 321 Lute 304

Wybren 464
200705907
v.: Feike 395 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 187
m.: Heike Wicher 334 Jakob 302

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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22     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
79 99 103 94 98

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
77 105 106 106 107 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
51 100 17,2 103

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

48 102 101 102 104

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
28 11 32% 0 2 0 0 0 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
5 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
3 14 0 7 0 147
mark. allowed: 0,9% not allowed: 0,4%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 24 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 8 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 4 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Justin & Danielle Piascik, Feeding Hills, US - www.brooksidefriesians.com 

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
92 102 103 104 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
84 105 102 105 105 96

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
67 98 17,1 104

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

55 95 100 98 98

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
99 76 46% 7 2 2 1 8 9

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
53 1 0 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
8 21 4 17 0 526 1,2 (2,2)
mark. allowed: 0,4%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 79 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 43 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

5 8 2 0

Stallionsstation:
Black Pearl Friesians, Rockton, US - www.bpfriesians.com

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 99 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 99 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 103 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 92 course clean
hair color 100 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 96 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 108 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 107 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 106 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 97 short long
stance of neck 104 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 106 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 101 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 105 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 107 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 91 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Wolfert 467
200701371
v.: Felle 422 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 002
m.: Fetske van de Klei Jakob 302 Jurjen 303

Thorben 466
200600247
v.: Ielke 382 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 070
m.: Hester fan Fjildsicht Sape 381 Brandus 345

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

23

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
88 98 103 98 100

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 97 104 101 101 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
61 100 15,7 112

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 103 99 99 97

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
60 34 38% 1 1 0 0 1 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
23 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
10 7 1 8 0 170
mark. allowed: 1,9% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 9 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 9 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Gestüt Wickeschliede, Meinerzhagen, DE - www.wickeschliede.de

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
94 110 112 109 113

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
89 105 109 108 109 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
74 102 18,9 93

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

63 104 102 103 102

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
113 192 67% 30 7 0 0 4 10

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
102 3 1 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
22 55 19 22 1 1251 2,1 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 1,1% not allowed: 2,2%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 128 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 99 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 3
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

5 20 6 2

Stallionsstation:
Black Pearl Friesians, Rockton, US - www.bpfriesians.com

head expression 100 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 102 heavy light
neck length 100 short long
stance of neck 91 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 93 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 94 small large
bone quality 96 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 100 short long
walk expression 101 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 109 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 109 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 110 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 93 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 108 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 105 little much
straightness foreleg 104 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 113 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 111 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 106 small large

Alke 468
200800310
v.: Fabe 348 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 129
m.: Wiske van 't Oost Jakob 302 Herke 256

Alwin 469   Preferent
200801759
v.: Felle 422 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 010
m.: Waldiena B.L. Tsjerk 328 Oege 267

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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24     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
91 110 111 109 113

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
85 103 103 103 104 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
66 105 18,8 94

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

63 100 103 99 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
81 66 50% 11 4 0 0 1 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
27 2 2 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
10 20 6 18 0 571
mark. allowed: 2,2% not allowed: 1,1%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 59 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 48 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

3 10 3 0

Stallionsstation:
Handels en Exportstal Heuker B.V., Zevenhuizen - www.heukerbv.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
80 97 101 100 99

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
76 105 103 101 104 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
44 106 16,7 107

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

52 101 102 101 101

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
26 10 30% 1 0 0 0 0 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
12 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 7 2 4 0 110
mark. allowed: 2,8% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 6 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 5 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstorp, SE - www.aftonmora.se 

head expression 112 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 99 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 106 steep sloping
shape of back 111 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 110 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 107 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 107 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 100 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 102 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 101 little much
height of withers 108 small large

head expression 96 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 92 heavy light
neck length 97 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 111 horizontal sloping
length of croup 96 short long
body 109 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 105 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 93 sickled steep
length of pastern 107 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 101 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 101 little much
height of withers 107 small large

Bartele 472
200801089
v.: Onne 376 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Liefke fan 't Brillehof Tsjerk 328 Anton 343

Aarnold 471
200800766
v.: Wikke 404 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 135
m.: Frieda fan Marksate Jakob 302 Nammen 308

88 92 96 100 104 108 112
88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
94 110 107 107 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
87 107 103 105 106 97

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
73 105 18,8 94

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

63 100 99 101 97

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
149 127 49% 15 1 0 0 4 9

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
44 0 0 1
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn Score verPosturesgetal (norm)
21 24 7 13 2 581 1,0 (1,8)
mark. allowed: 2,4% not allowed: 1,1%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 88 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 63 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 6
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

3 10 4 0

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
81 106 104 102 105

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
74 106 109 101 107 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
34 100 17,3 103

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

39 97 98 101 101

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
36 22 42% 4 0 0 0 4 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
8 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 12 3 1 0 152
mark. allowed: 8,0% not allowed: 0,9%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 15 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 10 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 1 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Pam & Mat Gish, Signature Friesians, Baldwin City, US - www.signaturefriesians.com

head expression 114 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 110 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 98 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 105 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 105 horizontal sloping
length of croup 102 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 93 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 106 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 108 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 111 small large

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 101 short long
stance of neck 104 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 95 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 104 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 104 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 98 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 105 little much
straightness foreleg 95 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 109 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 102 small large

Epke 474
200903966
v.: Beart 411 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 043
m.: Klaske Evaa D. Anton 343 Reitse 272

Bene 476
200802957
v.: Doaitsen 420 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Wilma van de Zuiderwaard Leffert 306 Oege 267

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
87 101 106 106 105

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 104 104 102 104 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
54 101 17,1 104

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

60 96 97 102 104

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
55 36 41% 1 1 0 0 4 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
14 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
11 13 2 6 0 192
mark. allowed: 2,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 37 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 30 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

2 2 0 0

Stallionsstation:
M. Schreven, Weert - www.hengstenhouderij-schreven.nl De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
83 102 103 105 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
77 111 105 99 106 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
42 103 17,4 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

56 104 102 103 101

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
34 24 45% 4 0 0 0 1 5

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
15 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
10 6 4 2 0 179
mark. allowed: 4,0% not allowed: 0,2%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 67 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 56 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 5
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

5 12 6 1

Stallionsstation:
Dekstation Gaasterland, Oudemirdum - www.dekstationgaasterland.nl

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 102 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 106 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 99 weak tight
shape of croup 90 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 109 short long
stance of forelegs 102 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 107 sickled steep
length of pastern 110 short long
shape of hooves 108 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 96 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 101 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 106 little much
height of withers 110 small large

head expression 102 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 97 heavy light
neck length 96 short long
stance of neck 108 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 100 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 103 short long
body 95 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 106 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 98 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 96 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 110 short long
walk expression 110 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 101 small large

Gerben 479
201000762
v.: Doaitsen 420 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 161
m.: Seija van de Olde Mette Moate Sape 381 Rypke 321

Fonger 478
200903499
v.: Olgert 445 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 044
m.: Liese Doeke 287 Reitse 272

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
91 99 109 107 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
86 104 110 105 108 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
70 106 18,0 99

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

58 100 96 98 97

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
66 85 59% 7 3 0 0 2 4

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
30 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
17 25 14 19 3 641
mark. allowed: 0,5%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 94 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 38 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

4 4 3 0

Stallionsstation:
Friesian Connection Stallion Station Inc, US - www.friesianconnection.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
87 103 103 100 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 104 107 103 106 106

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
58 104 18,8 94

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 97 97 95 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
40 41 53% 4 0 0 0 1 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
13 3 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 17 5 6 0 324
mark. allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 2 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 2 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Mrs. Celeste Steyn, Douglasm ZA - www.pelagraca.com

head expression 95 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 110 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 90 horizontal sloping
length of croup 107 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 105 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 105 sickled steep
length of pastern 99 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 106 little much
height of withers 109 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 99 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 99 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 93 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 108 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 108 small large

Hessel 480
201000839
v.: Norbert 444 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Jitscke van de Stierenweg Jelke 367 Gerlof 294

Hette 481
201002347
v.: Norbert 444 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 014
m.: Tsjikke Z. Rindert 406 Fetse 349

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
93 110 110 106 111

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
86 100 108 103 105 99

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
69 104 19,1 93

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

60 103 103 101 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
74 127 67% 20 4 0 0 2 6

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
58 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
20 30 21 16 0 841
mark. allowed: 0,9%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 226 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 142 Hydrocephaly free
Foals deceased 2023: 15
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

20 27 4 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal de Mersken, Siegerswoude - www.staldemersken.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
79 102 101 102 102

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
75 107 104 99 104 98

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
43 104 16,9 105

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

54 99 97 97 102

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
20 19 51% 2 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
9 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 7 3 3 0 174
mark. allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 80 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 42 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

2 7 2 0

Stallionsstation:
Frank Leyendekker, Visalia - www.leyendekker.com 

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 110 heavy light
neck length 112 short long
stance of neck 104 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 102 short long
body 109 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 105 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 104 weak powerfull
trot length 114 short long
trot expression 114 weak powerfull
trot posture 117 little much
trot suppleness 115 little much
height of withers 108 small large

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 93 heavy light
neck length 95 short long
stance of neck 102 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 99 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 97 weak tight
shape of croup 106 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 107 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 96 little much
straightness foreleg 95 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 109 short long
walk expression 110 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Jehannes 484
201100004
v.: Tsjalle 454 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 015
m.: Femke van Dedgum Oepke 266 Fokke 217

Haike 482
201003370
v.: Arjen 417 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 008
m.: Tialda fan Algrastate Lute 304 Jochem 259

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
88 110 112 103 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 103 101 98 101 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
54 105 18,7 95

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

56 101 99 102 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
61 30 38% 7 0 0 0 2 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
23 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
5 13 5 4 0 281
mark. allowed: 3,2% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 67 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 56 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 3
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

4 12 3 1

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
88 105 109 105 108

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 105 109 105 108 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
47 107 19,0 93

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

54 98 98 99 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
73 45 43% 9 2 0 0 1 5

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
18 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 17 6 0 0 285
mark. allowed: 5,4% not allowed: 1,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 34 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 24 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

4 3 0 1

Stallionsstation:
KCF Farms, St. Thomas, CA - www.kettlecreekfriesians.com

head expression 107 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 113 weak tight
shape of loins 109 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 109 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 110 short long
shape of hooves 107 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 107 little much
straightness foreleg 107 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 103 weak powerfull
trot length 104 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 110 small large

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 99 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 107 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 107 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 94 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 90 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 109 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 111 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 106 small large

Jouwe 485
201102076
v.: Pier 448 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 223
m.: Ryanne V. Folkert 353 Leffert 306

Julius 486
201102814
v.: Norbert 444 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 100
m.: Wietske van de Anne Hoeve Beart 411 Rypke 321

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
83 101 99 104 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
78 111 107 104 109 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
51 105 18,4 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 105 100 104 105

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
40 21 38% 3 0 0 0 1 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
12 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
4 7 7 2 0 169
mark. allowed: 3,6% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 37 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 32 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 6 6 0

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
88 105 99 102 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 101 108 101 104 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
58 102 18,4 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

56 106 99 100 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
59 38 42% 5 0 0 0 5 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
19 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 16 3 0 0 201
mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 56 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 33 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 1 3 0

Stallionsstation:
Bonanza Ranch, Madison GA, US - www.bonanzaranch.com 

head expression 100 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 100 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 100 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 103 horizontal sloping
length of croup 102 short long
body 95 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 97 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 108 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 92 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 111 short long
walk expression 112 weak powerfull
trot length 107 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 103 small large

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 97 weak tight
shape of loins 95 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 98 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 89 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 103 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 114 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Meinte 490
201200609
v.: Beart 411 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 015
m.: Boukje C. Anton 343 Jelmer 297

Eise 489
200904920
v.: Maurits 437 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 015
m.: Lieke fan Hylpen Olof 315 Jochem 259

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
92 109 110 108 111

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
84 104 106 101 105 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
63 100 18,5 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

60 107 101 97 95

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
73 75 54% 12 0 0 0 2 8

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
52 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
13 19 4 3 0 358
mark. allowed: 1,4% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 110 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 89 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 3
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

7 17 5 1

Stallionsstation:
Dekstation Gaasterland, Oudemirdum - www.dekstationgaasterland.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
90 102 107 107 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
84 102 109 102 105 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
61 102 18,5 96

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

60 97 99 101 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
65 66 51% 3 0 0 0 4 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
38 3 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
13 19 11 4 0 434
mark. allowed: 3,7% not allowed: 0,6%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 118 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 80 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

5 17 8 1

Stallionsstation:
Henswoude, Oldeboorn - www.henswoude.nl

head expression 111 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 109 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 113 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 94 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 108 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 96 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 110 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 107 small large

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 102 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 106 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 101 horizontal sloping
length of croup 96 short long
body 108 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 105 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 95 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 111 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 112 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Markus 491
201200903
v.: Maurits 437 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 122
m.: Jildau fan Teakesyl Onne 376 Krist 358

Nane 492
201201609
v.: Wimer 461 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 008
m.: Joselien T.J. Brandus 345 Tamme 276

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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32     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
75 105 102 102 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
74 97 105 102 102 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
49 106 17,2 103

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

54 98 102 104 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
26 9 26% 0 0 0 0 1 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
6 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 10 2 0 0 92
mark. allowed: 2,4% not allowed: 0,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 45 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 30 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

1 5 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal Baron-Spahn, Niebert - www.stalbaronspahn.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
89 103 106 106 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
83 110 107 103 108 95

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
52 105 16,3 109

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

60 94 97 92 95

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
51 58 58% 11 0 0 0 2 6

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
28 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 25 7 4 0 393
mark. allowed: 0,4% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 135 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 97 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 5
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

8 21 6 0

Stallionsstation:
Black Pearl Friesians, Rockton, US - www.bpfriesians.com

head expression 109 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 97 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 97 steep sloping
shape of back 98 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 99 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 104 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 98 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 106 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 101 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 102 little much
trot suppleness 105 little much
height of withers 108 small large

head expression 102 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 97 heavy light
neck length 101 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 107 short long
body 99 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 95 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 109 short long
walk expression 111 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 106 small large

Elias 494
200900910
v.: Jorn 430 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 109
m.: Maaike Brechtsje D. Maiko 373 Thomas 327

Omer 493
201202705
v.: Gjalt 426 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 047
m.: Zandra fân Bartlehiem Karst 362 Naen 264

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
88 105 112 105 109

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
80 106 109 98 105 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
49 105 18,3 97

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

56 103 101 102 99

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
43 46 53% 3 0 0 0 0 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
32 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
10 13 4 0 0 235
mark. allowed: 0,9% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 119 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 76 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

8 15 8 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal Chardon, Jorwert - www.stalchardon.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
87 100 110 106 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
80 106 107 103 107 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
46 105 18,6 95

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

58 100 99 98 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
51 42 46% 1 0 0 0 0 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
27 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
6 12 3 0 0 196
mark. allowed: 0,5% not allowed: 1,2%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 30 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 27 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

2 6 1 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal fan de Kadyk, Sint Johannesga - www.stalfandekadyk.nl

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 99 steep sloping
shape of back 110 weak tight
shape of loins 109 weak tight
shape of croup 90 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 110 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 109 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 113 weak powerfull
trot posture 113 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 103 small large

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 102 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 110 weak tight
shape of loins 109 weak tight
shape of croup 92 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 107 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 109 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 108 short long
shape of hooves 107 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 92 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 111 weak powerfull
trot length 112 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 112 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 107 small large

Jurre 495
201102129
v.: Maurits 437 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 025
m.: Teatske L. Jasper 366 Teunis 332

Menne 496
201200823
v.: Norbert 444 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 028
m.: Nynke fan 't Skânswyke Beart 411 Nykle 309

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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34     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
81 105 112 107 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
74 106 106 104 107 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
34 104 18,61 95

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

54 95 99 94 97

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
16 18 58% 4 0 0 0 1 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
20 1 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
2 7 4 0 0 160
mark. allowed: 0,7% not allowed: 0,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 59 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 47 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 5
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

5 8 0 1

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
79 100 104 106 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
75 104 104 103 105 101

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,4 97

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 102 99 98 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
21 19 49% 1 0 0 0 0 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
8 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 12 1 0 0 111
mark. allowed: 0,4% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 26 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 14 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

2 1 3 0

Stallionsstation:
Finca Sanro, Mateos (MEX) - www.fincasanro.com

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 99 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 105 weak tight
shape of loins 108 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 105 short long
shape of hooves 94 small large
bone quality 112 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 94 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 111 weak powerfull
trot posture 111 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 101 small large

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 105 short long
stance of neck 95 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 103 short long
body 94 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 107 small large

Tjebbe 500
201400541
v.: Bartele 472 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 002
m.: Femke van stal Zadelhoff Dries 421 Tsjerk 328

Rommert 498
201300880
v.: Norbert 444 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 070
m.: Lieske fan 'e Welle Jasper 366 Oege 267

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
89 111 115 111 115

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
81 106 108 104 108 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
50 104 18,7 95

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

59 102 102 102 100

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
32 62 69% 9 0 0 0 0 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
41 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
9 15 6 0 0 344
mark. allowed: 0,6% not allowed: 1,1%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 163 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 138 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 6
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

16 25 2 2

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
84 107 107 103 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
76 108 111 106 110 107

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
36 101 17,5 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

55 101 101 101 98

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
16 23 61% 2 0 0 0 0 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
26 3 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
3 10 11 0 0 298
mark. allowed: 0,8% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 171 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 140 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 9
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

16 32 14 1

Stallionsstation:
Wim Cazemier, Spencerville IN (USA) +1 260-446-4291

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 109 short long
stance of neck 107 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 108 steep sloping
shape of back 110 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 112 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 94 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 109 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 109 weak powerfull
trot length 111 short long
trot expression 111 weak powerfull
trot posture 110 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 105 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 108 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 110 short long
shape of hooves 106 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 108 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 103 little much
straightness foreleg 96 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 107 small large

Tiede 501
201400450
v.: Alwin 469 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 008
m.: Corrine Z. Loadewyk 431 Teunis 332

Ulbrân 502
201400483
v.: Reinder 452 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 115
m.: Wytske fan 'e Wigéri Jakob 302 Rypke 321

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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36     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
81 106 108 107 109

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
73 103 109 106 108 105

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
35 109 19,21 92

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

53 100 100 105 105

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
16 14 47% 0 0 0 0 0 2

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
17 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 8 2 0 0 100
mark. allowed: 0,7% not allowed: 0,6%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 105 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 82 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

6 26 8 0

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
88 109 108 106 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
79 101 108 104 105 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
41 105 18,9 94

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 101 100 100 102

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
44 44 52% 3 0 0 0 1 3

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
36 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
7 8 4 0 0 185
mark. allowed: 1,2% not allowed: 0,5%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 133 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 113 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 7
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

7 29 12 0

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl    Dekstation Gaasterland, Oudemirdum - www.dekstationgaasterland.nl

head expression 102 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 109 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 97 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 94 sickled steep
length of pastern 106 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 108 course clean
hair color 108 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 102 short long
walk expression 109 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 111 weak powerfull
trot posture 112 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 103 small large

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 110 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 106 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 100 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 103 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 101 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 111 weak powerfull
trot posture 111 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Matthys 504
201201682
v.: Norbert 444 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 002
m.: Wylster H. Beart 411 Krist 358

Tymen 503
201401505
v.: Tsjalle 454 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 070
m.: Esoca fan Fjildsicht Harmen 424 Sape 381

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
83 107 113 104 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
73 103 108 108 108 106

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 109 18,8 94

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

51 102 103 100 98

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
29 18 40% 1 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
20 2 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
3 4 7 0 0 186
mark. allowed: 3,2% not allowed: 1,2%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 188 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 155 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 7
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

12 31 8 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal fan de Kadyk, Sint Johannesga - www.stalfandekadyk.nl

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 106 heavy light
neck length 105 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 109 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 108 short long
body 111 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 95 sickled steep
length of pastern 107 short long
shape of hooves 97 small large
bone quality 98 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 104 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Teun 505
201400668
v.: Bartele 472 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Richt fan Lutke Peinjum Rindert 406 Fabe 348

88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Tevens het juiste adres voor: Transport, Export & Quarantaine

Bartele 472 Sport AAA

> 3 nieuwe model merries in 2022

> Hoog sterpercentage

> Rastype bij uitstek

Faust 523 Sport AAA

> Verrichtingstopper 2021

> Uit een zeer sterke moederlijn

> De eerste veulens vallen op door hun 
mooie evenredige bouw, ras uitstraling 
en souplesse in beweging.
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in 2024
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e-mail: dekstation@denieuweheuvel.com 
www.denieuweheuvel.com
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40     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
67 98 103 103 102

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
67 107 106 103 107 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 18,6 95

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

57 97 99 93 94

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
4 6 60% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
4 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
5 5 1 0 0 50
mark. allowed: 9,1% not allowed: 0,6%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 40 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 34 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 4 4 1

Stallionsstation:
Frisones El Centenario SPR de RL de CV, MEX

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
58 104 103 103 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
56 100 102 100 101 95

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
16,6 107

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
6 3 33% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
2 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
1 3 0 0 0 21
mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,6%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 50 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 41 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

8 7 3 0

Stallionsstation:
Henswoude, Oldeboorn - www.henswoude.nl

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 98 heavy light
neck length 103 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 92 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 89 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 102 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 94 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 94 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 105 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 107 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 96 short long
stance of neck 96 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 99 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 99 short long
shape of hooves 94 small large
bone quality 101 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 104 weak powerfull
trot length 107 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 98 small large

Willem 508
201501190
v.: Hette 481 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 061
m.: Tjanneke L. Folkert 353 Tsjomme 329

Ulbe 506
201401382
v.: Anders 451 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 010
m.: Willy 'fan Panhuys' Anton 343 Hearke 254

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

41

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
49 99 102 101 101

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
42 105 104 0 106 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
30 103 18,1 98

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
1 1 50% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
0 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 1
mark. allowed: 4,8% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 2 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 1 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Dekstation Gaasterland, Oudemirdum - www.dekstationgaasterland.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
56 101 103 105 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
55 106 107 106 108 99

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,5 102

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
5 1 17% 0 0 0 0 1 1

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
2 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 1 0 0 0 9
mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 6 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 4 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Katrina Routson, Wangoom, AU - www.terrarossalodge.com

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 99 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 92 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 99 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 97 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 107 small large

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 98 weak tight
shape of loins 99 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 99 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 108 short long
walk expression 110 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 98 small large

Wardy 509
201502110
v.: Hette 481 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 008
m.: Annegjen Goffert 369 Feitse 293

Bastiaan 510
200802910
v.: Jisse 433 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 102
m.: Djura S. Tsjerk 328 Gaije 295

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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42     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
55 111 108 105 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
46 102 106 0 105 99

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,7 100

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
4 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 4
mark. allowed: 2,2% not allowed: 0,5%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 88 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 48 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

6 6 3 1

Stallionsstation:
Stoeterij Friese Visser, Drachten - www.friesevisser.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
55 100 103 107 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
46 103 103 0 104 97

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 99 16,8 106

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
4 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 4
mark. allowed: 5,4% not allowed: 0,4%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 115 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 76 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 3
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

3 21 5 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal de Mersken, Siegerswoude - www.staldemersken.nl

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 108 steep sloping
shape of back 97 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 92 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 97 small large
bone quality 99 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 103 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 107 small large

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 101 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 98 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 105 short long
shape of hooves 93 small large
bone quality 109 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 92 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 101 short long
walk expression 103 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Waander 512
201502483
v.: Loadewyk 431 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 038
m.: Sigrid Beart 411 Oepke 266

Wibout 511
201501285
v.: Thorben 466 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 034
m.: Estelle van de Strubbenhof Doeke 287 Tjimme 275

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

43

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
51 99 100 98 99

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
43 100 102 0 101 99

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
34 102 16,0 111

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
0 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 0
mark. allowed: 0,8% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 97 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 73 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 3
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 11 9 0

Stallionsstation:
Stoeterij Friese Visser, Drachten - www.friesevisser.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
68 112 110 114 115

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
55 103 104 0 104 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 102 19,2 92

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
14 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 14
mark. allowed: 0,7% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 165 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 127 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 7
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

14 33 3 0

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

head expression 98 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 98 heavy light
neck length 100 short long
stance of neck 98 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 94 steep sloping
shape of back 97 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 98 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 99 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 95 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 103 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 102 weak powerfull
trot posture 101 little much
trot suppleness 104 little much
height of withers 103 small large

head expression 102 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 112 heavy light
neck length 111 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 105 weak tight
shape of croup 105 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 105 short long
stance of forelegs 94 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 106 short long
shape of hooves 94 small large
bone quality 110 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 103 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 100 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 111 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 101 small large

Wolter 513
201502273
v.: Fabe 348 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 047
m.: Zandra fân Bartlehiem Karst 362 Naen 264

Auwert 514
201600298
v.: Jehannes 484 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 025
m.: Gerlinde D. Andries 415 Folkert 353

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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44     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
51 113 110 102 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
44 104 108 0 108 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 18,5 96

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
4 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 4
mark. allowed: 1,1% not allowed: 1,1%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 99 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 73 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 5
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

7 10 4 1

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
55 111 115 108 114

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
46 105 106 0 107 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 18,3 97

 

Life totals
Mares Geldings
Stb Ster %ster Kroon Model Pref. Prest. RB Ster
0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stallions
Ster Stb Approved on offspring Stallions mothers
6 0 0 0
Aptitude and sport Total score
A AA AAA Sport Elite Pref. pntn
0 0 0 0 0 6
mark. allowed: 7,0% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 23 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 19 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 7 1 0

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

head expression 108 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 106 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 105 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 108 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 112 short long
trot expression 112 weak powerfull
trot posture 114 little much
trot suppleness 114 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 111 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 108 weak tight
shape of loins 105 weak tight
shape of croup 92 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 110 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 101 small large

Boet 516
201602744
v.: Jouwe 485 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 054
m.: Nynke Ven Uldrik 457 Sytse 385

Arent 515
201601986
v.: Jouwe 485 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 161
m.: Marije van Dijkstra State Haitse 425 Doaitsen 420

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

45

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
42 102 107 105 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
37 104 109 0 108 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
33 106 18,3 97

 

mark. allowed: 3,3% not allowed: 1,1%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 66 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 40 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 1
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

2 8 4 0

Stallionsstation:
Finca Sanro, Mateos (MEX) - www.fincasanro.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
42 101 108 105 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
36 105 109 0 109 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 105 17,5 102

 

mark. allowed: 1,6% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 48 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 37 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 2
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

2 7 1 0

Stallionsstation:
HVM Stal, Hoornsterzwaag - www.hvmstal.nl

head expression 97 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 105 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 102 short long
body 100 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 102 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 107 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 107 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 109 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 105 short long
stance of neck 97 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 99 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 100 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 107 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 105 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Beant 517
201600229
v.: Hessel 480 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 103
m.: Lobke fan de Lege Geaën Tsjalle 454 Gjalt 426

Fryso 518
201700143
v.: Hessel 480 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 121
m.: Marrit van de Pôle Jisse 433 Anton 343

88 92 96 100 104 108 112 88 92 96 100 104 108 112
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46     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
45 109 108 105 109

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
39 103 106 0 106 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
33 102 18,5 96

 

mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,8%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 62 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 51 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

6 9 2 1

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
44 106 109 107 109

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
39 106 109 0 109 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 101 18,4 96

 

mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 1 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 1 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 0
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

0 0 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Finca Sanro, Mateos (MEX) - www.fincasanro.com

head expression 108 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 112 short long
stance of neck 106 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 104 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 107 short long
shape of hooves 103 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 105 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 103 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 111 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 109 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 107 heavy light
neck length 105 short long
stance of neck 102 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 106 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 111 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 109 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Foeke 520
201702670
v.: Jehannes 484 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 038
m.: Hadewich Onne 376 Teunis 332

Dedmer 519
201701876
v.: Alwin 469 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 110
m.: Wealtsje A. Teeuwis 389 Jasper 366

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

47

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
48 109 101 100 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
48 102 104 104 104 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
32 106 17,1 104

 

mark. allowed: 3,9% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 82 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 51 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 11
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

5 14 0 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal de Mersken, Siegerswoude - www.staldemersken.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
40 104 100 102 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
44 106 111 105 109 101

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,5 102

Breeding values character
btbh.% Reliability/

berekenbaarheid
trainability willingness to 

work
stamina

38 98 97 99 103

mark. allowed: 1,7% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 83 Dwarfism: carrier
Foals born 2023: 59 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 5
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

7 14 6 0

Stallionsstation:
Stal Chardon, Jorwert - www.stalchardon.nl

head expression 108 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 101 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 98 weak tight
shape of loins 97 weak tight
shape of croup 101 horizontal sloping
length of croup 97 short long
body 101 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 100 short long
stance of forelegs 102 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 97 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 101 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 103 little much
straightness foreleg 102 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 105 short long
trot expression 105 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 101 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 97 heavy light
neck length 95 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 100 weak tight
shape of loins 99 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 96 short long
body 99 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 105 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 109 small large

Martzen 521
201200259
v.: Dries 421 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 094
m.: Rebecca Marja H. Abe 346 Nykle 309

Alger 522
201602890
v.: Haike 482 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 008
m.: Matsje fan de Pikestjelp Wylster 463 Jasper 366
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48     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 103 106 107 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
36 103 107 0 106 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
30 102 18,3 97

 

mark. allowed: 2,6% not allowed: 0,7%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 170 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 151 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 7
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

20 26 7 3

Stallionsstation:
Stal fan de Kadyk, Sint Johannesga - www.stalfandekadyk.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
43 101 106 103 104

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
38 104 107 0 107 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
31 104 18,4 97

 

mark. allowed: 1,9% not allowed: 1,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 145 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 104 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 8
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

10 22 11 0

Stallionsstation:
Handels- en Exportstal Heuker B.V. - De Haspel boven 6 - 9354 XM  Zevenhuizen - info@heukerbv.com - Tel: 06-50869431

head expression 99 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 105 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 99 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 104 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 103 small large

head expression 100 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 102 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 100 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 94 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 106 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 102 short long
walk expression 104 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 108 small large

Herre 524
201800533
v.: Nane 492 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 015
m.: Minke fan Hylpen Reinder 452 Onne 376

Faust 523
201703412
v.: Maurits 437 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 115
m.: Fardau M. Haitse 425 Leffert 306

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

49

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 105 107 102 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
37 106 108 0 109 104

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 18,7 95

 

mark. allowed: 1,2% not allowed: 2,3%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 106 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 87 Hydrocephaly: carrier
Foals deceased 2023: 4
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

13 17 7 1

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
43 102 107 104 105

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
38 107 108 0 109 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
30 103 18,8 94

 

mark. allowed: 0,0% not allowed: 0,0%

Stud and foalinformation Carrier status
Number of breeding 2022: 176 Dwarfism: free
Foals born 2023: 162 Hydrocephaly: free
Foals deceased 2023: 6
Inspection results (premium) foals
1e 2e 3e none

20 38 6 0

Stallionsstation:
Paardensportcentrum Marum, Marum - www.paardensportcentrummarum.nl

head expression 107 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 101 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 102 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 105 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 110 short long
stance of forelegs 95 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 105 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 105 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 105 small large

head expression 98 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 106 heavy light
neck length 100 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 105 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 95 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 97 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 108 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 111 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 112 little much
trot suppleness 111 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Hilbrand 525
201801236
v.: Hette 481 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 117
m.: Sjoukje B. Alwin 469 Haitse 425

Gosse 526
201802385
v.: Nane 492 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 025
m.: Rinske L. Beart 411 Leffert 306
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50     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
44 105 106 106 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
37 104 101 0 103 99

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 16,9 105

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl Rudy Rienstra, Wommels - www.deterpen.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
43 106 105 105 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
38 105 104 0 106 98

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,0 105

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stoeterij Friese Visser, Drachten - www.friesevisser.com

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 103 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 100 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 100 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 100 short long
shape of hooves 107 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 105 weak powerfull
trot length 103 short long
trot expression 100 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 100 little much
height of withers 104 small large

head expression 103 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 97 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 104 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 99 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 104 short long
body 99 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 107 weak powerfull
trot posture 105 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 105 small large

Hilbert 529
201801223
v.: Haike 482 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 032
m.: Lys van Swichum Stendert 447 Ielke 382

Hildwin 528
201800509
v.: Omer 493 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 015
m.: Yasmine K. Fridse 423 Tsjerk 328

88 92 96 100 104 108 11288 92 96 100 104 108 112
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Stallion information

51

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
47 105 106 108 108

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
38 105 108 0 108 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,9 100

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal Chardon, Jorwert - www.stalchardon.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
40 111 112 108 113

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
35 106 104 0 106 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 18,2 98

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 101 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 102 short long
body 104 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 104 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 95 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 97 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 103 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 111 weak powerfull
trot posture 110 little much
trot suppleness 113 little much
height of withers 99 small large

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 108 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 104 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 108 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 96 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 94 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 93 small large
bone quality 111 course clean
hair color 102 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 110 weak powerfull
trot posture 109 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Hielke 530
201801508
v.: Jurre 495 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 001
m.: Hester L.W. Jisse 433 Tsjerk 328

Kees 531
201900282
v.: Tjebbe 500 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 022
m.: Rosa fan 'e Hartstun Maurus 441 Andries 415
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52     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 104 105 103 105

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
42 110 108 105 110 102

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,5 102

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal de Mersken, Siegerswoude - www.staldemersken.nl Finca Sanro, Mateos (MEX) - www.fincasanro.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
42 105 108 105 108

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
37 103 107 0 106 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 18,5 96

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 108 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 98 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 100 weak tight
shape of croup 102 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 105 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 105 short long
shape of hooves 101 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 95 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 108 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 104 weak powerfull
trot posture 104 little much
trot suppleness 105 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 104 heavy light
neck length 110 short long
stance of neck 100 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 105 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 98 short long
body 102 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 107 short long
stance of forelegs 99 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 97 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 96 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 108 small large

Jimte 533
201902094
v.: Ulbrân 502 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 120
m.: Tekla v.d.Arebo Hoeve Epke 474 Nykle 309

Jorke 532
201900784
v.: Menne 496 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 110
m.: Lobke fan 'e Kamperdyk Tsjalle 454 Felle 422
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Stallion information

53

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 109 107 108 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
35 107 109 0 110 103

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
0 0 17,1 104

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal de Mersken, Siegerswoude - www.staldemersken.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
33 99 102 105 103

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
33 100 103 102 100

Breeding values sport Kinship
btbh.% Fokw. vw% bloodspread
30 110 17,0 105

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal Baron-Spahn, Niebert

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 106 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 102 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 99 weak tight
shape of croup 100 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 107 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 110 short long
shape of hooves 104 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 109 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 109 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 105 small large

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 99 heavy light
neck length 99 short long
stance of neck 99 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 97 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 95 horizontal sloping
length of croup 103 short long
body 103 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 97 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 99 sickled steep
length of pastern 99 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 101 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 100 little much
straightness foreleg 99 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 99 short long
walk expression 100 weak powerfull
trot length 101 short long
trot expression 103 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 103 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Kanne 534
201902907
v.: Ulbrân 502 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Sterre T. fan 'e Boppelannen Thorben 466 Doaitsen 420

Jeroen 535
201104106
v.: Anders 451 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 065
m.: Thonny W. Folkert 353 Lammert 260
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54     Stallion information 2024

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
44 109 111 103 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
39 106 108 109 103

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,1 98

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
44 104 106 106 107

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
38 105 106 107 101

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,0 99

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: carrier

Stallionsstation:
Stal de Mersken, Siegerswoude - www.staldemersken.nl

head expression 101 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 107 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 103 short long
body 111 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 93 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 97 small large
bone quality 102 course clean
hair color 109 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 103 little much
straightness foreleg 103 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 107 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 112 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 110 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 108 small large

head expression 98 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 102 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 102 weak tight
shape of loins 98 weak tight
shape of croup 99 horizontal sloping
length of croup 97 short long
body 103 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 101 short long
stance of forelegs 101 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 98 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 103 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 100 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Jeppe 537
201901189
v.: Alwin 469 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 099
m.: Hieke v.d. Peester Hoeve Pier 448 Mintse 384

Elger 536
201701235
v.: Nane 492 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 030
m.: Renske Richtsje V. Olof 315 Dirk 298
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Stallion information

55

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 110 113 111 114

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
37 107 107 0 109 102

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,4 96

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
De Nieuwe Heuvel, Lunteren - www.denieuweheuvel.com

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 109 111 108 112

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
35 105 106 0 107 100

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
17,7 100

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Dekstation Gaasterland, Oudemirdum - www.dekstationgaasterland.nl

head expression 109 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 103 heavy light
neck length 109 short long
stance of neck 108 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 106 steep sloping
shape of back 110 weak tight
shape of loins 104 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 106 short long
body 109 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 108 short long
stance of forelegs 94 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 106 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 101 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 111 weak powerfull
trot posture 111 little much
trot suppleness 109 little much
height of withers 106 small large

head expression 108 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 100 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 106 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 107 steep sloping
shape of back 106 weak tight
shape of loins 106 weak tight
shape of croup 96 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 108 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 103 short long
stance of forelegs 97 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 101 sickled steep
length of pastern 103 short long
shape of hooves 102 small large
bone quality 105 course clean
hair color 107 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 104 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 108 weak powerfull
trot length 109 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 108 little much
trot suppleness 106 little much
height of withers 105 small large

Nyk 538
202000045
v.: Tiede 501 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Vrouwkje T. van Sessing Bartele 472 Folkert 353

Martinus 539
202000114
v.: Tiede 501 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 138
m.: Sjoukje 'van de Brink' Sipke 450 Heinse 354
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
42 105 104 106 106

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
36 108 104 0 108 101

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
17,7 100

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal fan de Kadyk, Sint Johannesga - www.stalfandekadyk.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
40 106 110 107 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
36 105 107 0 108 103

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,0 99

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal fan de Kadyk, Sint Johannesga - www.stalfandekadyk.nl

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 99 heavy light
neck length 100 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 103 steep sloping
shape of back 100 weak tight
shape of loins 101 weak tight
shape of croup 98 horizontal sloping
length of croup 100 short long
body 97 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 95 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 100 sickled steep
length of pastern 101 short long
shape of hooves 96 small large
bone quality 103 course clean
hair color 105 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 98 little much
straightness foreleg 101 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 106 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 105 short long
trot expression 106 weak powerfull
trot posture 103 little much
trot suppleness 105 little much
height of withers 102 small large

head expression 106 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 110 heavy light
neck length 104 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 99 steep sloping
shape of back 104 weak tight
shape of loins 103 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 106 short long
body 107 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 102 short long
stance of forelegs 103 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 102 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 101 course clean
hair color 98 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 105 little much
straightness foreleg 98 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 104 short long
walk expression 106 weak powerfull
trot length 106 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 106 little much
trot suppleness 107 little much
height of withers 104 small large

Manno 541
202000490
v.: Fonger 478 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 022
m.: Noor F. Andries 415 Brandus 345

Murk 540
202003344
v.: Teun 505 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 115
m.: Meisje P.A. van de Sprong Loadewyk 431 Jasper 366
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appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
42 109 109 106 110

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
36 104 112 0 110 106

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,1 98

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Stal fan de Kadyk, Sint Johannesga - www.stalfandekadyk.nl

appreciative exterior features
btbh.% racialtype frame feet & legs total
41 106 115 107 112

movement/sport aptitude
btbh.% walk trot gallop. total harnesshorse
35 104 107 0 107 105

Kinship
vw% bloodspread
18,7 95

 

Carrier status
Dwarfism: free
Hydrocephaly: free

Stallionsstation:
Gebr. Van Manen, Ede - www.hhgebrvanmanen.nl Finca Sanro, Mateos (MEX) - www.fincasanro.com

head expression 105 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 107 heavy light
neck length 106 short long
stance of neck 103 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 103 weak tight
shape of loins 102 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 101 short long
body 108 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 106 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 98 sickled steep
length of pastern 104 short long
shape of hooves 102 small large
bone quality 104 course clean
hair color 108 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 99 little much
straightness foreleg 96 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 110 short long
trot expression 108 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 110 little much
height of withers 105 small large

head expression 104 plain noble
head/neckconnect. 105 heavy light
neck length 103 short long
stance of neck 101 horizontal vertical
stance of shoulder 101 steep sloping
shape of back 110 weak tight
shape of loins 107 weak tight
shape of croup 97 horizontal sloping
length of croup 105 short long
body 109 downhill upstanding

length of forearm 107 short long
stance of forelegs 98 straight standing under
stance of hindlegs 96 sickled steep
length of pastern 107 short long
shape of hooves 100 small large
bone quality 100 course clean
hair color 104 faded black jet black
amount of hairs 102 little much
straightness foreleg 97 toeing-in toeing-out
walk length 105 short long
walk expression 107 weak powerfull
trot length 108 short long
trot expression 109 weak powerfull
trot posture 107 little much
trot suppleness 108 little much
height of withers 103 small large

Menso 542
202000913
v.: Ulbrân 502 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 050
m.: Juwiel H. fan Lutke Peinjum Tsjalle 454 Jasper 366

Mans 543
202001505
v.: Teun 505 mv.: mmv.: Mareline: 013
m.: Femcke van de Gonda Norbert 444 Beart 411
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Veeljeugduitstralinggen natuurlijkebalans in alleegangen
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Sterk gebouwd,verwantschaps-percentage van17,7%

Luxe gebouwden uitblinker inzijn schakelenddvermogen
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HHeennggsstteennhhoouuddeerriijj  FFaamm..  BBoossmmaa  
DDeekkssttaattiioonn,,  HHaannddeellss--  eenn  TTrraaiinniinnggssssttaall  

AAaann  441166 
Abe 346 x Jurjen 303 

Stam 44 
Stokmaat 1.66m 

Verwantschap 16,6% 

RReeiinnddeerr  445522  SSppoorrtt  AAAA 
Aan 416 x Sierk 326 

Stam 128 
Stokmaat 1.67m 

Verwantschap 17,4% 

SSppooaarrbbuuoorrrreenn  SSúúdd  3388,,  99229988  WWCC  KKoolllluummeerrzzwwaaaagg..    TTeell::  ++3311((0055))1111--444444882200  
                        wwwwww..ffaamm--bboossmmaa..nnll    EE--mmaaiill::  IInnffoo@@ffaamm--bboossmmaa..nnll  

SSoocciiaall  MMeeddiiaa::  HHeennggsstteennhhoouuddeerriijj  FFaamm  BBoossmmaa  

HHaaiittssee  442255  SSppoorrtt--EElliittee 
Jasper 366 x Rypke 321 

Stam 115 
Stokmaat 1.67m 

Verwantschap 18,4% 

TTaakkee  445555  SSppoorrtt  AAAA 
Jakob 302 x Oltman 317 

Stam 2 
Stokmaat 1.69m 

Verwantschap 16,8% 

MMaaeeiijjee  444400  SSppoorrtt 
Beart 411 x Goffert 369 

Stam 8 
Stokmaat 1.68m 

Verwantschap 18,4% 

FFaamm..  BBoossmmaa  iiss  uuww  aaddrreess  vvoooorr:: 
 
* Fokkerij, van pipet tot paard 
* Keuringsklaar maken 
* In-/verkoop 
* IBOP  
* Jonge paarden opleiden/uitbrengen  
 
VVoooorr  vveerrddeerree  vvrraaggeenn  ooff  iinnffoorrmmaattiiee:: 
G. Bosma +31 (0) 610545258 

UU  kkiieesstt  ttoocchh  ooookk  vvoooorr  dduuuurrzzaaaammhheeiidd??  
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60     Stallion information 2024

S
ix stallions presented their first crop of offspring in the past 

inspection season. Martzen 521, Alger 522, Faust 523, Herre 

524, Hilbrand 525 and Gosse 526. About 40% (range 

37-45%) of the foals that were born were presented for 

inspection. For the interpretation of numbers in the diagram please 

remember to factor in that some stallions get more opportunities 

than others when it comes to the quality of serviced mares. Alger 

522 for instance, serviced an evidently lower percentage of minimal 

Star mares whereas Gosse 526 serviced an evidently higher percen-

tage of minimal Star mares. 

Martzen 521 (Dries 421 x Abe 346)
The batch of satisfactorily developed Martzen 521 foals is uniform. 

The foals are satisfactorily longlined and legs are of average length. 

The offspring have lots of breed expression thanks to their noble 

heads, satisfactory head-neck connection and long, vertical necks. 

Body shape is average. Shoulder conformation is predominantly 

sloping. They show satisfactory strength in the loin section but some 

lack a bit of strength in their back. The croup is often short and 

sloping. Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in sometimes 

occurs. Stance of the hind leg is a fraction sickle-hocked. The legwork 

radiates quality. The walk is roomy and powerful. In trot the foals 

demonstrate scope and use of the hind leg with satisfactory power 

as well as suppleness and they move in an uphill frame. Placing the 

hind leg forward under the body is satisfactory. 

Alger 522 (Haike 482 x Wylster 463)
The Alger 522 offspring show little uniformity but they are 

satisfactorily longlined, high-legged and well-developed foals. 

Expression of the heads is satisfactory and neck conformation is 

vertical with satisfactory length. There is much variation in terms of 

head-neck connection. The same is true for body shape. Many have 

steep shoulder conformation. Back and loin section should be 

stronger. Croup conformation is mostly sloping and with satisfac-

tory length. Seen from the front stance of the foreleg is correct. 

Many are sickle-hocked in the hind leg. Cow-hocked stance also 

occurs. Overall, the legwork radiates quality. There is much 

variation in length of the walk. Expression of the walk is average. 

The trot is roomy with satisfactory power and good use of the 

foreleg as well as more than satisfactory suppleness. Body posture 

in trot is rather variable. The hind leg should be placed further 

forward under the body. 

Faust 523 (Maurits 437 x Haitse 425)
The Faust 523 offspring are a group of foals with satisfactory 

development but little uniformity. They are mostly longlined foals 

with satisfactory longlined quality, but we also see somewhat 

compact foals. Expression of the head is average, many have a 

heavy head-neck connection. The necks are usually long with 

vertical conformation. Body shape varies and is mostly a little 

downhill. There is much variation in shoulder conformation. Half of 

the foals should have more strength in the topline. The croups are 

sloping and usually have satisfactory length. Stance of the foreleg is 

largely correct, (notable) toeing-in of the foreleg occasionally 

occurs. Stance of the hind leg is very sickle-hocked. Most of them 

have satisfactory quality of legwork. Length as well as expression of 

the walk are variable. Some of the foals lack rhythm in the walk. In 

trot too there is a lot of variation in the trot characteristics and 

therefore no uniformity. The hind leg should step further forward 

under the body.

Herre 524 (Nane 492 x Reinder 452)
The satisfactorily uniform group of Herre 524 foals are well- to very 

well-developed foals, mostly longlined and satisfactorily high-legged. 

The foals have lots of breed expression: very expressive heads as well 

as long and vertical necks. Many of them however, have a heavy 

head-neck connection. There is much variation in terms of body 

shape. Shoulder conformation is usually sloping. Back and loin 

section are often weak. Croup conformation is mostly sloping and 

with satisfactory length. Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, 

(serious) toeing-in sometimes occurs. Stance of the hind leg is 

sickle-hocked. Most of them have satisfactory quality of legwork. 

Length in the walk is variable, but powerful. Some foals need to 

develop more rhythm in the walk. The trot is roomy with good bend 

in the hock and good use of the foreleg, good suppleness and an 

uphill body frame. Some should step further under the body with 

the hind leg.

What does one foal say about its sire’s qualities? Not much really, but a whole batch does paint a 

picture of breeding. Every year the KFPS Jury body compiles foal reports for those stallions whose 

first crop of offspring have been inspected. Below you find the foal reports of stallions that were 

approved in 2021. 

Foal Reports 2023
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For the interpretation of numbers it should be factored in  

that some stallions get more opportunities than others in terms  

of quality of serviced mares

Hilbrand 525 (Hette 481 x Alwin 469)
Hilbrand 525 presents a uniform group of well-developed, satisfacto-

rily longlined and high-legged foals with an uphill build. The foals 

owe their breed expression to their remarkably aristocratic heads 

and vertical stance of the neck. Head-neck connections and length of 

the neck present a variable picture. Body shape is positive. Shoulder 

conformation is sloping. Overall, back and loin section should be a 

bit stronger. Croup conformation is mostly sloping, but varies in 

length. Stance of the foreleg is largely correct, however, toeing-out 

as well as toeing-in occurs. The hind leg is a fraction sickle-hocked. 

The legwork is dry. Most have a walk with satisfactory power and 

ground-coverage. Some have an irregular walk. The roomy trot 

combines good suppleness with a finely-engaged hind leg and an 

uphill body frame.

Gosse 526 (Nane 492 x Beart 411)
Gosse 526 presents a uniform collection of satisfactorily long-

lined and developed foals that across the board might have been 

a bit more high-legged, but they demonstrate remarkably good 

movement. The heads should be slightly more aristocratic (we 

frequently see a long face and convex (Roman) nose) and many 

have a heavy head-neck connection. Still, they have more than 

satisfactory breed expression thanks to their mostly long necks 

with vertical build, which gives the foals a lot of front. Occasion-

ally we see an upside-down neck. Many of the offspring have 

downhill body shape and lack length in the foreleg. There is 

much variation in shoulder conformation. Back and loin section 

are mostly weak. The croup is very sloping, length of the croup 

varies. Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in some-

times occurs. The hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and sometimes 

cow-hocked. The legwork radiates dry quality. The Gosse foals 

have good walks: roomy, with satisfactory strength and ample 

shoulder freedom. The trot has good length and is powerful 

with satisfactory uphill body posture and satisfactory suppleness. 

The foreleg is placed well forward under the body. Placing the 

hind leg forward under the body is generally satisfactory.

Characteristics average foals

Foal report 2023
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Number inspected foals 20 27 43 56 38 64 41,33 1095

Breedingtype 7,10 7,04 6,91 7,13 7,11 7,03 7,05 7,07

Conformation 6,65 6,83 7,06 7,02 6,88 6,86 6,88 6,86

Legwork 6,83 6,76 6,71 6,71 6,71 6,80 6,75 6,70

Walk 6,95 6,50 6,60 6,59 6,62 6,81 6,68 6,61

Trot 7,08 6,78 6,76 7,21 7,01 7,21 7,01 6,92

Total 48,63 47,19 47,40 48,46 47,96 48,73 48,06 47,67

stallion Martzen 521 Alger 522 Faust 523 Herre 524 Hilbrand 525 Gosse 526

foals born 51 60 103 150 86 160

stillborn/died early 3 4 7 2 1 4

% died/stillborn 6% 7% 7% 1% 1% 3%

 

inspected 20 27 43 56 38 64

 

% inspected (relative to born) 39% 45% 42% 37% 44% 40%

1e premium 5 7 10 20 13 20

2e premium 15 14 22 26 17 38

3e premium 0 6 11 7 7 6

no premium 0 0 0 3 1 0

%1e+2e premium 100% 78% 74% 82% 79% 91%

mothers >= Ster 16 14 34 47 32 59

Mothers % Ster 80% 52% 79% 84% 84% 92%

markings allowed 2 0 2 4 1 0

% 3,9% 0,0% 1,9% 2,7% 1,2% 0,0%

markings not allowed 0 0 1 0 1 0

% 0,0% 0,0% 1,0% 0,0% 1,2% 0,0%
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Jeroen 535

Studbook name: Jeroen Poll Breeder: M. van Aken-Poll, Grijpskerk. Date of birth: 4 August 
2011 Height at withers: 1.69 metres Lineage: Anders 451 x Ster Folkert 353 x Ster Pref*6 
Lammert 260 x Model Hotse 223 x Ster Jetse 225 x Model Nanne 197 Pedigree: 65 Kinship: 
17.2 % (average 17,8%)

Stallion Information
november 2023

Exterior:
Breeding type: Jeroen 535 is a stallion with 

satisfactory breed expression. The stallion 

has satisfactory noble expression of the 

head with satisfactory feathers and a long 

forelock. The long neck has a vertical build. 

Conformation: The 12-year-old Jeroen 535 

is a stallion standing in a slightly square 

model. We would like to see a bit more 

strength in the topline, croup conforma-

tion is good both in shape and length.

Legwork: The stallion has good-quality 

legwork, dry and clean with good size of 

the feet. He is somewhat back in the knee 

in the foreleg and has a slightly coarse 

curb under the hock.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
At the moment of this report no breeding 

values were as yet available because for 

Jeroen 535 this was his first time to be 

assessed on exterior as part of his partici-

pation in the Short Test.

DNA tests:
Dwarfism: non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly: non-carrier status

Chestnut factor: non-carrier status

Veterinary: no observations

Roaring: grade 3, just acceptable

Short Test:
Jeroen 535 was allowed to join the Short 

Test on the basis of his exceptional interna-

tional performances in the sport. This took 

place in Exloo from October the 27th 

through to and including November the 

11th 2023 and was successfully completed 

by the stallion.

Stable manners: Jeroen 535 is a friendly, 

though slightly tense stallion in his 

day-to-day contact in the yard. No (stable) 

vices were found.

Attitude during work: The stallion gives 

more than satisfactory response to the 

aids, showing more than satisfactory 

willingness to work but relies on support 

and help from his rider when at work.

   

 

 

 

 

JJeerrooeenn  553355  
Stamboeknaam:  Jeroen Poll  
Fokker:   M. van Aken-Poll, Grijpskerk. 
Geboren op:   4 augustus 2011 
Stokmaat:   1.69 meter 
Afstamming:  Anders 451 x Ster Folkert 353 x Ster Pref*6 Lammert 260 x Model Hotse 223 x 

Ster Jetse 225 x Model Nanne 197  
Stam:    65 
Verwantschap:   17.2 % (gemiddelde 17,8%) 
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Character:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult    x  pleasant

  energetic   x   calm

    frightened    x  inquisitive

     submissive    x  dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    anxious   x   relaxed*

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.

Sport aptitude:
Jeroen 535 is active at Grand Prix level in 

dressage earning scores of 70% in 

international FEI competitions, which is a 

good indication of the stallion’s trainabi-

lity and zest for work.

Latest performance: 06/08/2023 – Ermelo 

– CDI3* - GP Freestyle to Music – 69.935%

Assessment by guest rider:
Jeroen 535 is active and forward-going 

during the presentation with the guest 

rider and can be ridden correctly from 

back to front into the rider contact. The 

stallion has a lot of stamina. Jeroen 535 

should move with a little more use of the 

body, suppleness and self-carriage.

Walk: the stallion moves with more than 

satisfactory activity but needs to develop 

more scope and use of the body.

Trot: the stallion moves with satisfactory 

rhythm and activity but would benefit 

from more Impulsionion and self-carriage.

Canter: the stallion’s canter shows 

satisfactory rhythm but he needs to move 

with more self-carriage and use of the 

body. In extended canter he shows good 

lengthening of stride.

Dam line:
Jeroen 535 is the last son of Thonny W. 

Star (Folkert 353) who died at the age of 

fourteen at the birth of her foal. This Star 

mare has given nine offspring with three 

of them having received the Star predi-

cate. Jeroen 535’s granddam is the 

Preferent Wardi Star (Lammert 260) who 

has produced as many as fifteen offspring. 

This fertile and durable mare can boast six 

Star offspring and her daughter Puck Star 

Preferent (Oepke 266) was declared Crown 

Jewel because of her ten Star offspring.

Final conclusion:
Jeroen 535’s legwork shows durability and 

he has an interesting bloodline. Because 

of his relatively low kinship of 17.2% and 

his sport performances he can contribute 

to the breeding of the Friesian horse. On 

the basis of the above data the stallion 

Jeroen Poll Star Sport Elite is registered in 

the Studbook for stallions under the name 

of Jeroen 535.

Advice for use:
Jeroen 535 can be used to add front and 

sport mentality. The stallion is best used 

on mares with a roomy, regular walk.
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Elger 536

Studbook name: Dedmer fan de Greidpleats Life number: 201701235 Breeder: A. Bouma, 
Nes Date of birth: 17 April 2017 Height at withers: 1.68 metres Lineage: Nane 492 x Ster 
Pref*7 Prest*4 Olof 315 x Ster Dirk 298 x Ster Oepke 266 x Ster Lammert 260 x Ster Ewoud 250 
Pedigree: 30 Kinship: 17,8% (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Elger 536 has lots of breed 

expression, also thanks to his lavish 

feathers. The stallion’s head should be a 

bit more aristocratic but he has a long 

neck with satisfactory vertical build.

Conformation: The stallion’s build is 

horizontal and he has a strong topline 

with a good connection to the loin 

section. The stallion has a long croup with 

good conformation.

Legwork: Elger 536 slightly lacks length in 

the foreleg. Stance of the forelegs is 

correct, the hind legs are slightly sickle-

hocked. The legwork has satisfactory clean 

quality but should be a little finer and drier.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................40-48% 

 Breeding type ........................................103 

 Conformation ........................................107 

 Legwork .................................................108 

 Walk .......................................................105 

 Trot .........................................................106

 Canter ....................................................102 

DNA tests and veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism: non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly: carrier status

Chestnut factor: non-carrier status

Veterinary: no observations

Roaring: grade 2, acceptable

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Elger 536 is an attentive and friendly 

stallion with very easy contact manners 

and he is not easily daunted by his 

surroundings. He gives his rider/driver 

confidence, is very easy to train and gives 

sharp reactions to the aids. In the harness 

the stallion still struggles a little to sustain 

the energy in his body and keep the 

connection.

Central Examination:
Elger 536 completed the Central Examina-

tion as a 6-year-old.

Training report:
Walk: Under saddle Elger 536 shows a 

walk with good rhythm and lots of scope, 

with good use of the body. With the 

in-harness work the stallion sometimes 

struggles a little with the rhythm.
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant   x   cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little   x   much

 Anxiety quickly     x slowly

 Trainability   difficult     x easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little    x  much

 Willingness to work   little     x much

 Work ethics   disagreeable    x  happy

 Perseverance   little     x much**

 Stamina   little    x  much***

    freezes   x   flighty

 Concentration   distracted     x focused

 Learning capacity   little    x  much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: In trot the stallion moves with 

satisfactory length of stride presenting 

satisfactory posture and a fine silhouette. 

He must learn to move with a little more 

use of the body and the hind leg should 

step under with more alacrity.

Canter: The stallion has a lot of power and 

technique in canter, with good uphill 

strides and lots of Impulsionion and 

capacity for transitions.

Riding horse aptitude:
Elger 536 responds very well to training 

under saddle and shows good mentality 

and lots of willingness to work. He 

produces a fine silhouette but needs to 

develop more natural capacity for 

self-carriage in trot. The stallion has a 

good walk with good use of the body. In 

canter he also demonstrates lots of 

self-carriage, balance and technique.

In-harness aptitude:
In driven work Elger 536 presents a picture 

that differs from his under-saddle perfor-

mance: the stallion needs to develop more 

scope in the walk and in trot he needs a lot 

of speed to achieve selfcarriage and 

consequently struggles to keep the 

connection. Elger 536 does however 

produce satisfactory posture and also has 

satisfactory reach in the foreleg. The stallion 

shows little aptitude for showdriving.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................8.0 

 Trot ..........................................................7.0 

 Canter .....................................................8.5

 Balance & posture ..................................8.0 

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0 

 Transitions ...............................................7.0

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................85.0

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................6.5 

 Balance & posture ..................................7.0

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................6.5 

 Impulsion ................................................7.0

 Total ......................................................74.5

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Use foreleg .............................................8.0 

 Use hind leg ............................................6.5

 Suspension ..............................................6.5 

 Posture ....................................................7.0 

 Front ........................................................7.0

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5

 Impulsion ................................................6.5

 Total ......................................................76.5

Conclusions Central Examination:
Elger 536 is very talented for riding horse. 

What particularly catches the eye are his 

roomy walk, his good mentality and his 

powerful and uphill canter. He must learn to 

develop more self-carriage in trot and place 

his hind leg forward under the body with 

more alacrity. The stallion shows little 

aptitude for showdriving work in which he 

needs a lot of speed to achieve self-carriage.

Dam line:
Elger 536’s dam is the 18-year-old Renske 

Richtsje V. Star Preferent Performance 

(Olof 315). This very successful broodmare 

has in total given eleven offspring, with 

seven of them having received the Star 

predicate and one daughter has even 

made it to Model. Elger 536 is a full 

brother of Lútsen fan de Greidpleats Star 

who took part in the 2022 Presentation 

Days. Presently, Renske Richtsje is only 

used as a broodmare and had a foal at her 

side in 2023. This Olof 315 daughter is a 

breed-typical mare with a noble head, 

abundant feathers and a horizontal neck. 

Her shoulder is a fraction steep, her 

topline shows satisfactory strength and 

her loins look a bit weak. Her croup has 

satisfactory length but is a little sloping. 

Stance of Renske Richtsje‘s forelegs is 

correct, the hind legs are a fraction 

straight and generally the legwork should 

be slightly cleaner and drier. Her walk is 

correct with satisfactory activity.

Final conclusion:
Elger 536 is a longlined and imposing 

stallion. He radiates breed expression, has a 

strong topline and body shape is horizontal. 

The stallion has pleasing contact manners 

and shows lots of go. The canter is his 

strongest asset of the three basic gaits, with 

uphill strides, lots of power and good use of 

the body. In trot he should engage his hind 

leg with more alacrity. He is very talented 

for riding horse but clearly less so for 

driving- and showdriving work.

Advice for use:
Elger 536 can be used for mares with 

good use of the hind leg and is expected 

to improve the canter and willingness to 

work. The stallion is also expected to 

improve breed expression and make a 

positive contribution towards a coopera-

tive character and a good mentality.
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Jeppe 537

Studbook name: Jasper Life number: 201901189 Breeder: J. Loopers, Alteveer Date of birth: 
19 April 2019 Height at withers: 1.70 metres Lineage: Alwin 469 x Ster AA Pier 448 x Ster 
Prest*4 Mintse 384 x Ster Foppe 290 x Ster Pref*4 Reitse 272 x Ster Pref*6 Hendrik 222
Pedigree: 99 Kinship: 18,2 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Jeppe 537 is a breed-typical 

stallion with a head of satisfactory noble 

expression, abundant feathers and a long, 

vertical neck with a slight under-neck.

Conformation: Jeppe 537 is a longlined 

stallion with uphill build, a good topline 

and a strong loin section. The shoulder is a 

little steep and the croup is slightly sloping 

but with satisfactory length.

Legwork: Jeppe 537 is a high-legged 

horse with lots of length in the foreleg. 

Both forelegs are toeing-out, the hind 

legs are sickle-hocked and the gaskin is a 

bit long. He slightly lacks dry and clean 

quality of legwork.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................39-43% 

 Breeding type ........................................107 

 Conformation ........................................110 

 Legwork .................................................105 

 Walk .......................................................106 

 Trot .........................................................108

 Canter ....................................................106 

DNA tests and veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 1, good

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers: 
Jeppe 537 is an alert, investigative stallion 

who can be a little cheeky from time to 

time. He has honest and easy stable 

manners, is very cooperative but has a 

keen eye for his surroundings. Jeppe 537 is 

very forward-coming in the work, giving 

his rider and driver a good feeling, already 

showing that the work comes easy to him, 

especially considering his young age.

Central Examination:
Jeppe 537 completed the Central Examina-

tion at the age of four.

Training report:
Walk: Jeppe 537 has an active, regular 

walk that should however be a bit more 

ground-covering, but he moves with very 

good use of the body.
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive    x  dominant

  hesitant     x cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little    x  much

 Anxiety quickly     x slowly

 Trainability   difficult     x easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little    x  much

 Willingness to work   little     x much

 Work ethics   disagreeable    x  happy

 Perseverance   little     x much**

 Stamina   little    x  much***

    freezes   x   flighty

 Concentration   distracted    x  focused

 Learning capacity   little     x much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: The stallion moves in a light-footed, 

regular trot with very good bend in the 

hind leg. Jeppe 537 makes a great front, 

places his hind leg actively under the body, 

is good at transitions and places the 

foreleg well forward. He also shows ample 

balance and a long moment of suspension.

Canter: Jeppe 537 moves in an uphill 

canter with very good strides and techni-

que. For his age he shows great capacity 

for transitions and is good at closing back 

up again.

Riding horse aptitude:
Jeppe 537 has lots of forward go with a 

very keen attitude to work, and he likes to 

make his presence felt. The stallion shows 

a fine posture with three good basic gaits, 

with the very good trot and canter 

particularly catching the eye. Jeppe 537 

offers the rider so much to work with and 

transitions come very easy to him in all 

three paces.

In-harness aptitude:
In front of the carriage the stallion demon-

strates lots of front and forward go. Jeppe 

537 has a lot of aptitude for driving- as well 

as showdriving work, and his active, 

carrying hind leg and ample forward reach 

in the foreleg positively stand out. The 

stallion displays very good use of the body, 

balance and a long moment of suspension 

with the in-harness work.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................8.5 

 Canter .....................................................8.5

 Balance & posture ..................................8.5 

 Suppleness ..............................................8.0 

 Transitions ...............................................8.5

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................89.5

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................6.5 

 Trot ..........................................................9.0 

 Balance & posture ..................................8.5

 Suppleness ..............................................9.0 

 Transitions ...............................................9.0 

 Impulsion ................................................9.0

 Total ......................................................93.0

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................6.5 

 Use foreleg .............................................9.0 

 Use hind leg ............................................9.0

 Suspension ..............................................8.5 

 Posture ....................................................8.5 

 Front ........................................................8.5

 Suppleness ..............................................8.5

 Impulsion ................................................8.5

 Total ......................................................93.5

Conclusions Central Examination:
Jeppe 537 has successfully completed his 

Central Examination. He is very talented 

for riding horse as well as for driving- and 

showdriving work. He is always keen to 

work and handles the work with ease. For 

his age he already commands very good 

posture and balance. In all disciplines his 

good trot and use of the body catch the 

eye, in driven work he shows lots of front 

as well as fine use of the hind leg.

Dam line:
Jeppe 537 is a son of 13-year-old Hieke 

van de Peester Hoeve Star AA (Pier 448). 

This large-framed and well-kept mare 

has brought eight foals, with Jeppe 537 

being one of her three Star offspring. 

Hieke has satisfactory noble expression 

of the head with a light head-neck 

connection and a long, vertical neck. 

Her shoulder is long and somewhat 

steep, her topline and loin section are 

strong. Hieke’s croup has satisfactory 

length but is pretty sloping. The mare 

has a horizontal build with correct 

stance of legwork and generous size of 

feet. The mare’s regularity in the walk is 

satisfactory but the walk would benefit 

from a bit more power, although it 

shows satisfactory scope. The trot is 

roomy, powerful and with a long 

moment of suspension and a hind leg 

that shows lots of bend.

Final conclusion:
Jeppe 537 is a longlined, all-round 

stallion. He has very good work ethos by 

nature, lots of balance and shows fine 

use of the body.

Advice for use:
Jeppe 537 can be used for mares with 

correct stance of legwork and satisfactory 

scope in the walk. He is expected to add a 

lot of technique in trot and canter. The 

stallion is also expected to improve use of 

the body and pass on longlined, uphill 

conformation.
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Nyk 538

Studbook name: Naud T. van Sessing Life number: 202000045 Breeder: Familie Tanck, 
Vragender Date of birth: 1 February 2020 Height at withers: 1.66 metres Lineage: Tiede 501 
x Model Sport AA Bartele 472 x Ster Folkert 353 x Ster Pref*4 Goffert 369 x Ster Pref*6 Prest 
Djurre 284 x Ster Tsjalling 235 Pedigree: 50 Kinship: 18,5 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Nyk 538 is a breed-typical 

stallion with lots of front and the head has 

satisfactory noble expression. He slightly 

lacks length in poll and neck but has a 

vertical neck which rises a little heavy from 

the chest.

Conformation: Nyk 538 stands in a bit of a 

square model with an uphill build and 

satisfactory length in the foreleg. He has a 

sloping shoulder and a strong topline with 

correct croup conformation that has 

satisfactory length.

Legwork: Stance of forelegs and hind legs is 

correct. Nyk 538 has dry and clean legwork 

but his feet should be a little bigger.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................35-40% 

 Breeding type ........................................112 

 Conformation ........................................115 

 Legwork .................................................111 

 Walk .......................................................106 

 Trot .........................................................106

 Canter ....................................................102 

DNA tests and veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism: non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly: non-carrier status

Chestnut factor: non-carrier status

Veterinary: no observations

Roaring: grade 1, good

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Nyk 538 is a polite and intelligent stallion 

who is very affectionate and thoroughly 

enjoys attention. The stallion is a joy to 

work with and shows satisfactory zest for 

work, but needs to develop more power. 

He is still a bit youngish during training 

sessions and easily tires.

Central Examination:
Nyk 538 completed the Central Examina-

tion at the age of three.

Training report:
Walk: Nyk 538 has an active and roomy 

walk in which he moves with functional 

use of the hind leg.

Trot: The stallion moves in a light-footed, 

regular trot with very good bend in the 

hind leg. Nyk 538 steps actively under his 
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened    x  inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant   x   cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little   x   much

 Anxiety quickly   x   slowly

 Trainability   difficult     x easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little    x  much

 Willingness to work   little    x  much

 Work ethics   disagreeable     x happy

 Perseverance   little   x   much**

 Stamina   little   x   much***

    freezes   x   flighty

 Concentration   distracted    x  focused

 Learning capacity   little     x much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

body with his hind legs and is good at 

transitions, but he needs to develop more 

reach in the foreleg.

Canter: In canter Nyk 538 moves with 

uphill and satisfactory strides. In the 

course of the training he has developed 

more balance and has become stronger.

Riding horse aptitude:
Nyk 538 possesses a roomy and regular 

walk and a trot with good use of the hind 

leg. He must learn to move with more 

balance in canter but thanks to his 

willingness to work and his cooperative 

character he has good aptitude for riding 

horse. Nyk 538 moves with a fine contact 

and responds well to rider aids.

In-harness aptitude:
The stallion has aptitude for both driving- 

and showdriving work, showing lots of 

front and forward go in the harness. Nyk 

538 moves with a strong and active hind 

leg, is good at transitions and the moment 

of suspension is satisfactory. He has lots of 

go and zest for work and is easy to train 

for the driver.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................8.0 

 Trot ..........................................................7.5 

 Canter .....................................................7.0

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5 

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................82.0

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................7.5 

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.5 

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................80.5

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Use foreleg .............................................7.5 

 Use hind leg ............................................8.0

 Suspension ..............................................7.5 

 Posture ....................................................7.5 

 Front ........................................................8.0

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................83.0

Conclusions Central Examination:
Nyk 538 has successfully completed his 

Central Examination. He is very talented for 

riding horse as well as for driving- and 

showdriving work. He is keen to work but 

still somewhat youngish, which is why he 

lacks power and balance at this stage. 

Under saddle his good walk catches the eye, 

in driven work he shows lots of front as well 

as fine use of the hind leg.

Dam line:
Nyk 538 is a son of the 9-year-old Vrouwkje 

T. van Sessing Model Sport AA (Bartele 472). 

The mare has in total brought four foals 

with Nyk 538 being her second offspring. 

Vrouwkje is a longlined and big-framed 

mare with good proportions and lots of 

front. She has a slightly longish but expres-

sive head. The mare has satisfactory length 

in the neck which shows satisfactory vertical 

conformation. Her head-neck connection 

could be a little lighter. Vrouwkje’s shoulder 

is a fraction steep but has satisfactory 

length, the topline is strong. In front the 

legwork is a little toeing-in and the hind 

legs are a little sickle-hocked. Vrouwkje’s 

legwork shows satisfactory dry quality but 

her feet might have been a little bigger. 

Vrouwkje displays good rhythm in walk with 

satisfactory engagement from the hind leg 

and satisfactory power. The mare trots with 

good impulsion and lots of bend in the hind 

leg and placing of the hind legs under the 

body is satisfactory. Vrouwtje demonstrates 

very good capacity for transitions and 

suppleness in trot. Vrouwtje obtained her 

Sport predicate on account of five winning 

points in the Z1 and in her IBOP she wrote 

77 points to her name.

Final conclusion:
Nyk 538 has performed consistently throug-

hout the Central Examination. Both under 

saddle as well as in the harness the stallion 

has great zest for work and is a joy to work 

with. In the course of the test Nyk 538 has 

improved in power and balance.

Advice for use:
Nyk 538 stands out with his very good 

walk which he is expected to pass on in 

breeding. The stallion is best used on 

mares with satisfactory length of neck 

without being too heavy in the front. Nyk 

538 is expected to contribute to breed 

expression and to improve work ethics.
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Martinus 539

Studbook name: Melle “van de Brink” Life number: 202000114 Breeder: Familie 
Nooteboom-Scholte, Vegelinsoord Date of birth: 20 February 2020 Height at withers: 1.66 
metres Lineage: Tiede 501 x Ster Sipke 450 x Ster Heinse 354 x Ster Pref*5 Teake 273 x Ster 
Naen 264 Pedigree: 138 Kinship: 17,8 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Martinus 539 is a stallion 

with satisfactory breed expression and 

satisfactory noble quality of the head. His 

head-neck connection is a little heavy and 

the neck has satisfactory length but rises 

somewhat deep from the chest.

Conformation: Martinus 539 is a stallion 

with a strong topline but we would like to 

see a slightly stronger connection with the 

loin section. The croup has satisfactory 

length and is lightly sloping. Body shape is 

somewhat downhill and he could have 

been a little more longlined.

Legwork: The stallion has satisfactory 

length in the foreleg and stance of both 

forelegs and hind legs is correct. The 

stallion’s legwork is dry and clean with 

good size of the feet.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................34-40% 

 Breeding type ........................................111 

 Conformation ........................................113 

 Legwork .................................................110 

 Walk .......................................................105 

 Trot .........................................................105

 Canter ....................................................101 

DNA-testen en Veterinary: 
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 2, acceptable

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Martinus 539 is a nice and trainable horse 

who always shows zest for work and who 

has strongly improved in the course of the 

examination. The stallion has a slightly 

reserved attitude in the yard. He is a little 

apprehensive and a bit wary of new 

people and unfamiliar things.

Central Examination:
Martinus 539 completed the Central 

Examination at the age of three.

Training report:
Walk: The stallion has an easy walk; roomy 

and regular with lots of use of the body.

Trot: In trot Martinus 539 moves with 

self-carriage, power and impulsion. He has 

good suppleness, is good at transitions 

and moves with active use of the hind leg.

   

  

MMaarrttiinnuuss  553399  
 
Stamboeknaam: Melle “van de Brink” 
Levensnummer: 202000114 
Fokker:   Familie Nooteboom-Scholte, Vegelinsoord 
Geboren op:   20 februari 2020 
Stokmaat:   1.66 meter 
Afstamming:   Tiede 501 x Ster Sipke 450 x Ster Heinse 354 x Ster Pref*5 Teake 273 x  

Ster Naen 264 
Stam:    138 
Verwantschap:   17,8 % (gemiddelde 17,8%) 
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little   x   much

 Anxiety quickly    x  slowly

 Trainability   difficult    x  easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little    x  much

 Willingness to work   little    x  much

 Work ethics   disagreeable   x   happy

 Perseverance   little    x  much**

 Stamina   little   x   much***

    freezes   x   flighty

 Concentration   distracted     x focused

 Learning capacity   little     x much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Canter: In canter he moves with good 

strides and impulsion, moving in an uphill 

frame.

Riding horse aptitude:
Martinus 539 demonstrates good natural 

balance and fine use of the body. He is good 

at transitions, showing active use of the 

hind leg. This stallion is an all-round utility 

horse with lots of go and zest for work.

In-harness aptitude:
Martinus 539 has more than satisfactory 

aptitude for driving work and satisfactory 

talent for showdriving. In driven work he 

moves with satisfactory front and easy use 

of the body as well as good bend in the 

hock. He displays a long moment of 

suspension but needs to develop still more 

forward reach in the foreleg. For showdri-

ving he should convince more with his 

front and posture and he can be a bit 

unyielding in the rider contact.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.5 

 Trot ..........................................................7.5 

 Canter .....................................................7.5

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5 

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.5

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................83.0

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.5 

 Trot ..........................................................7.5 

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0 

 Transitions ...............................................7.5 

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................82.5

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.5 

 Use foreleg .............................................7.0 

 Use hind leg ............................................8.0

 Suspension ..............................................7.5 

 Posture ....................................................7.0 

 Front ........................................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................81.0

Conclusions Central Examination:
Martinus 539 has completed his Central 

Examination with good results. During his 

training sessions he demonstrated to be 

very hardworking with a lot of go and 

throughout the test he has shown progress, 

especially in developing more power.

Dam line:
Martinus 539’s dam is the 10-year-old 

Sjoukje ‘van de Brink’ Star (Sipke 450), a 

mare with five offspring to her name, two 

of them with the Star predicate. The 

somewhat shy and skittish Sjoukje goes 

through life as a broodmare. She is 

breed-typical with a thick tail, a long mane 

with a long forelock too, an expressive 

head and her coat colour is jet-black. The 

mare has a long, slightly heavy neck with 

horizontal neck conformation. Sjoukje has 

a slightly downward build, could be a little 

stronger in the back and has a somewhat 

steep shoulder and a rounded, sloping 

croup. Her legwork should show more 

durability. She is back in the knee and 

standing-under in the foreleg, stance of 

the hind leg is correct. Her walk has 

satisfactory scope and rhythm, but the 

foreleg is slightly toeing-in in movement. 

Her trot shows satisfactory rhythm with 

active use of the hind leg but she should 

be more uphill in movement.

Final conclusion:
Martinus 539 is a breed-typical stallion 

with a strong build. It is an all-round 

stallion with three correct basic gaits and 

aptitude for all three disciplines. The 

stallion has a strong walk, shows good 

balance and bend in the hind leg and uses 

his body with ease.

Advice for use:
Martinus 539 can be used on well-develo-

ped, longlined mares that don’t have too 

much slope in the croup. The stallion is 

expected to add good use of the hind leg 

and contribute work ethics and trainability. 

The stallion is extra interesting because of 

the lineage in his dam line.
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Murk 540

Studbook name: Meneer M. van de Sprong Life number: 202003344 Breeder: Fleur van 
Kempen, Rijkevoort Date of birth: 07 March 2020 Height at withers: 1.65 metres Lineage: 
Teun 505 x Kroon AA Loadewyk 431 x Ster Pref*5 Jasper 366 x Stb Jorrit 363 x Ster Rypke 321 x 
Ster Lute 304 Pedigree: 115 Kinship: 18,0 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Murk 540 possesses 

satisfactory breed expression. The stallion 

has a very aristocratic head and satisfac-

tory feathers but would benefit from 

slightly more poll- and neck length.

Conformation: Murk 540 is a classy stallion 

of slender build with a youthful expression 

and slightly downhill body conformation. 

The stallion has a strong topline with a 

wide loin section and correct croup 

conformation.

Legwork: Murk 540 has elegant and dry 

legwork with matching feet. Stance in the 

foreleg is correct but hind legs are slightly 

sickle-hocked.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................31-37% 

 Breeding type ........................................108 

 Conformation ........................................110 

 Legwork .................................................108 

 Walk .......................................................105 

 Trot .........................................................107

 Canter ....................................................105 

DNA-testen en Veterinary: 
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 1, good

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Murk 540 is a people-oriented and 

well-behaved horse, but at the same time 

noticeably sensitive too. He likes structure 

and routine. In the work the stallion 

shows very good work ethics and he is 

very keen to give his best, so he is very 

responsive to the aids. From time to time 

Murk 540 still struggles with his balance 

but he is very good at transitions and is 

easy to train.

Central Examination:
Murk 540 completed the Central Examina-

tion at the age of three.

Training report:
Walk: The stallion has a regular walk with 

satisfactory scope. When Murk 540 relaxes 

the walk becomes more ground-covering.

   

  

MMuurrkk  554400  
 
Stamboeknaam: Meneer M. van de Sprong 
Levensnummer: 202003344 
Fokker:   Fleur van Kempen, Rijkevoort 
Geboren op:   07 maart 2020 
Stokmaat:   1.65 meter 
Afstamming:  Teun 505 x Kroon AA Loadewyk 431 x Ster Pref*5 Jasper 366 x Stb Jorrit 363 x 

Ster Rypke 321 x Ster Lute 304 
Stam:    115 
Verwantschap:   18,0 % (gemiddelde 17,8%) 
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable    x  reliable

 Sensitivity little     x much

 Anxiety quickly    x  slowly

 Trainability   difficult    x  easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little     x much

 Willingness to work   little     x much

 Work ethics   disagreeable    x  happy

 Perseverance   little     x much**

 Stamina   little     x much***

    freezes    x  flighty

 Concentration   distracted    x  focused

 Learning capacity   little     x much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: The trot is light-footed with good 

balance and very strong use of the hind 

leg. Murk 540 moves with fine reach in 

the foreleg and has good capacity for 

transitions. 

Canter: Murk 540 canters with fine uphill 

strides and with really good capacity for 

transitions. Murk 540 already shows good 

self-carriage in canter and keeps moving 

in a light-footed and uphill way.

Riding horse aptitude:
Murk 540 is a horse demonstrating lots of 

zest for work and a good mentality under 

saddle. His movement is of a remarkably 

light-footed quality with good capacity for 

transitions. The stallion possesses a strong 

and active hind leg showing fine, roomy 

use of the foreleg, but he needs to 

develop more suppleness in all gaits.

In-harness aptitude:
Murk 540 has lots of aptitude for showdri-

ving work and satisfactory aptitude for 

driving work. He moves with ample reach 

in the foreleg and very good bend in the 

hind leg, but sometimes still struggles a bit 

with self-carriage.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................8.5 

 Canter .....................................................7.5

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5 

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0 

 Transitions ...............................................7.5

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................83.5

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................6.5 

 Trot ..........................................................8.0 

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0 

 Transitions ...............................................8.0 

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................82.0

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................6.5 

 Use foreleg .............................................8.0 

 Use hind leg ............................................8.0

 Suspension ..............................................7.0 

 Posture ....................................................7.5 

 Front ........................................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................83.5

Conclusions Central Examination:
Murk 540 has completed his Central 

Examination with good results. During 

training sessions he shows lots of zest for 

work and forward go and his performan-

ces throughout the Central Examination 

were consistent.

Dam line:
Murk 540’s dam is the 11-year-old Meisje 

P.A. van de Sprong Crown AA (Loadewyk 

431). So far this mare has had four 

offspring with Murk 540 being her only 

Star offspring. At the age of seven the 

mare completed an IBOP under saddle 

with 80 points and four 7.5 scores. She was 

sold in 2021 and then moved to the 

United States. Murk 540’s granddam is the 

Preferent Parel Anke March van de Sprong 

Star (Jasper 366). This 18-year-old mare 

has ten offspring to her name with five of 

them having the Star predicate or higher. 

Parel Anke is the only offspring of Anke 

March fan ‘e Wigéri Star (Jorrit 363), who 

died of colic at the age of five.

Final conclusion:
Murk 540 is an elegant and youthful, 

all-round utility horse with great zest for 

work. The stallion has performed very 

consistently throughout the Central 

Examination.

Advice for use:
Murk 540 can be used to add light-footed-

ness and elegance. The stallion is best 

used on mares with a lot of front. He can 

also have a positive effect on work ethics 

and trainability.
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Manno 541

Studbook name: Manno fan Burmania Life number: 202000490 Breeder: R.A. Faber, St. 
Nicolaasga Date of birth: 19 March 2020 Height at withers: 1.66 metres Aftekening: Enkele 
witte haren op het hoofd Lineage: Fonger 478 x Ster Pref*4 Andries 415 x Ster Brandus 345 x 
Ster Pref*7 Hearke 254 x Ster Pref*4 Hotse 223 x Model Pref*5 Eelke 183 Pedigree: 22 
Kinship: 17,7% (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Manno 541 is a strongly-

built stallion with satisfactory breed 

expression. Noble expression of his head is 

satisfactory and his neck is of satisfactory 

length but rises a little deep from the 

chest. The stallion has satisfactory feathers 

for his age.

Conformation: The stallion’s build is 

slightly downhill and he has a strong 

topline with a wide and strong loin 

section. The croup has satisfactory length 

and is lightly sloping.

Legwork: We would like to see a little 

more length in the foreleg, but stance of 

legwork is correct. The legwork is hard 

and dry but should be a little finer. The 

stallion has small feet.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................35-41% 

 Breeding type ........................................105 

 Conformation ........................................105 

 Legwork .................................................106 

 Walk .......................................................108 

 Trot .........................................................104

 Canter ....................................................100 

DNA tests and veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 3, just acceptable

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Manno 541 stands out with his mentality 

and trainability. The stallion has lots of go 

and great zest for work. The stallion is 

quite alert to his surroundings when 

under saddle but he has no trouble 

releasing the tension. Manno 541 has very 

friendly and well-behaved stable manners 

and is not easily daunted. He is very 

confident and can be playful.

Central Examination:
Manno 541 completed the Central 

Examination as a 3-year-old.

Training report:
Walk: In walk Manno 541 moves with 

good rhythm and scope, but he needs to 

develop a little more power.
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little    x  much

 Anxiety quickly    x  slowly

 Trainability   difficult     x easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little    x x much

 Willingness to work   little     x much

 Work ethics   disagreeable     x happy

 Perseverance   little     x much**

 Stamina   little    x  much***

    freezes    x  flighty

 Concentration   distracted     x focused

 Learning capacity   little    x  much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: Manno 541’s trot shows satisfactory 

scope with satisfactory use of the hind leg. 

The stallion must learn to move with a 

little more posture as well as suppleness.

Canter: The stallion displays satisfactory 

technique in the canter, with satisfactory 

strides and an uphill frame.

Riding horse aptitude:
Manno 541 has a good mentality and 

presents incredible go and zest for work. 

The stallion has a good walk and a correct, 

satisfactorily uphill canter, but Manno 541 

needs to develop more selfcarriage and 

suppleness in all paces.

In-harness aptitude:
Manno 541 presents the same picture in 

front of the carriage: a powerful walk 

with a good mentality and ditto trainabi-

lity. The stallion has little aptitude for 

showdriving because he moves somewhat 

downhill in trot and therefore presents 

little front. Forward reach of the foreleg is 

satisfactory.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................6.5 

 Canter .....................................................7.0

 Balance & posture ..................................7.0 

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................76.0

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................6.5 

 Balance & posture ..................................6.5

 Suppleness ..............................................7.0 

 Transitions ...............................................6.5 

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................75.5

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Use foreleg .............................................7.0 

 Use hind leg ............................................6.5

 Suspension ..............................................6.0 

 Posture ....................................................6.5 

 Front ........................................................7.0

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................74.5

Conclusions Central Examination:
Manno 541 is an all-round riding- and 

driving horse. What particularly catches 

the eye are his correct walk, his good 

mentality, his trainability as well as 

forward go. He must learn to move with 

more selfcarriage in trot. In all paces he 

needs to develop a bit more suppleness.

Dam line:
Manno 541’s dam is the 19-year-old mare 

Noor F. Star Preferent (Andries 415) who 

has in total brought nine offspring, four 

of these have been declared Star. Manno 

541 was her last foal. Noor is a well-be-

haved, calm mare but she has little 

durability in conformation. The mare has a 

noble head and presents lots of front. She 

has a downhill build with a back that 

should be a lot stronger and a croup that 

lacks length. Noor is somewhat standing-

under in the forelegs, stance of her hind 

legs is correct. The feet match the mare 

and her legwork shows satisfactory dry 

quality for her age. The mare has a roomy 

and regular walk.

Final conclusion: 
Manno 541 is an all-round utility horse 

with lots of willingness to work and whose 

performances during the CE were very 

constant. Manno 541 is the first approved 

son for Studbook stallion Fonger 478 Sport 

AAA.

Advice for use: 
Manno 541 can be used to improve work 

ethics and willingness to work.
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Menso 542

Studbook name: Mayson Jede Life number: 202000913 Breeder: Stal Jede, Vledder Date of 
birth: 04 April 2020 Height at withers: 1.65 metres Lineage: Ulbrân 502 x Model Sport 
Prest*4 AA Tsjalle 454 x Ster Pref*6 A Jasper 366 x Ster Pref*6 Brandus 345 x Ster Pref*8 Melle 
311 x Ster Pref*13 Prest*4 Feitse 293 Pedigree: 50 Kinship: 18,1 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Menso 542 is a stallion 

with satisfactory breed expression and a 

youthful appearance. He has a noble head 

but head-neck connection should be a 

little lighter. Feathers and length of neck 

are satisfactory.

Conformation: The stallion’s build is 

slightly downhill but with a strong topline 

and a wide loin section. His shoulder is 

sloping and well-placed. The croup is 

lightly sloping and a bit high in shape but 

has satisfactory length.

Legwork: Menso 542 is slightly standing-

under in the foreleg and the hind legs are 

a bit sickle-hocked. The legwork is delicate, 

hard and dry with slightly small feet.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................35-40% 

 Breeding type ........................................110 

 Conformation ........................................112 

 Legwork .................................................107 

 Walk .......................................................105 

 Trot .........................................................111

 Canter ....................................................105 

DNA-testen en Veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 1, go

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Menso 542 is a very friendly and well-

behaved stallion, with very polite stable 

manners. The stallion has very pleasing 

contact manners but tends to become 

insecure in unfamiliar or new situations. 

Menso 542 is a really nice horse to work 

with in all disciplines and he has abundant 

mentality, he is already quite good at 

transitions and can easily release tension.

Central Examination:
Menso 542 completed the Central 

Examination at the age of three.

Training report:
Walk: The stallion has a regular, roomy and 

active walk and he moves with good use of 

the body.
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened   x   inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant   x   cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable    x  reliable

 Sensitivity little     x much

 Anxiety quickly   x   slowly

 Trainability   difficult     x easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little     x much

 Willingness to work   little     x much

 Work ethics   disagreeable     x happy

 Perseverance   little     x much**

 Stamina   little    x  much***

    freezes    x  flighty

 Concentration   distracted    x  focused

 Learning capacity   little     x much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: The trot shows good rhythm as well 

as good balance and a long moment of 

suspension. Menso 542 commands good 

use of the foreleg, strong use of the hind 

leg and lots of capacity for transitions. 

Canter: The stallion canters with uphill 

strides and lots of capacity for transitions. 

Menso 542 is good at moving in a closed 

outline and already demonstrates a lot of 

self-carriage.

Riding horse aptitude:
Menso 542 possesses very good natural 

balance and very good mentality. He 

demonstrates good capacity for transitions 

with an active hind leg and fine, roomy 

use of the foreleg. Menso 542 is an 

all-round utility horse. He moves in a light 

contact and is very responsive to the rider 

aids. He is always fully concentrated on 

the job.

In-harness aptitude:
Menso 542 is very talented for driving 

work but certainly also for showdriving 

work. He moves with a satisfactory front 

and good bend in the hind leg, showing a 

long moment of suspension. He easily 

comes back onto the hind leg with good 

forward reach of the foreleg.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................8.0 

 Canter .....................................................8.5

 Balance & posture ..................................8.5 

 Suppleness ..............................................8.0 

 Transitions ...............................................8.0

 Impulsion ................................................8.5

 Total ......................................................88.5

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................6.5 

 Trot ..........................................................8.0 

 Balance & posture ..................................8.0

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5 

 Transitions ...............................................8.0 

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................84.0

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................6.5 

 Use foreleg .............................................8.0 

 Use hind leg ............................................8.0

 Suspension ..............................................8.0 

 Posture ....................................................7.5 

 Front ........................................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5

 Impulsion ................................................8.0

 Total ......................................................84.5

Conclusions Central Examination:
Menso 542 has completed his Central 

Examination with good results. During his 

training sessions he demonstrated to be 

very hardworking with a lot of go and 

throughout the test he has shown 

progress, especially in the walk.

Dam line:
Menso 542 is the seventh offspring of 

Model mare Juwiel H. fan Lutke Peinjum 

Model Sport Performance AA (Tsjalle 454). 

Juwiel has successfully competed in the 

sport in three disciplines. She has earned a 

winning point in Z2 dressage and several 

in ZZ driving. This Tsjalle 454 daughter was 

also doing quite well in showdriving. By 

now this 12-year-old, longlined mare has 

already ten offspring to her name, thanks 

to several embryo transfers. Menso 542 is 

her third Star offspring. Juwiel is a 

breed-typical mare with ample feathers 

and an aristocratic head. She has a light 

head-neck connection with good length in 

the neck and a sloping shoulder. Her back 

is somewhat sunken but is well-connected 

to the loin section. The croup has satisfac-

tory length with a light slope. The mare 

has dry and clean legwork with correct 

stance but is slightly standing-under in the 

foreleg and the hind leg is a bit straight. 

Juwiel has a roomy and regular walk and 

displays an uphill trot with good use of 

the hind leg. 

Final conclusion: 
Menso 542 is a stallion with a very good 

mentality who has continuously shown 

good performances in the CE. For a 

3-year-old stallion he possesses very good 

natural balance and ditto use of the body.

Advice for use: 
Menso 542 can be used to improve work 

ethics and trainability. He is a good match 

for mares with satisfactory length in the 

foreleg and a strong topline. He is 

expected to add balance and bend in the 

hind leg. Menso 542 can boast a lot of 

Preferent blood in his lineage.
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Mans 543

Studbook name: Mans van de Gonda Life number: 202001505 Breeder: M.A.W. Slagers-
Karnebeek, Goor Date of birth: 28 April 2020 Height at withers: 1.68 metres Lineage: Teun 
505 x Ster Pref*4 Norbert 444 x Ster Pref*5 Beart 411 x Ster Pref*10 Anne 340 x Ster Pref*4 
Oege 267 x Ster Pref*4 Peke 268 Pedigree: 13 Kinship: 18,7 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Mans 543 is a stallion with 

satisfactory breed expression. The stallion’s 

head could be a bit more aristocratic but 

he has a long, vertical neck with a light 

head-neck connection.

Conformation: Mans 543 is a longlined 

stallion with an uphill build. He has a 

strong topline but is somewhat raised in 

the loin section. The croup has satisfactory 

length and is lightly sloping.

Legwork: Mans 543 has satisfactory length 

in the foreleg. Stance of the foreleg is 

correct, stance of the hind leg is a bit 

toeing-out and sickle-hocked. Hard and 

dry quality of legwork is satisfactory, the 

feet are welldeveloped.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................31-38% 

 Breeding type ........................................108 

 Conformation ........................................113 

 Legwork .................................................106 

 Walk .......................................................105 

 Trot .........................................................106

 Canter ....................................................104 

DNA-testen en Veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 1, good

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Mans 543 is a friendly and people-oriented 

stallion who is very inquisitive and alert to 

his surroundings. The stallion is a joy to 

work with in all disciplines but should 

move with a bit more go and elasticity in 

the body. Sometimes he has the tendency 

to shut down a bit when working.

Central Examination:
Mans 543 completed the Central Examina-

tion at the age of three.

Training report:
Walk: The stallion has a regular walk with 

satisfactory scope but in this pace he 

needs to develop more use of the body.

MMaannss  554433

Stamboeknaam: Mans van de Gonda

Levensnummer: 202001505

Fokker: M.A.W. Slagers-Karnebeek, Goor

Geboren op: 28 april 2020

Stokmaat: 1.68 meter

Afstamming: Teun 505 x Ster Pref*4 Norbert 444 x Ster Pref*5 Beart 411 x Ster Pref*10 

Anne 340 x Ster Pref*4 Oege 267 x Ster Pref*4 Peke 268

Stam: 13

Verwantschap: 18,7 % (gemiddelde 17,8%)
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little   x   much

 Anxiety quickly    x  slowly

 Trainability   difficult    x  easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little   x   much

 Willingness to work   little   x   much

 Work ethics   disagreeable    x  happy

 Perseverance   little    x  much**

 Stamina   little   x   much***

    freezes  x    flighty

 Concentration   distracted    x  focused

 Learning capacity   little    x  much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: Mans 543 trots with satisfactory use 

of the hind leg and with ample forward 

reach in the foreleg. Moment of suspen-

sion is satisfactory but he should demon-

strate more use of the body, suppleness 

and willingness to work.

Canter: In canter Mans 543 shows satisfac-

tory balance and quality of strides, but he 

must learn to move in a more uphill frame.

Riding horse aptitude:
Mans 543 struggles with the performance 

under saddle. He has a strong walk and a 

satisfactory canter, but he needs to 

develop more use of the body and 

suppleness in all paces. The stallion also 

struggles with his tail carriage.

In-harness aptitude:
Mans 543 has satisfactory aptitude for 

driving as well as for showdriving. In 

movement he demonstrates satisfactory 

bend in the hind leg and satisfactory 

capacity for transitions, placing the 

foreleg forward with ample reach and 

displaying very good stature and selfcarri-

age. He gives his driver a good feeling and 

is easy to train, also making progression.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.5 

 Trot ..........................................................6.0 

 Canter .....................................................7.5

 Balance & posture ..................................7.0 

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................6.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.0

 Total ......................................................75.5

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................6.5 

 Balance & posture ..................................7.0

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.0 

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................76.0

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Use foreleg .............................................7.5 

 Use hind leg ............................................7.0

 Suspension ..............................................6.5 

 Posture ....................................................7.0 

 Front ........................................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................78.0

Conclusions Central Examination:
Mans 543 has completed his Central 

Examination with good results. The 

stallion struggled with the under-saddle 

part but demonstrated a constant, 

growing line in the in-harness disciplines.

Dam line:
Mans 543’s dam is Femcke van de Gonda 

Star Preferent (Norbert 444), a 14-year-old 

mare with eight offspring.

Considering her age Femcke has kept 

herself well but overall she might have 

been a little more bigframed. She is 

breed-typical with abundant feathers, 

satisfactory expression of the head and a 

long, fractionally horizontal neck. The 

mare shows satisfactory horizontal 

conformation, she has a strong back with a 

wide loin section and her shoulder 

conformation has satisfactory slope and 

length. Her dry legwork shows satisfactory 

durability as well as correct stance. Her 

walk has satisfactory scope and regularity, 

although she would benefit from a little 

more reach in the foreleg and more power. 

She has a spacious trot with good bend 

and power in the hind leg. Femcke shows 

good transitions in trot, displaying lots of 

suppleness and use of the body. Femcke’s 

dam, the 19-year-old Nienke van de Gonda 

Star Preferent (Beart 411) is also present 

and appears to be remarkably fit and 

durable and has her 14th foal at her side.

Final conclusion:
Mans 543 is a breed-typical, correctly-built 

stallion with lots of youthful expression. 

The stallion possesses three correct basic 

gaits and clearly shows to have more 

talent for the driven disciplines. He has 

improved in the course of the CE and 

stems from the first crop of offspring by 

Teun 505 Sport AAA.

Advice for use:
Mans 543 can be used on mares with a 

powerful trot and is expected to add 

youthfulness and correct conformation.
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88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  109  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 103  heavy      light 
neck length 102  short      long 
neck conf.  97  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  97  steep      sloping 
back conf.  98  weak      tight  
loin conf.  107  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   99  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  100  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 104  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 100  short      long 
shape feet  100  small      large 
quality legwork 98  puffy      dry  
colour  99  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  106  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  99  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 99  short      long 
expression walk 101  weak      powerful 
length of trot 103  short      long 
movement expr  104  weak      powerful 
balance  102  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   108  small      tall  
 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

75  105  102  102  104   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter.  total   showdriving 

74  97  105  102  102  100 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,2 103        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

54 98  102  104  99    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

49 106          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

14 7 4 2 0 26% 2 1 1 6 6 0 69 37 54% 13% 70% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3 4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

10 9 2 5 16 0 6 15 21 6 7 2 
 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,0 6,9 6,8 6,8 6,7 6,6 7,1 73,6 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,6 6,8 65,8 5,8 

 

General
Elias 494 was approved via the Short Test as a 7-year-old stallion at the end 2016, on the basis of his dressage
qualities such as use of the hind leg, talent for piaffe and passage and canter as well as his good breed 
expression. A side observation was made that his lineage could be stronger. From his �rst stud season 56 foals 
were registered in 2018, with 77% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Elias 494 completed his Progeny Test in 
2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Elias 494 offspring show little uniformity. Across the board they are fairly tall and have above-average 
breed expression. The breed expression is mainly due to their abundant feathers, noble head expression and a 
head-neck connection that is satisfactorily light. The necks need more length and should be more vertical. Body  
shape is a fraction downhill. Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The horses have a slightly weak back and  
many are tight in the loin section. The croup is more horizontal than the average of the population of Friesian  
horses and shows good length. In many offspring the legwork should radiate more quality in terms of dryness.  
Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in sometimes occurs. Stance of the hind leg is straight (steep). The  
feet and pastern length are average. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Elias 494 offspring have pleasant and calm stable manners and are relaxed when being handled. In ridden 
work the horses are very reliable and respond well to training. They give good reaction to the aids and have
above-average zest for work. In terms of character the Elias offspring present a different picture with the
in-harness work. In driven work they tend to be sharp and are sometimes dif�cult to train. Two out of the 21
offspring tested in the ABFP did not complete the driven part because they were unreliable in front of 
the carriage.

Movement/Performance
21 of the Elias 494 offspring were tested in the ABFP Test. The age of the tested horses ranged from three to 
�ve years old. Two horses obtained an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more expression 
and some horses need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and strength. In 
general, the offspring need to display a bit more use of the body and capacity for transitions. The canter has  
satisfactory power and scope. Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are good. Especially under saddle, 
the Elias 494offspring are very responsive to the aids, are hardworking and not easily distracted. The 
performances under saddle are noticeably better than the performances in the driven parts of the ABFP Test.
The results in the in-parts of the Performance Test are far below average. The Elias 494 offspring have little 
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Elias 494 has a slightly below average hereditary pro�le for exterior in mares and a more than satisfactory
hereditary pro�le for exterior in stallions and geldings (breeding value total 104; Star% mares 26; Star% stallions 
50). The offspring have calm and reliable stable manners and show above-average zest for work under saddle. 
They appear to be less suitable for in-harness work in which they prove to be a lot less reliable. They show 
satisfactory aptitude in the Performance Test, but some of the horses need to develop more rhythm and scope in
the walk (breeding value total 102). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Elias 494's stud license will be sustained.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 19 March 2009
Breeder: Demro Stables, Mierlo 
Owner: Linda Annell, Sundsvall Sweden 
Lineage: Jorn 430 x Crown Sport Perf*4 AA Maiko 373 x Star Thomas 327 x Fb Tsjerk 328 
Pedigree: 109 
Kinship: 17.2%  
Particulars: none  

Elias 494

889296100104108112

linear exterior/in-hand movement      
          

 

 
head expression 109  plain      noble 
head/neck conn..  103  heavy      light 
neck length 102  short      long 
neck conf.  97  horizontal      vertical 
schoulder conf. 97  steep      sloping 
back conf.   98  weak      tight 
loin conf. 107  weak      tight 
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   99  downhill      uphill 
length forearm 100  short      long 
stance foreleg 96  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 104  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length  100  short      long 
shape feet  100  small      large 
quality legwork 98  puffy      dry 
colour  99  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  106  little      abundant  
correct foreleg 99  toeing-in      toeing-out  
length of walk  99  short      long 
expression walk 101  weak      powerful 
length of trot  103  short      long 
movement expr 104  weak      powerful 
balance  102  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size  108  small      tall 
 
Rating characteristics exterior     
btbh.%  breeding type   conformation   legwork  total   

75  105  102  102  104   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot  canter.  total  showdriving  

74  97  105  102  102  100 
Kinship         
vw%  variation bloodlines        
17,2 103        
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability trainability Zest for work   stamina 

54 98  102  104  99    
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

49 106          
 

Inspection results: 
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Mares Geldings Stallions Mares 

14 7 4 2 0 26% 2 1 1 6 6 0 69 37 54% 13% 70% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:     

Age Gender Predicate Total Result 

34 5 stallion mare Crown Star not Star     A AA AAA 

10 9 2 5 16 0 6 15 21 6 7 2 
 
Results Performance Test:   

Under saddle    

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total 

6,0 6,9 6,8 6,8 6,7 6,6 7,1 73,6 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total 
Showdriving 

aptitude 

6,2 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,6 6,8 65,8 5,8 

 

General
Elias 494 was approved via the Short Test as a 7-year-old stallion at the end 2016, on the basis of his dressage
qualities such as use of the hind leg, talent for piaffe and passage and canter as well as his good breed 
expression. A side observation was made that his lineage could be stronger. From his �rst stud season 56 foals 
were registered in 2018, with 77% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Elias 494 completed his Progeny Test in 
2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Elias 494 offspring show little uniformity. Across the board they are fairly tall and have above-average 
breed expression. The breed expression is mainly due to their abundant feathers, noble head expression and a 
head-neck connection that is satisfactorily light. The necks need more length and should be more vertical. Body  
shape is a fraction downhill. Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The horses have a slightly weak back and  
many are tight in the loin section. The croup is more horizontal than the average of the population of Friesian  
horses and shows good length. In many offspring the legwork should radiate more quality in terms of dryness.  
Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in sometimes occurs. Stance of the hind leg is straight (steep). The  
feet and pastern length are average. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Elias 494 offspring have pleasant and calm stable manners and are relaxed when being handled. In ridden 
work the horses are very reliable and respond well to training. They give good reaction to the aids and have
above-average zest for work. In terms of character the Elias offspring present a different picture with the
in-harness work. In driven work they tend to be sharp and are sometimes dif�cult to train. Two out of the 21
offspring tested in the ABFP did not complete the driven part because they were unreliable in front of 
the carriage.

Movement/Performance
21 of the Elias 494 offspring were tested in the ABFP Test. The age of the tested horses ranged from three to 
�ve years old. Two horses obtained an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more expression 
and some horses need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and strength. In 
general, the offspring need to display a bit more use of the body and capacity for transitions. The canter has  
satisfactory power and scope. Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are good. Especially under saddle, 
the Elias 494offspring are very responsive to the aids, are hardworking and not easily distracted. The 
performances under saddle are noticeably better than the performances in the driven parts of the ABFP Test.
The results in the in-parts of the Performance Test are far below average. The Elias 494 offspring have little 
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Elias 494 has a slightly below average hereditary pro�le for exterior in mares and a more than satisfactory
hereditary pro�le for exterior in stallions and geldings (breeding value total 104; Star% mares 26; Star% stallions 
50). The offspring have calm and reliable stable manners and show above-average zest for work under saddle. 
They appear to be less suitable for in-harness work in which they prove to be a lot less reliable. They show 
satisfactory aptitude in the Performance Test, but some of the horses need to develop more rhythm and scope in
the walk (breeding value total 102). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Elias 494's stud license will be sustained.

Report Progeny Testing|  December 2023

Date of birth: 19 March 2009
Breeder: Demro Stables, Mierlo  
Owner: Linda Annell, Sundsvall Sweden  
Lineage: Jorn 430 x Crown Sport Perf*4 AA Maiko 373 x Star Thomas 327 x Fb Tsjerk 328  
Pedigree: 109  
Kinship: 17.2% 
Particulars: none 

Elias 494

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  109  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 103  heavy      light 
neck length 102  short      long 
neck conf.  97  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  97  steep      sloping 
back conf.  98  weak      tight  
loin conf.  107  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   99  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  100  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 104  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 100  short      long 
shape feet  100  small      large 
quality legwork 98  puffy      dry  
colour  99  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  106  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  99  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 99  short      long 
expression walk 101  weak      powerful 
length of trot 103  short      long 
movement expr  104  weak      powerful 
balance  102  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   108  small      tall  
 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

75  105  102  102  104   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter.  total   showdriving 

74  97  105  102  102  100 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,2 103        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

54 98  102  104  99    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

49 106          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

14 7 4 2 0 26% 2 1 1 6 6 0 69 37 54% 13% 70% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3 4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

10 9 2 5 16 0 6 15 21 6 7 2 
 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,0 6,9 6,8 6,8 6,7 6,6 7,1 73,6 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,6 6,8 65,8 5,8 

 

General
Elias 494 was approved via the Short Test as a 7-year-old stallion at the end 2016, on the basis of his dressage
qualities such as use of the hind leg, talent for piaffe and passage and canter as well as his good breed 
expression. A side observation was made that his lineage could be stronger. From his �rst stud season 56 foals 
were registered in 2018, with 77% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Elias 494 completed his Progeny Test in 
2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Elias 494 offspring show little uniformity. Across the board they are fairly tall and have above-average 
breed expression. The breed expression is mainly due to their abundant feathers, noble head expression and a 
head-neck connection that is satisfactorily light. The necks need more length and should be more vertical. Body  
shape is a fraction downhill. Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The horses have a slightly weak back and  
many are tight in the loin section. The croup is more horizontal than the average of the population of Friesian  
horses and shows good length. In many offspring the legwork should radiate more quality in terms of dryness.  
Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in sometimes occurs. Stance of the hind leg is straight (steep). The  
feet and pastern length are average. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Elias 494 offspring have pleasant and calm stable manners and are relaxed when being handled. In ridden 
work the horses are very reliable and respond well to training. They give good reaction to the aids and have
above-average zest for work. In terms of character the Elias offspring present a different picture with the
in-harness work. In driven work they tend to be sharp and are sometimes dif�cult to train. Two out of the 21
offspring tested in the ABFP did not complete the driven part because they were unreliable in front of 
the carriage.

Movement/Performance
21 of the Elias 494 offspring were tested in the ABFP Test. The age of the tested horses ranged from three to 
�ve years old. Two horses obtained an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more expression 
and some horses need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and strength. In 
general, the offspring need to display a bit more use of the body and capacity for transitions. The canter has  
satisfactory power and scope. Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are good. Especially under saddle, 
the Elias 494offspring are very responsive to the aids, are hardworking and not easily distracted. The 
performances under saddle are noticeably better than the performances in the driven parts of the ABFP Test.
The results in the in-parts of the Performance Test are far below average. The Elias 494 offspring have little 
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Elias 494 has a slightly below average hereditary pro�le for exterior in mares and a more than satisfactory
hereditary pro�le for exterior in stallions and geldings (breeding value total 104; Star% mares 26; Star% stallions 
50). The offspring have calm and reliable stable manners and show above-average zest for work under saddle. 
They appear to be less suitable for in-harness work in which they prove to be a lot less reliable. They show 
satisfactory aptitude in the Performance Test, but some of the horses need to develop more rhythm and scope in
the walk (breeding value total 102). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Elias 494's stud license will be sustained.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 19 March 2009
Breeder: Demro Stables, Mierlo 
Owner: Linda Annell, Sundsvall Sweden 
Lineage: Jorn 430 x Crown Sport Perf*4 AA Maiko 373 x Star Thomas 327 x Fb Tsjerk 328 
Pedigree: 109 
Kinship: 17.2%  
Particulars: none  

Elias 494

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  109  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 103  heavy      light 
neck length 102  short      long 
neck conf.  97  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  97  steep      sloping 
back conf.  98  weak      tight  
loin conf.  107  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   99  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  100  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 104  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 100  short      long 
shape feet  100  small      large 
quality legwork 98  puffy      dry  
colour  99  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  106  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  99  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 99  short      long 
expression walk 101  weak      powerful 
length of trot 103  short      long 
movement expr  104  weak      powerful 
balance  102  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   108  small      tall  
 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

75  105  102  102  104   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter.  total   showdriving 

74  97  105  102  102  100 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,2 103        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

54 98  102  104  99    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

49 106          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

14 7 4 2 0 26% 2 1 1 6 6 0 69 37 54% 13% 70% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3 4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

10 9 2 5 16 0 6 15 21 6 7 2 
 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,0 6,9 6,8 6,8 6,7 6,6 7,1 73,6 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,6 6,8 65,8 5,8 

 

General
Elias 494 was approved via the Short Test as a 7-year-old stallion at the end 2016, on the basis of his dressage
qualities such as use of the hind leg, talent for piaffe and passage and canter as well as his good breed 
expression. A side observation was made that his lineage could be stronger. From his �rst stud season 56 foals 
were registered in 2018, with 77% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Elias 494 completed his Progeny Test in 
2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Elias 494 offspring show little uniformity. Across the board they are fairly tall and have above-average 
breed expression. The breed expression is mainly due to their abundant feathers, noble head expression and a 
head-neck connection that is satisfactorily light. The necks need more length and should be more vertical. Body  
shape is a fraction downhill. Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The horses have a slightly weak back and  
many are tight in the loin section. The croup is more horizontal than the average of the population of Friesian  
horses and shows good length. In many offspring the legwork should radiate more quality in terms of dryness.  
Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in sometimes occurs. Stance of the hind leg is straight (steep). The  
feet and pastern length are average. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Elias 494 offspring have pleasant and calm stable manners and are relaxed when being handled. In ridden 
work the horses are very reliable and respond well to training. They give good reaction to the aids and have
above-average zest for work. In terms of character the Elias offspring present a different picture with the
in-harness work. In driven work they tend to be sharp and are sometimes dif�cult to train. Two out of the 21
offspring tested in the ABFP did not complete the driven part because they were unreliable in front of 
the carriage.

Movement/Performance
21 of the Elias 494 offspring were tested in the ABFP Test. The age of the tested horses ranged from three to 
�ve years old. Two horses obtained an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more expression 
and some horses need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and strength. In 
general, the offspring need to display a bit more use of the body and capacity for transitions. The canter has  
satisfactory power and scope. Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are good. Especially under saddle, 
the Elias 494offspring are very responsive to the aids, are hardworking and not easily distracted. The 
performances under saddle are noticeably better than the performances in the driven parts of the ABFP Test.
The results in the in-parts of the Performance Test are far below average. The Elias 494 offspring have little 
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Elias 494 has a slightly below average hereditary pro�le for exterior in mares and a more than satisfactory
hereditary pro�le for exterior in stallions and geldings (breeding value total 104; Star% mares 26; Star% stallions 
50). The offspring have calm and reliable stable manners and show above-average zest for work under saddle. 
They appear to be less suitable for in-harness work in which they prove to be a lot less reliable. They show 
satisfactory aptitude in the Performance Test, but some of the horses need to develop more rhythm and scope in
the walk (breeding value total 102). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Elias 494's stud license will be sustained.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 19 March 2009
Breeder: Demro Stables, Mierlo 
Owner: Linda Annell, Sundsvall Sweden 
Lineage: Jorn 430 x Crown Sport Perf*4 AA Maiko 373 x Star Thomas 327 x Fb Tsjerk 328 
Pedigree: 109 
Kinship: 17.2%  
Particulars: none  

Elias 494
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88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  109  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 103  heavy      light 
neck length 102  short      long 
neck conf.  97  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  97  steep      sloping 
back conf.  98  weak      tight  
loin conf.  107  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   99  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  100  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 104  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 100  short      long 
shape feet  100  small      large 
quality legwork 98  puffy      dry  
colour  99  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  106  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  99  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 99  short      long 
expression walk 101  weak      powerful 
length of trot 103  short      long 
movement expr  104  weak      powerful 
balance  102  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   108  small      tall  
 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

75  105  102  102  104   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter.  total   showdriving 

74  97  105  102  102  100 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,2 103        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

54 98  102  104  99    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

49 106          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

14 7 4 2 0 26% 2 1 1 6 6 0 69 37 54% 13% 70% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3 4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

10 9 2 5 16 0 6 15 21 6 7 2 
 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,0 6,9 6,8 6,8 6,7 6,6 7,1 73,6 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,6 6,8 65,8 5,8 

 

General
Elias 494 was approved via the Short Test as a 7-year-old stallion at the end 2016, on the basis of his dressage
qualities such as use of the hind leg, talent for piaffe and passage and canter as well as his good breed 
expression. A side observation was made that his lineage could be stronger. From his �rst stud season 56 foals 
were registered in 2018, with 77% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Elias 494 completed his Progeny Test in 
2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Elias 494 offspring show little uniformity. Across the board they are fairly tall and have above-average 
breed expression. The breed expression is mainly due to their abundant feathers, noble head expression and a 
head-neck connection that is satisfactorily light. The necks need more length and should be more vertical. Body  
shape is a fraction downhill. Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The horses have a slightly weak back and  
many are tight in the loin section. The croup is more horizontal than the average of the population of Friesian  
horses and shows good length. In many offspring the legwork should radiate more quality in terms of dryness.  
Stance of the foreleg is usually correct, toeing-in sometimes occurs. Stance of the hind leg is straight (steep). The  
feet and pastern length are average. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Elias 494 offspring have pleasant and calm stable manners and are relaxed when being handled. In ridden 
work the horses are very reliable and respond well to training. They give good reaction to the aids and have
above-average zest for work. In terms of character the Elias offspring present a different picture with the
in-harness work. In driven work they tend to be sharp and are sometimes dif�cult to train. Two out of the 21
offspring tested in the ABFP did not complete the driven part because they were unreliable in front of 
the carriage.

Movement/Performance
21 of the Elias 494 offspring were tested in the ABFP Test. The age of the tested horses ranged from three to 
�ve years old. Two horses obtained an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more expression 
and some horses need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and strength. In 
general, the offspring need to display a bit more use of the body and capacity for transitions. The canter has  
satisfactory power and scope. Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are good. Especially under saddle, 
the Elias 494offspring are very responsive to the aids, are hardworking and not easily distracted. The 
performances under saddle are noticeably better than the performances in the driven parts of the ABFP Test.
The results in the in-parts of the Performance Test are far below average. The Elias 494 offspring have little 
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Elias 494 has a slightly below average hereditary pro�le for exterior in mares and a more than satisfactory
hereditary pro�le for exterior in stallions and geldings (breeding value total 104; Star% mares 26; Star% stallions 
50). The offspring have calm and reliable stable manners and show above-average zest for work under saddle. 
They appear to be less suitable for in-harness work in which they prove to be a lot less reliable. They show 
satisfactory aptitude in the Performance Test, but some of the horses need to develop more rhythm and scope in
the walk (breeding value total 102). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Elias 494's stud license will be sustained.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 19 March 2009
Breeder: Demro Stables, Mierlo 
Owner: Linda Annell, Sundsvall Sweden 
Lineage: Jorn 430 x Crown Sport Perf*4 AA Maiko 373 x Star Thomas 327 x Fb Tsjerk 328 
Pedigree: 109 
Kinship: 17.2%  
Particulars: none  

Elias 494



84     Stallion information 2024

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  104  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 99  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  101  steep      sloping 
back conf.   105  weak      tight  
loin conf.  108  weak      tight  
croup conf   98  horizontal      sloping  
croup length 101  short      long  
body   106  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  104  short      long  
stance foreleg  97  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 96  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 105  short      long  
shape feet  94  small      large  
quality legwork 112  puffy      dry  
colour  101  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  94  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  97  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 106  short      long  
expression walk 108  weak      powerful 
length of trot 109  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  111  little      much 
suppleness 111  little      much 
size   101  small      tall  
 

Rating characteristics exterior       
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total     

81  105  112  107  110    
Movement/sport aptitude        
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

74  106  106  104  107  104  
Kinship           
vw%  variation bloodlines        
18,61 95         
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work   stamina   

54 95  99  94  97     
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

34 104           
 

Inspection results:  
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Merries Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 11 14 4 4 58% 2 1 0 20 18 1 68 40 59% 32% 82% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5 stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

19 0 0 6 13 4 6 9 19 2 7 4 
      

 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,5 6,7 7,0 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,8 73,9 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  Showdriving 
aptitude  

6,4 7,0 6,9 6,7 6,7 7,0 74,6 6,1 

 

General
Tjebbe 500 was approved in the autumn of 2017 as a 3-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 63 foals were registered in 2019 with 81%
born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Tjebbe 500 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on two year
collections of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Tjebbe 500 offspring are a uniform group of youthful, satisfactorily developed horses with remarkably
strong builds and a good walk and trot. The offspring have noble heads, vertical necks that would bene�t from
a little more length and they have little feathers. The offspring have uphill body conformation, good length in
the foreleg, a strong to tight topline and horizontal croup conformation. The horses have exceptionally dry 
legwork. The hind leg is sickle-hocked and some have toeing-in stance of the foreleg. The pasterns are long.
The feet should have more size. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding 
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
he Tjebbe 500 offspring have pleasant and inquisitive stable manners and are satisfactorily relaxed. They show
average sensitivity in work and should be more responsive to the aids. Reliability, zest for work, work ethics,
trainability and perseverance are clearly below average.

Movement/Performance
In-hand the Tjebbe 500 offspring show a roomy, regular and powerful walk and a roomy, powerful trot with
lots of balance and suppleness. From the Tjebbe 500 offspring 19 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests
and one stallion took part in the Central Examination 2022. Under saddle the offspring present average
performances and in the harness above-average performances. Five offspring have achieved an AAA score.
The still youthful Tjebbe 500 offspring have correct walks but need to move with more scope and shoulder 
freedom. Under saddle the quality of the walk is better than in front of the carriage. On average, the 
offspring should display more scope, power and use of the body in the work.

Conclusion
Tjebbe 500 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 58%; Star% 
stallions 54%) and in terms of exterior he is found to strongly improve conformation and legwork. The 
offspring demonstrate to have good characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In work they clearly
need to improve trainability and reliability and have more zest for work and perseverance. They have three
correct basic gaits and demonstrate more than satisfactory aptitude in the performance tests (breeding value 
total 107). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Tjebbe 500 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 March 2014 
Breeder: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Owner: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*5 Dries 421 x Crown Pref*5 AA Tsjerk 328 x Model  
Pref*11 Perf*6 Oepke 266
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 18.6%
Particulars: none

Tjebbe 500

linear exterior/in-hand movement      
          

 

 
head expression 104  plain      noble 
head/neck conn..  101  heavy      light 
neck length 99  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical 
schoulder conf. 101  steep      sloping 
back conf.   105  weak      tight 
loin conf. 108  weak      tight 
croup conf   98  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 101  short      long 
body   106  downhill      uphill 
length forearm 104  short      long 
stance foreleg 97  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 96  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length  105  short      long 
shape feet  94  small      large 
quality legwork 112  puffy      dry 
colour  101  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  94  little      abundant  
correct foreleg 97  toeing-in      toeing-out  
length of walk  106  short      long 
expression walk 108  weak      powerful 
length of trot  109  short      long 
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  111  little      much 
suppleness 111  little      much 
size  101  small      tall 

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type   conformation   legwork  total    

81  105  112  107  110    
Movement/sport aptitude        
btbh.%  walk  trot  canter  total  showdriving 

74  106  106  104  107  104  
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines         
18,61 95         
Breeding values character         
btbh.% reliability/predictability trainability Zest for work   stamina  

54 95  99  94  97     
Breeding values sport          
btbh.% Breeding values           

34 104           
 

Inspection results: 
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Merries Geldings Stallions Mares 

5 11 14 4 4 58% 2 1 0 20 18 1 68 40 59% 32% 82% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:     

Age Gender Predicate Total Result 

3 4 5stallion mare Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

19 0 0 6 13 4 6 9 19 2 7 4 
      

 
Results Performance Test:   

Under saddle    

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total 

6,5 6,7 7,0 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,8 73,9 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total Showdriving 
aptitude 

6,4 7,0 6,9 6,7 6,7 7,0 74,6 6,1 

 

General
Tjebbe 500 was approved in the autumn of 2017 as a 3-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 63 foals were registered in 2019 with 81%
born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Tjebbe 500 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on two year
collections of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Tjebbe 500 offspring are a uniform group of youthful, satisfactorily developed horses with remarkably
strong builds and a good walk and trot. The offspring have noble heads, vertical necks that would bene�t from
a little more length and they have little feathers. The offspring have uphill body conformation, good length in
the foreleg, a strong to tight topline and horizontal croup conformation. The horses have exceptionally dry 
legwork. The hind leg is sickle-hocked and some have toeing-in stance of the foreleg. The pasterns are long.
The feet should have more size. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding 
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
he Tjebbe 500 offspring have pleasant and inquisitive stable manners and are satisfactorily relaxed. They show
average sensitivity in work and should be more responsive to the aids. Reliability, zest for work, work ethics,
trainability and perseverance are clearly below average.

Movement/Performance
In-hand the Tjebbe 500 offspring show a roomy, regular and powerful walk and a roomy, powerful trot with
lots of balance and suppleness. From the Tjebbe 500 offspring 19 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests
and one stallion took part in the Central Examination 2022. Under saddle the offspring present average
performances and in the harness above-average performances. Five offspring have achieved an AAA score.
The still youthful Tjebbe 500 offspring have correct walks but need to move with more scope and shoulder 
freedom. Under saddle the quality of the walk is better than in front of the carriage. On average, the 
offspring should display more scope, power and use of the body in the work.

Conclusion
Tjebbe 500 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 58%; Star% 
stallions 54%) and in terms of exterior he is found to strongly improve conformation and legwork. The 
offspring demonstrate to have good characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In work they clearly
need to improve trainability and reliability and have more zest for work and perseverance. They have three
correct basic gaits and demonstrate more than satisfactory aptitude in the performance tests (breeding value 
total 107). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Tjebbe 500 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing|  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 March 2014  
Breeder: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen  
Owner: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen  
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*5 Dries 421 x Crown Pref*5 AA Tsjerk 328 x Model  
Pref*11 Perf*6 Oepke 266
Pedigree: 2  
Kinship: 18.6%
Particulars: none

Tjebbe 500

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  104  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 99  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  101  steep      sloping 
back conf.   105  weak      tight  
loin conf.  108  weak      tight  
croup conf   98  horizontal      sloping  
croup length 101  short      long  
body   106  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  104  short      long  
stance foreleg  97  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 96  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 105  short      long  
shape feet  94  small      large  
quality legwork 112  puffy      dry  
colour  101  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  94  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  97  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 106  short      long  
expression walk 108  weak      powerful 
length of trot 109  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  111  little      much 
suppleness 111  little      much 
size   101  small      tall  
 

Rating characteristics exterior       
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total     

81  105  112  107  110    
Movement/sport aptitude        
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

74  106  106  104  107  104  
Kinship           
vw%  variation bloodlines        
18,61 95         
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work   stamina   

54 95  99  94  97     
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

34 104           
 

Inspection results:  
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Merries Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 11 14 4 4 58% 2 1 0 20 18 1 68 40 59% 32% 82% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5 stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

19 0 0 6 13 4 6 9 19 2 7 4 
      

 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,5 6,7 7,0 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,8 73,9 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  Showdriving 
aptitude  

6,4 7,0 6,9 6,7 6,7 7,0 74,6 6,1 

 

General
Tjebbe 500 was approved in the autumn of 2017 as a 3-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 63 foals were registered in 2019 with 81%
born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Tjebbe 500 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on two year
collections of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Tjebbe 500 offspring are a uniform group of youthful, satisfactorily developed horses with remarkably
strong builds and a good walk and trot. The offspring have noble heads, vertical necks that would bene�t from
a little more length and they have little feathers. The offspring have uphill body conformation, good length in
the foreleg, a strong to tight topline and horizontal croup conformation. The horses have exceptionally dry 
legwork. The hind leg is sickle-hocked and some have toeing-in stance of the foreleg. The pasterns are long.
The feet should have more size. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding 
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
he Tjebbe 500 offspring have pleasant and inquisitive stable manners and are satisfactorily relaxed. They show
average sensitivity in work and should be more responsive to the aids. Reliability, zest for work, work ethics,
trainability and perseverance are clearly below average.

Movement/Performance
In-hand the Tjebbe 500 offspring show a roomy, regular and powerful walk and a roomy, powerful trot with
lots of balance and suppleness. From the Tjebbe 500 offspring 19 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests
and one stallion took part in the Central Examination 2022. Under saddle the offspring present average
performances and in the harness above-average performances. Five offspring have achieved an AAA score.
The still youthful Tjebbe 500 offspring have correct walks but need to move with more scope and shoulder 
freedom. Under saddle the quality of the walk is better than in front of the carriage. On average, the 
offspring should display more scope, power and use of the body in the work.

Conclusion
Tjebbe 500 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 58%; Star% 
stallions 54%) and in terms of exterior he is found to strongly improve conformation and legwork. The 
offspring demonstrate to have good characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In work they clearly
need to improve trainability and reliability and have more zest for work and perseverance. They have three
correct basic gaits and demonstrate more than satisfactory aptitude in the performance tests (breeding value 
total 107). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Tjebbe 500 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 March 2014 
Breeder: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Owner: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*5 Dries 421 x Crown Pref*5 AA Tsjerk 328 x Model  
Pref*11 Perf*6 Oepke 266
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 18.6%
Particulars: none

Tjebbe 500

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  104  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 99  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  101  steep      sloping 
back conf.   105  weak      tight  
loin conf.  108  weak      tight  
croup conf   98  horizontal      sloping  
croup length 101  short      long  
body   106  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  104  short      long  
stance foreleg  97  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 96  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 105  short      long  
shape feet  94  small      large  
quality legwork 112  puffy      dry  
colour  101  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  94  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  97  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 106  short      long  
expression walk 108  weak      powerful 
length of trot 109  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  111  little      much 
suppleness 111  little      much 
size   101  small      tall  
 

Rating characteristics exterior       
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total     

81  105  112  107  110    
Movement/sport aptitude        
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

74  106  106  104  107  104  
Kinship           
vw%  variation bloodlines        
18,61 95         
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work   stamina   

54 95  99  94  97     
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

34 104           
 

Inspection results:  
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Merries Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 11 14 4 4 58% 2 1 0 20 18 1 68 40 59% 32% 82% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5 stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

19 0 0 6 13 4 6 9 19 2 7 4 
      

 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,5 6,7 7,0 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,8 73,9 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  Showdriving 
aptitude  

6,4 7,0 6,9 6,7 6,7 7,0 74,6 6,1 

 

General
Tjebbe 500 was approved in the autumn of 2017 as a 3-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 63 foals were registered in 2019 with 81%
born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Tjebbe 500 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on two year
collections of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Tjebbe 500 offspring are a uniform group of youthful, satisfactorily developed horses with remarkably
strong builds and a good walk and trot. The offspring have noble heads, vertical necks that would bene�t from
a little more length and they have little feathers. The offspring have uphill body conformation, good length in
the foreleg, a strong to tight topline and horizontal croup conformation. The horses have exceptionally dry 
legwork. The hind leg is sickle-hocked and some have toeing-in stance of the foreleg. The pasterns are long.
The feet should have more size. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding 
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
he Tjebbe 500 offspring have pleasant and inquisitive stable manners and are satisfactorily relaxed. They show
average sensitivity in work and should be more responsive to the aids. Reliability, zest for work, work ethics,
trainability and perseverance are clearly below average.

Movement/Performance
In-hand the Tjebbe 500 offspring show a roomy, regular and powerful walk and a roomy, powerful trot with
lots of balance and suppleness. From the Tjebbe 500 offspring 19 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests
and one stallion took part in the Central Examination 2022. Under saddle the offspring present average
performances and in the harness above-average performances. Five offspring have achieved an AAA score.
The still youthful Tjebbe 500 offspring have correct walks but need to move with more scope and shoulder 
freedom. Under saddle the quality of the walk is better than in front of the carriage. On average, the 
offspring should display more scope, power and use of the body in the work.

Conclusion
Tjebbe 500 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 58%; Star% 
stallions 54%) and in terms of exterior he is found to strongly improve conformation and legwork. The 
offspring demonstrate to have good characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In work they clearly
need to improve trainability and reliability and have more zest for work and perseverance. They have three
correct basic gaits and demonstrate more than satisfactory aptitude in the performance tests (breeding value 
total 107). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Tjebbe 500 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 March 2014 
Breeder: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Owner: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*5 Dries 421 x Crown Pref*5 AA Tsjerk 328 x Model  
Pref*11 Perf*6 Oepke 266
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 18.6%
Particulars: none

Tjebbe 500



Stallion information

85

linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  104  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 99  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  101  steep      sloping 
back conf.   105  weak      tight  
loin conf.  108  weak      tight  
croup conf   98  horizontal      sloping  
croup length 101  short      long  
body   106  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  104  short      long  
stance foreleg  97  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 96  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 105  short      long  
shape feet  94  small      large  
quality legwork 112  puffy      dry  
colour  101  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  94  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  97  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 106  short      long  
expression walk 108  weak      powerful 
length of trot 109  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  111  little      much 
suppleness 111  little      much 
size   101  small      tall  
 

Rating characteristics exterior       
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total     

81  105  112  107  110    
Movement/sport aptitude        
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

74  106  106  104  107  104  
Kinship           
vw%  variation bloodlines        
18,61 95         
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work   stamina   

54 95  99  94  97     
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

34 104           
 

Inspection results:  
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Merries Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 11 14 4 4 58% 2 1 0 20 18 1 68 40 59% 32% 82% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5 stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

19 0 0 6 13 4 6 9 19 2 7 4 
      

 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,5 6,7 7,0 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,8 73,9 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  Showdriving 
aptitude  

6,4 7,0 6,9 6,7 6,7 7,0 74,6 6,1 

 

General
Tjebbe 500 was approved in the autumn of 2017 as a 3-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 63 foals were registered in 2019 with 81%
born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Tjebbe 500 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on two year
collections of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
The Tjebbe 500 offspring are a uniform group of youthful, satisfactorily developed horses with remarkably
strong builds and a good walk and trot. The offspring have noble heads, vertical necks that would bene�t from
a little more length and they have little feathers. The offspring have uphill body conformation, good length in
the foreleg, a strong to tight topline and horizontal croup conformation. The horses have exceptionally dry 
legwork. The hind leg is sickle-hocked and some have toeing-in stance of the foreleg. The pasterns are long.
The feet should have more size. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding 
values for exterior.

Character/Training report
he Tjebbe 500 offspring have pleasant and inquisitive stable manners and are satisfactorily relaxed. They show
average sensitivity in work and should be more responsive to the aids. Reliability, zest for work, work ethics,
trainability and perseverance are clearly below average.

Movement/Performance
In-hand the Tjebbe 500 offspring show a roomy, regular and powerful walk and a roomy, powerful trot with
lots of balance and suppleness. From the Tjebbe 500 offspring 19 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests
and one stallion took part in the Central Examination 2022. Under saddle the offspring present average
performances and in the harness above-average performances. Five offspring have achieved an AAA score.
The still youthful Tjebbe 500 offspring have correct walks but need to move with more scope and shoulder 
freedom. Under saddle the quality of the walk is better than in front of the carriage. On average, the 
offspring should display more scope, power and use of the body in the work.

Conclusion
Tjebbe 500 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 58%; Star% 
stallions 54%) and in terms of exterior he is found to strongly improve conformation and legwork. The 
offspring demonstrate to have good characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In work they clearly
need to improve trainability and reliability and have more zest for work and perseverance. They have three
correct basic gaits and demonstrate more than satisfactory aptitude in the performance tests (breeding value 
total 107). Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Tjebbe 500 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 March 2014 
Breeder: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Owner: Livery Stable De Zadelhoff, Breukelen 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*5 Dries 421 x Crown Pref*5 AA Tsjerk 328 x Model  
Pref*11 Perf*6 Oepke 266
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 18.6%
Particulars: none

Tjebbe 500



86     Stallion information 2024

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

 linear exterior/in-hand movement       
          

 

 
head expression  106  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 106  heavy      light 
neck length 105  short      long 
neck conf.  100  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  98  steep      sloping 
back conf.  109  weak      tight  
loin conf.  107  weak      tight  
croup conf   95  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 108  short      long 
body   111  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  104  short      long 
stance foreleg  101  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 95  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 107  short      long 
shape feet  97  small      large 
quality legwork 98  puffy      dry  
colour  101  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  104  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  97  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 103  short      long 
expression walk 104  weak      powerful 
length of trot 106  short      long
movement expr. 108  weak      powerful 
balance  106  little      much 
suppleness 107  little      much
size   104  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

83  107  113  104  110   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

73  103  108  108  108  106 
Kinship          
vw%  Bloedspreiding       
18,8 94        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

51 102  103  100  98    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

31 109          
 
Inspection results:  
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Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

18 0 0 12 6 1 10 7 18 3 4 6 
     
 
Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,5 7,1 7,1 7,1 6,8 6,9 7,2 76,4 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,4 7,2 7,2 6,9 7,0 7,3 76,9 6,4 

 

General
Teun 505 was approved in the autumn of 2018 as a 4-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 130 foals were registered in 2020,
with 93% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Teun 505 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one
year collection of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity of the Teun 505 offspring is satisfactory. They are well-developed horses with correct
conformation. The offspring are breed-typical because of their noble heads, light head-neck connections,
long necks and abundant feathers. Neck conformation is average. They have remarkably good body shape 
with good length in the foreleg, strong to tight toplines and long croups with good conformation.
Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The offspring would bene�t from more quality in the legwork.
The feet should have more size. The pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and 
stance of the foreleg is frequently toeing-in. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult 
the breeding values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Teun 505 offspring are inquisitive horses with very pleasant and calm stable manners. They are very relaxed 
when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory. They are not prone to building up tension, sensitivity is
average and they are easy to train. They need to develop a bit more zest for work, perseverance and stamina.

Movement/Performance
From the Teun 505 offspring 18 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests and two stallions in the Central 
Examination 2023. Both under saddle as well as in-harness the offspring present very good performances.
Seven offspring have achieved an AAA score. The Teun 505 offspring present a positive picture in the
performances and are especially convincing in trot and canter. They stand out with their trainability, lots
of suppleness and impulsion as well as good posture and balance in these paces. They demonstrate to
have natural capacity for self-carriage. The long hind leg should however, show a little more bend. The
canter has strong strides and is variable in terms of capacity for transitions. The walk is a point of attention
and in many cases needs more rhythm, scope and use of the body. When presented in-hand the Teun 505
offspring show satisfactory scope and satisfactory power in the walk. The trot is roomy and remarkably

Conclusion
Teun 505 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 40%; Star%
stallions 50%) with a particularly strong improvement in conformation. The offspring demonstrate to have good
characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In use they convince in trot and canter with lots of impulsion,
balance and suppleness (breeding value total 108). Even though the in-hand walk is satisfactory, this is a point
of attention in use. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Teun 505 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 13 April 2014 
Breeder: B. Veldhuizen, Putten
Owner: T. de Boer, Sintjohannesga 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*8 Rindert 406 x Model Sport Pref*8 Perf*5 Fabe 348  
x Star Pref*12 Perf*3 Feitse 293
Pedigree: 50
Kinship: 18.8%
Particulars: none  

Teun 505

powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness.
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head expression 106  plain      noble 
head/neck conn..  106  heavy      light 
neck length 105  short      long 
neck conf.  100  horizontal      vertical 
schoulder conf. 98  steep      sloping 
back conf.   109  weak      tight 
loin conf. 107  weak      tight 
croup conf   95  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 108  short      long 
body   111  downhill      uphill 
length forearm 104  short      long 
stance foreleg 101  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 95  sickle-hocked      steep 
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size  104  small      tall 
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btbh.%  breeding type   conformation   legwork  total   

83  107  113  104  110   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot  canter  total  showdriving 
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Kinship         
vw%  Bloedspreiding       
18,8 94        
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability trainability Zest for work   stamina 

51 102  103  100  98    
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          
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Teun 505 was approved in the autumn of 2018 as a 4-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 130 foals were registered in 2020,
with 93% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Teun 505 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one
year collection of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity of the Teun 505 offspring is satisfactory. They are well-developed horses with correct
conformation. The offspring are breed-typical because of their noble heads, light head-neck connections,
long necks and abundant feathers. Neck conformation is average. They have remarkably good body shape 
with good length in the foreleg, strong to tight toplines and long croups with good conformation.
Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The offspring would bene�t from more quality in the legwork.
The feet should have more size. The pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and 
stance of the foreleg is frequently toeing-in. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult 
the breeding values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Teun 505 offspring are inquisitive horses with very pleasant and calm stable manners. They are very relaxed 
when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory. They are not prone to building up tension, sensitivity is
average and they are easy to train. They need to develop a bit more zest for work, perseverance and stamina.

Movement/Performance
From the Teun 505 offspring 18 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests and two stallions in the Central 
Examination 2023. Both under saddle as well as in-harness the offspring present very good performances.
Seven offspring have achieved an AAA score. The Teun 505 offspring present a positive picture in the
performances and are especially convincing in trot and canter. They stand out with their trainability, lots
of suppleness and impulsion as well as good posture and balance in these paces. They demonstrate to
have natural capacity for self-carriage. The long hind leg should however, show a little more bend. The
canter has strong strides and is variable in terms of capacity for transitions. The walk is a point of attention
and in many cases needs more rhythm, scope and use of the body. When presented in-hand the Teun 505
offspring show satisfactory scope and satisfactory power in the walk. The trot is roomy and remarkably

Conclusion
Teun 505 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 40%; Star%
stallions 50%) with a particularly strong improvement in conformation. The offspring demonstrate to have good
characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In use they convince in trot and canter with lots of impulsion,
balance and suppleness (breeding value total 108). Even though the in-hand walk is satisfactory, this is a point
of attention in use. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Teun 505 is approved on offspring.
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General
Teun 505 was approved in the autumn of 2018 as a 4-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 130 foals were registered in 2020,
with 93% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Teun 505 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one
year collection of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity of the Teun 505 offspring is satisfactory. They are well-developed horses with correct
conformation. The offspring are breed-typical because of their noble heads, light head-neck connections,
long necks and abundant feathers. Neck conformation is average. They have remarkably good body shape 
with good length in the foreleg, strong to tight toplines and long croups with good conformation.
Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The offspring would bene�t from more quality in the legwork.
The feet should have more size. The pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and 
stance of the foreleg is frequently toeing-in. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult 
the breeding values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Teun 505 offspring are inquisitive horses with very pleasant and calm stable manners. They are very relaxed 
when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory. They are not prone to building up tension, sensitivity is
average and they are easy to train. They need to develop a bit more zest for work, perseverance and stamina.

Movement/Performance
From the Teun 505 offspring 18 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests and two stallions in the Central 
Examination 2023. Both under saddle as well as in-harness the offspring present very good performances.
Seven offspring have achieved an AAA score. The Teun 505 offspring present a positive picture in the
performances and are especially convincing in trot and canter. They stand out with their trainability, lots
of suppleness and impulsion as well as good posture and balance in these paces. They demonstrate to
have natural capacity for self-carriage. The long hind leg should however, show a little more bend. The
canter has strong strides and is variable in terms of capacity for transitions. The walk is a point of attention
and in many cases needs more rhythm, scope and use of the body. When presented in-hand the Teun 505
offspring show satisfactory scope and satisfactory power in the walk. The trot is roomy and remarkably

Conclusion
Teun 505 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 40%; Star%
stallions 50%) with a particularly strong improvement in conformation. The offspring demonstrate to have good
characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In use they convince in trot and canter with lots of impulsion,
balance and suppleness (breeding value total 108). Even though the in-hand walk is satisfactory, this is a point
of attention in use. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Teun 505 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 13 April 2014 
Breeder: B. Veldhuizen, Putten
Owner: T. de Boer, Sintjohannesga 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*8 Rindert 406 x Model Sport Pref*8 Perf*5 Fabe 348  
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General
Teun 505 was approved in the autumn of 2018 as a 4-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 130 foals were registered in 2020,
with 93% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Teun 505 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one
year collection of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity of the Teun 505 offspring is satisfactory. They are well-developed horses with correct
conformation. The offspring are breed-typical because of their noble heads, light head-neck connections,
long necks and abundant feathers. Neck conformation is average. They have remarkably good body shape 
with good length in the foreleg, strong to tight toplines and long croups with good conformation.
Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The offspring would bene�t from more quality in the legwork.
The feet should have more size. The pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and 
stance of the foreleg is frequently toeing-in. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult 
the breeding values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Teun 505 offspring are inquisitive horses with very pleasant and calm stable manners. They are very relaxed 
when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory. They are not prone to building up tension, sensitivity is
average and they are easy to train. They need to develop a bit more zest for work, perseverance and stamina.

Movement/Performance
From the Teun 505 offspring 18 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests and two stallions in the Central 
Examination 2023. Both under saddle as well as in-harness the offspring present very good performances.
Seven offspring have achieved an AAA score. The Teun 505 offspring present a positive picture in the
performances and are especially convincing in trot and canter. They stand out with their trainability, lots
of suppleness and impulsion as well as good posture and balance in these paces. They demonstrate to
have natural capacity for self-carriage. The long hind leg should however, show a little more bend. The
canter has strong strides and is variable in terms of capacity for transitions. The walk is a point of attention
and in many cases needs more rhythm, scope and use of the body. When presented in-hand the Teun 505
offspring show satisfactory scope and satisfactory power in the walk. The trot is roomy and remarkably

Conclusion
Teun 505 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 40%; Star%
stallions 50%) with a particularly strong improvement in conformation. The offspring demonstrate to have good
characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In use they convince in trot and canter with lots of impulsion,
balance and suppleness (breeding value total 108). Even though the in-hand walk is satisfactory, this is a point
of attention in use. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Teun 505 is approved on offspring.
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General
Teun 505 was approved in the autumn of 2018 as a 4-year-old stallion, on the basis of his good lineage,
his good exterior and good performances. From his �rst stud season 130 foals were registered in 2020,
with 93% born out of (at minimum) Star mares. Teun 505 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one
year collection of 3-year-old offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity of the Teun 505 offspring is satisfactory. They are well-developed horses with correct
conformation. The offspring are breed-typical because of their noble heads, light head-neck connections,
long necks and abundant feathers. Neck conformation is average. They have remarkably good body shape 
with good length in the foreleg, strong to tight toplines and long croups with good conformation.
Shoulder conformation is mostly steep. The offspring would bene�t from more quality in the legwork.
The feet should have more size. The pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and 
stance of the foreleg is frequently toeing-in. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult 
the breeding values for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Teun 505 offspring are inquisitive horses with very pleasant and calm stable manners. They are very relaxed 
when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory. They are not prone to building up tension, sensitivity is
average and they are easy to train. They need to develop a bit more zest for work, perseverance and stamina.

Movement/Performance
From the Teun 505 offspring 18 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests and two stallions in the Central 
Examination 2023. Both under saddle as well as in-harness the offspring present very good performances.
Seven offspring have achieved an AAA score. The Teun 505 offspring present a positive picture in the
performances and are especially convincing in trot and canter. They stand out with their trainability, lots
of suppleness and impulsion as well as good posture and balance in these paces. They demonstrate to
have natural capacity for self-carriage. The long hind leg should however, show a little more bend. The
canter has strong strides and is variable in terms of capacity for transitions. The walk is a point of attention
and in many cases needs more rhythm, scope and use of the body. When presented in-hand the Teun 505
offspring show satisfactory scope and satisfactory power in the walk. The trot is roomy and remarkably

Conclusion
Teun 505 has a good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 110; Star% mares 40%; Star%
stallions 50%) with a particularly strong improvement in conformation. The offspring demonstrate to have good
characters both in the yard as well as in the work. In use they convince in trot and canter with lots of impulsion,
balance and suppleness (breeding value total 108). Even though the in-hand walk is satisfactory, this is a point
of attention in use. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Teun 505 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 13 April 2014 
Breeder: B. Veldhuizen, Putten
Owner: T. de Boer, Sintjohannesga 
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Pref*8 Rindert 406 x Model Sport Pref*8 Perf*5 Fabe 348  
x Star Pref*12 Perf*3 Feitse 293
Pedigree: 50
Kinship: 18.8%
Particulars: none  

Teun 505

powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness.



88     Stallion information 2024

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  99  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 100  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  105  steep      sloping 
back conf.  94  weak      tight  
loin conf.  97  weak      tight  
croup conf   100  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 99  short      long 
body   98  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  102  short      long 
stance foreleg  98  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 91  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 104  short      long 
shape feet  101  small      large 
quality legwork 102  puffy      dry  
colour  104  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  95  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 105  short      long 
expression walk 104  weak      powerful 
length of trot 106  short      long 
movement expr. 103  weak      powerful 
balance  104  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

70  102  98  93  97   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

72  103  104  102  104  101 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,5 102        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

61 101  101  103  103    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

37 108          
 
Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 5 2 1 1 29% 5 1 0 4 8 0 56 19 34% 7% 84% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

11 8 1 8 12 1 3 16 20 4 6 1 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness   transitions impulsion total  

6,1 6,5 6,4 6,5 6,4 6,4 6,6 70,3 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,0 6,6 6,8 6,4 6,5 6,7 71,2 5,9 

 

General
Mees 497 was approved as a 4-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2016 on the basis of his more than satisfactory
lineage, more than satisfactory exterior with a lot of breed expression and good performances in all three
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 48 foals were registered in 2018 with 81% born out of (at minimum) Star 
mares. Mees 497 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-
old offspring. By the end of 2023 only 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. So his progeny 
testing is not yet fully complete.

Exterior
The Mees 497 offspring are a uniform group of horses that need more breed expression and should be more
correct in conformation and legwork. Especially in the topline these horses lack connections and elegant 
outlines. The heads lack noble expression and they should have lighter head-neck connections and have more
feathers. Length of neck is average and neck conformation is vertical. Across the board height at withers is
satisfactory. Body shape is downhill. Shoulder conformation is sloping. Back and loins are very weak. Croups
are average in terms of conformation and length. The offspring have average quality of legwork. Stance of
the hind leg is noticeably too sickle-hocked. Stance of the foreleg is quite toeing-in. The pasterns are long and
size of the feet is adequate. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/training report
In the yard the Mees 497 offspring are calm, pleasant, inquisitive horses who are relaxed but can also be a bit 
cheeky and dominant when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory, the horses are sensitive, a little too 
easily distracted and should volunteer more zest for work. They have satisfactory perseverance and stamina.

Movement/performance
From the Mees 497 offspring 20 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests. The age of the tested horses ranged
from three to �ve years old. Both under saddle as well as in driven work the offspring clearly display below- 
average performances. One offspring acquired an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more 
expression and some horses also need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and 
strength. The canter shows satisfactory scope and power but they should move with more use of the body and
more rise in front. Across the board, the offspring need to display more suppleness and capacity for transitions.
Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are clearly below average. The Mees 497 offspring have little
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Mees 497 presents a clearly below-average hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 97; Star% mares
29; Star% stallions 33%) and a strongly below-average performance test result and is therefore considered to
have a negative in�uence on breeding. His percentage of not accepted mares is remarkably high. The offspring 
have toplines that are too weak and they show too much deviation in stance of legwork. The offspring have
calm and reliable stable manners but contact manners tend to be somewhat cheeky and dominant. They show
little zest for work and suppleness in ridden- as well as driven work. Due to an unsatisfactory hereditary pro�le
Mees 497 was put on hold in April 2023 after completion of his Performance Test. At that time 24 offspring had
been inspected. By the end of December 2023 in total 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. The
hereditary pro�le remains unsatisfactory. Mees 497’s stud license remains on hold.

Preliminary Report Progeny Test |  December 2023

Date of birth: 10 April 2012 
Breeder: M. van Vliet, Koudekerk a/d Rijn 
Owner: Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstrorp Sweden
Lineage: Tymon 456 x Star Perf Dries 421 x Star Pref*5 Oltman 317 x Star Jakob 302
Pedigree: 11 
Kinship: 17.5%  
Particulars: none

Mees 497

889296100104108112

linear exterior/in-hand movement    
 

 
            
head expression 99  plain      noble 
head/neck conn..  101  heavy      light 
neck length 100  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical 
schoulder conf. 105  steep      sloping 
back conf.   94  weak      tight 
loin conf. 97  weak      tight 
croup conf   100  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 99  short      long 
body   98  downhill      uphill 
length forearm 102  short      long 
stance foreleg 98  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 91  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length  104  short      long 
shape feet  101  small      large 
quality legwork 102  puffy      dry 
colour  104  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant  
correct foreleg 95  toeing-in      toeing-out  
length of walk  105  short      long 
expression walk 104  weak      powerful 
length of trot  106  short      long 
movement expr. 103  weak      powerful 
balance  104  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size  103  small      tall 
 

Rating characteristics exterior     
btbh.%  breeding type   conformation   legwork  total   

70  102  98  93  97   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot  canter  total  showdriving 

72  103  104  102  104  101 
Kinship         
vw%  variation bloodlines        
17,5 102        
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability trainability Zest for work   stamina 

61 101  101  103  103    
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

37 108          
 
Inspection results: 
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Mares Geldings Stallions Mares 

5 5 2 1 1 29% 5 1 0 4 8 0 56 19 34% 7% 84% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:     

Age Gender Predicate Total Result 

3 4 5 stallion mare Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

11 8 1 8 12 1 3 16 20 4 6 1 
 

Results Performance Test:   

Under saddle    

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness   transitions impulsion total 

6,1 6,5 6,4 6,5 6,4 6,4 6,6 70,3 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total 
Showdriving 

aptitude 

6,0 6,6 6,8 6,4 6,5 6,7 71,2 5,9 

 

General
Mees 497 was approved as a 4-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2016 on the basis of his more than satisfactory
lineage, more than satisfactory exterior with a lot of breed expression and good performances in all three
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 48 foals were registered in 2018 with 81% born out of (at minimum) Star 
mares. Mees 497 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-
old offspring. By the end of 2023 only 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. So his progeny 
testing is not yet fully complete.

Exterior
The Mees 497 offspring are a uniform group of horses that need more breed expression and should be more
correct in conformation and legwork. Especially in the topline these horses lack connections and elegant 
outlines. The heads lack noble expression and they should have lighter head-neck connections and have more
feathers. Length of neck is average and neck conformation is vertical. Across the board height at withers is
satisfactory. Body shape is downhill. Shoulder conformation is sloping. Back and loins are very weak. Croups
are average in terms of conformation and length. The offspring have average quality of legwork. Stance of
the hind leg is noticeably too sickle-hocked. Stance of the foreleg is quite toeing-in. The pasterns are long and
size of the feet is adequate. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/training report
In the yard the Mees 497 offspring are calm, pleasant, inquisitive horses who are relaxed but can also be a bit 
cheeky and dominant when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory, the horses are sensitive, a little too 
easily distracted and should volunteer more zest for work. They have satisfactory perseverance and stamina.

Movement/performance
From the Mees 497 offspring 20 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests. The age of the tested horses ranged
from three to �ve years old. Both under saddle as well as in driven work the offspring clearly display below- 
average performances. One offspring acquired an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more 
expression and some horses also need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and 
strength. The canter shows satisfactory scope and power but they should move with more use of the body and
more rise in front. Across the board, the offspring need to display more suppleness and capacity for transitions.
Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are clearly below average. The Mees 497 offspring have little
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Mees 497 presents a clearly below-average hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 97; Star% mares
29; Star% stallions 33%) and a strongly below-average performance test result and is therefore considered to
have a negative in�uence on breeding. His percentage of not accepted mares is remarkably high. The offspring 
have toplines that are too weak and they show too much deviation in stance of legwork. The offspring have
calm and reliable stable manners but contact manners tend to be somewhat cheeky and dominant. They show
little zest for work and suppleness in ridden- as well as driven work. Due to an unsatisfactory hereditary pro�le
Mees 497 was put on hold in April 2023 after completion of his Performance Test. At that time 24 offspring had
been inspected. By the end of December 2023 in total 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. The
hereditary pro�le remains unsatisfactory. Mees 497’s stud license remains on hold.

Preliminary Report Progeny Test|  December 2023

Date of birth: 10 April 2012  
Breeder: M. van Vliet, Koudekerk a/d Rijn  
Owner: Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstrorp Sweden
Lineage: Tymon 456 x Star Perf Dries 421 x Star Pref*5 Oltman 317 x Star Jakob 302
Pedigree: 11  
Kinship: 17.5% 
Particulars: none

Mees 497

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  99  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 100  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  105  steep      sloping 
back conf.  94  weak      tight  
loin conf.  97  weak      tight  
croup conf   100  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 99  short      long 
body   98  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  102  short      long 
stance foreleg  98  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 91  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 104  short      long 
shape feet  101  small      large 
quality legwork 102  puffy      dry  
colour  104  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  95  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 105  short      long 
expression walk 104  weak      powerful 
length of trot 106  short      long 
movement expr. 103  weak      powerful 
balance  104  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

70  102  98  93  97   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

72  103  104  102  104  101 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,5 102        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

61 101  101  103  103    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

37 108          
 
Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 5 2 1 1 29% 5 1 0 4 8 0 56 19 34% 7% 84% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

11 8 1 8 12 1 3 16 20 4 6 1 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness   transitions impulsion total  

6,1 6,5 6,4 6,5 6,4 6,4 6,6 70,3 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,0 6,6 6,8 6,4 6,5 6,7 71,2 5,9 

 

General
Mees 497 was approved as a 4-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2016 on the basis of his more than satisfactory
lineage, more than satisfactory exterior with a lot of breed expression and good performances in all three
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 48 foals were registered in 2018 with 81% born out of (at minimum) Star 
mares. Mees 497 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-
old offspring. By the end of 2023 only 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. So his progeny 
testing is not yet fully complete.

Exterior
The Mees 497 offspring are a uniform group of horses that need more breed expression and should be more
correct in conformation and legwork. Especially in the topline these horses lack connections and elegant 
outlines. The heads lack noble expression and they should have lighter head-neck connections and have more
feathers. Length of neck is average and neck conformation is vertical. Across the board height at withers is
satisfactory. Body shape is downhill. Shoulder conformation is sloping. Back and loins are very weak. Croups
are average in terms of conformation and length. The offspring have average quality of legwork. Stance of
the hind leg is noticeably too sickle-hocked. Stance of the foreleg is quite toeing-in. The pasterns are long and
size of the feet is adequate. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/training report
In the yard the Mees 497 offspring are calm, pleasant, inquisitive horses who are relaxed but can also be a bit 
cheeky and dominant when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory, the horses are sensitive, a little too 
easily distracted and should volunteer more zest for work. They have satisfactory perseverance and stamina.

Movement/performance
From the Mees 497 offspring 20 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests. The age of the tested horses ranged
from three to �ve years old. Both under saddle as well as in driven work the offspring clearly display below- 
average performances. One offspring acquired an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more 
expression and some horses also need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and 
strength. The canter shows satisfactory scope and power but they should move with more use of the body and
more rise in front. Across the board, the offspring need to display more suppleness and capacity for transitions.
Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are clearly below average. The Mees 497 offspring have little
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Mees 497 presents a clearly below-average hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 97; Star% mares
29; Star% stallions 33%) and a strongly below-average performance test result and is therefore considered to
have a negative in�uence on breeding. His percentage of not accepted mares is remarkably high. The offspring 
have toplines that are too weak and they show too much deviation in stance of legwork. The offspring have
calm and reliable stable manners but contact manners tend to be somewhat cheeky and dominant. They show
little zest for work and suppleness in ridden- as well as driven work. Due to an unsatisfactory hereditary pro�le
Mees 497 was put on hold in April 2023 after completion of his Performance Test. At that time 24 offspring had
been inspected. By the end of December 2023 in total 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. The
hereditary pro�le remains unsatisfactory. Mees 497’s stud license remains on hold.

Preliminary Report Progeny Test |  December 2023

Date of birth: 10 April 2012 
Breeder: M. van Vliet, Koudekerk a/d Rijn 
Owner: Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstrorp Sweden
Lineage: Tymon 456 x Star Perf Dries 421 x Star Pref*5 Oltman 317 x Star Jakob 302
Pedigree: 11 
Kinship: 17.5%  
Particulars: none

Mees 497

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  99  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 100  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  105  steep      sloping 
back conf.  94  weak      tight  
loin conf.  97  weak      tight  
croup conf   100  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 99  short      long 
body   98  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  102  short      long 
stance foreleg  98  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 91  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 104  short      long 
shape feet  101  small      large 
quality legwork 102  puffy      dry  
colour  104  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  95  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 105  short      long 
expression walk 104  weak      powerful 
length of trot 106  short      long 
movement expr. 103  weak      powerful 
balance  104  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

70  102  98  93  97   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

72  103  104  102  104  101 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,5 102        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

61 101  101  103  103    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

37 108          
 
Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 5 2 1 1 29% 5 1 0 4 8 0 56 19 34% 7% 84% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

11 8 1 8 12 1 3 16 20 4 6 1 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness   transitions impulsion total  

6,1 6,5 6,4 6,5 6,4 6,4 6,6 70,3 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,0 6,6 6,8 6,4 6,5 6,7 71,2 5,9 

 

General
Mees 497 was approved as a 4-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2016 on the basis of his more than satisfactory
lineage, more than satisfactory exterior with a lot of breed expression and good performances in all three
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 48 foals were registered in 2018 with 81% born out of (at minimum) Star 
mares. Mees 497 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-
old offspring. By the end of 2023 only 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. So his progeny 
testing is not yet fully complete.

Exterior
The Mees 497 offspring are a uniform group of horses that need more breed expression and should be more
correct in conformation and legwork. Especially in the topline these horses lack connections and elegant 
outlines. The heads lack noble expression and they should have lighter head-neck connections and have more
feathers. Length of neck is average and neck conformation is vertical. Across the board height at withers is
satisfactory. Body shape is downhill. Shoulder conformation is sloping. Back and loins are very weak. Croups
are average in terms of conformation and length. The offspring have average quality of legwork. Stance of
the hind leg is noticeably too sickle-hocked. Stance of the foreleg is quite toeing-in. The pasterns are long and
size of the feet is adequate. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/training report
In the yard the Mees 497 offspring are calm, pleasant, inquisitive horses who are relaxed but can also be a bit 
cheeky and dominant when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory, the horses are sensitive, a little too 
easily distracted and should volunteer more zest for work. They have satisfactory perseverance and stamina.

Movement/performance
From the Mees 497 offspring 20 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests. The age of the tested horses ranged
from three to �ve years old. Both under saddle as well as in driven work the offspring clearly display below- 
average performances. One offspring acquired an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more 
expression and some horses also need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and 
strength. The canter shows satisfactory scope and power but they should move with more use of the body and
more rise in front. Across the board, the offspring need to display more suppleness and capacity for transitions.
Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are clearly below average. The Mees 497 offspring have little
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Mees 497 presents a clearly below-average hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 97; Star% mares
29; Star% stallions 33%) and a strongly below-average performance test result and is therefore considered to
have a negative in�uence on breeding. His percentage of not accepted mares is remarkably high. The offspring 
have toplines that are too weak and they show too much deviation in stance of legwork. The offspring have
calm and reliable stable manners but contact manners tend to be somewhat cheeky and dominant. They show
little zest for work and suppleness in ridden- as well as driven work. Due to an unsatisfactory hereditary pro�le
Mees 497 was put on hold in April 2023 after completion of his Performance Test. At that time 24 offspring had
been inspected. By the end of December 2023 in total 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. The
hereditary pro�le remains unsatisfactory. Mees 497’s stud license remains on hold.

Preliminary Report Progeny Test |  December 2023

Date of birth: 10 April 2012 
Breeder: M. van Vliet, Koudekerk a/d Rijn 
Owner: Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstrorp Sweden
Lineage: Tymon 456 x Star Perf Dries 421 x Star Pref*5 Oltman 317 x Star Jakob 302
Pedigree: 11 
Kinship: 17.5%  
Particulars: none

Mees 497
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88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  99  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 101  heavy      light 
neck length 100  short      long 
neck conf.  105  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  105  steep      sloping 
back conf.  94  weak      tight  
loin conf.  97  weak      tight  
croup conf   100  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 99  short      long 
body   98  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  102  short      long 
stance foreleg  98  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 91  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 104  short      long 
shape feet  101  small      large 
quality legwork 102  puffy      dry  
colour  104  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  95  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 105  short      long 
expression walk 104  weak      powerful 
length of trot 106  short      long 
movement expr. 103  weak      powerful 
balance  104  little      much 
suppleness 105  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

70  102  98  93  97   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

72  103  104  102  104  101 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
17,5 102        
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

61 101  101  103  103    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

37 108          
 
Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

5 5 2 1 1 29% 5 1 0 4 8 0 56 19 34% 7% 84% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

11 8 1 8 12 1 3 16 20 4 6 1 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness   transitions impulsion total  

6,1 6,5 6,4 6,5 6,4 6,4 6,6 70,3 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,0 6,6 6,8 6,4 6,5 6,7 71,2 5,9 

 

General
Mees 497 was approved as a 4-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2016 on the basis of his more than satisfactory
lineage, more than satisfactory exterior with a lot of breed expression and good performances in all three
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 48 foals were registered in 2018 with 81% born out of (at minimum) Star 
mares. Mees 497 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 on the basis of three year collections of 3-, 4- and 5-year-
old offspring. By the end of 2023 only 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. So his progeny 
testing is not yet fully complete.

Exterior
The Mees 497 offspring are a uniform group of horses that need more breed expression and should be more
correct in conformation and legwork. Especially in the topline these horses lack connections and elegant 
outlines. The heads lack noble expression and they should have lighter head-neck connections and have more
feathers. Length of neck is average and neck conformation is vertical. Across the board height at withers is
satisfactory. Body shape is downhill. Shoulder conformation is sloping. Back and loins are very weak. Croups
are average in terms of conformation and length. The offspring have average quality of legwork. Stance of
the hind leg is noticeably too sickle-hocked. Stance of the foreleg is quite toeing-in. The pasterns are long and
size of the feet is adequate. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/training report
In the yard the Mees 497 offspring are calm, pleasant, inquisitive horses who are relaxed but can also be a bit 
cheeky and dominant when handled. Reliability in the work is satisfactory, the horses are sensitive, a little too 
easily distracted and should volunteer more zest for work. They have satisfactory perseverance and stamina.

Movement/performance
From the Mees 497 offspring 20 individuals have taken part in ABFP Tests. The age of the tested horses ranged
from three to �ve years old. Both under saddle as well as in driven work the offspring clearly display below- 
average performances. One offspring acquired an AAA score. The walk is mostly short and should have more 
expression and some horses also need to move with more rhythm. The trot is average in terms of scope and 
strength. The canter shows satisfactory scope and power but they should move with more use of the body and
more rise in front. Across the board, the offspring need to display more suppleness and capacity for transitions.
Impulsion and rideability of the tested horses are clearly below average. The Mees 497 offspring have little
aptitude for showdriving.

Conclusion
Mees 497 presents a clearly below-average hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value total 97; Star% mares
29; Star% stallions 33%) and a strongly below-average performance test result and is therefore considered to
have a negative in�uence on breeding. His percentage of not accepted mares is remarkably high. The offspring 
have toplines that are too weak and they show too much deviation in stance of legwork. The offspring have
calm and reliable stable manners but contact manners tend to be somewhat cheeky and dominant. They show
little zest for work and suppleness in ridden- as well as driven work. Due to an unsatisfactory hereditary pro�le
Mees 497 was put on hold in April 2023 after completion of his Performance Test. At that time 24 offspring had
been inspected. By the end of December 2023 in total 32 of the required 40 offspring had been inspected. The
hereditary pro�le remains unsatisfactory. Mees 497’s stud license remains on hold.

Preliminary Report Progeny Test |  December 2023

Date of birth: 10 April 2012 
Breeder: M. van Vliet, Koudekerk a/d Rijn 
Owner: Aftonmora Friesians, Jonstrorp Sweden
Lineage: Tymon 456 x Star Perf Dries 421 x Star Pref*5 Oltman 317 x Star Jakob 302
Pedigree: 11 
Kinship: 17.5%  
Particulars: none

Mees 497
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88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  102  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 104  heavy      light 
neck length 109  short      long 
neck conf.  103  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  100  steep      sloping 
back conf.  97  weak      tight  
loin conf.  102  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   102  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  106  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 94  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 106  short      long 
shape feet  103  small      large  
quality legwork 108  puffy      dry  
colour  108  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  102  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 102  short      long  
expression walk 109  weak      powerful 
length of trot 108  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  112  little      much 
suppleness 110  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

81  106  108  107  109   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

73  103  109  106  108  105 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
19,21 92        
           
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

53 100  100  105  105    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

35 109          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

9 7 13 1 0 47% 1 0 2 17 21 0 64 31 48% 22% 88% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

20 0 0 7 13 0 8 12 20 7 8 2 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,3 7,0 6,9 7,0 6,7 6,7 7,2 74,8 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 7,1 7,1 6,9 6,8 7,2 75,7 6,2 

 

General
Matthys 504 was approved as a 6-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2018 on the basis of his more than
satisfactory, good lineage, good exterior and a very good performance with a lot of aptitude for all 
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 120 foals were registered in 2020, with 77% born out of (at minimum) 
Star mares. Matthys 504 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one year collection of 3-year-old 
offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity and development of the Matthys 504 offspring is satisfactory. The offspring are breed-typical 
thanks to their satisfactorily noble heads, light head-neck connections and very long necks, mostly with
vertical builds. They have little feathers. Body shape is average with good length in the foreleg. The offspring
have little development in the withers and the backs are often weak. Strength of the loin section is satisfactory.
The croup is long with satisfactory horizontal build. The horses have dry legwork. They have generous-sized
feet and the pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and in some offspring stance of
the foreleg is toeing-out. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Matthys 504 offspring have pleasant, calm but slightly dominant stable manners and are relaxed when
being handled. Reliability and sensitivity in the work are satisfactory but they are prone to building up
tension. They give good reactions to the aids and have lots of zest for work, perseverance and stamina. They
tend to be a little �ighty too.

Movement/Performance
When presented in-hand the Matthys 504 offspring show a powerful walk with satisfactory scope. The trot is
roomy and powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness. From the Matthys 504 offspring 20 individuals have 
taken part in ABFP Tests. They show above-average performances under saddle as well as in driven work. Two
offspring achieved an AAA score. The Matthys 504 offspring present a variable picture in terms of rhythm and
regularity in the walk. They need to develop more scope and use of the body in walk. In trot the offspring
display good posture but they lack natural capacity for self-carriage. Their vertical build of the neck slightly
disguises the overall picture. In canter too they lack power, they depend a lot on speed. They need more
suppleness and capacity for transitions. Three of the tested horses were found to have a deviation in
functional movement of the foreleg. They score well on impulsion and rideability. They must learn to move
with a more constant rider contact.

Conclusion
Matthys 504 is found to have a more than satisfactory to good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value 
total 109; Star% mares 47; Star% stallions 45%). The offspring should be stronger in the connections. In the
yard the offspring are relaxed but tend to be a little dominant. In the work they show lots of zest for work 
and are sensitive but easily tense up. In use they demonstrate a lot of posture and should show more self-
carriage (breeding value total 108). The walk needs attention. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Matthys
504 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 April 2012
Breeder: Stan Derksen, Oosterhout 
Owner: Van Manen Brothers, Ede
Lineage: Norbert 444 x Star Pref*5 Beart 411 x Star Krist 358 Model AA x Leffert 306  
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 19.2%
Particulars: none  

Matthys 504

889296100104108112

linear exterior/in-hand movement    
 

 
            
head expression 102  plain      noble 
head/neck conn..  104  heavy      light 
neck length 109  short      long 
neck conf.  103  horizontal      vertical 
schoulder conf. 100  steep      sloping 
back conf.   97  weak      tight 
loin conf. 102  weak      tight 
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   102  downhill      uphill 
length forearm 106  short      long 
stance foreleg 96  straight      standing under  
stance hind leg 94  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length  106  short      long 
shape feet  103  small      large 
quality legwork 108  puffy      dry 
colour  108  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant  
correct foreleg 102  toeing-in      toeing-out  
length of walk  102  short      long 
expression walk 109  weak      powerful 
length of trot  108  short      long 
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  112  little      much 
suppleness 110  little      much 
size  103  small      tall 
 

Rating characteristics exterior     
btbh.%  breeding type   conformation   legwork  total   

81  106  108  107  109   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot  canter  total  showdriving 

73  103  109  106  108  105 
Kinship         
vw%  variation bloodlines        
19,21 92        
           
Breeding values character        
btbh.% reliability/predictability trainability Zest for work   stamina 

53 100  100  105  105    
Breeding values sport         
btbh.% Breeding values          

35 109          
 

Inspection results: 
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Mares Geldings Stallions Mares 

9 7 13 1 0 47% 1 0 2 17 21 0 64 31 48% 22% 88% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:     

Age Gender Predicate Total Result 

3 4 5 stallion mare Crown Star not Star    A AA AAA 

20 0 0 7 13 0 8 12 20 7 8 2 
 

Results Performance Test:   

Under saddle    

walk trot canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total 

6,3 7,0 6,9 7,0 6,7 6,7 7,2 74,8 

In-harness  

walk trot posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total 
Showdriving 

aptitude 

6,2 7,1 7,1 6,9 6,8 7,2 75,7 6,2 

 

General
Matthys 504 was approved as a 6-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2018 on the basis of his more than
satisfactory, good lineage, good exterior and a very good performance with a lot of aptitude for all 
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 120 foals were registered in 2020, with 77% born out of (at minimum) 
Star mares. Matthys 504 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one year collection of 3-year-old 
offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity and development of the Matthys 504 offspring is satisfactory. The offspring are breed-typical 
thanks to their satisfactorily noble heads, light head-neck connections and very long necks, mostly with
vertical builds. They have little feathers. Body shape is average with good length in the foreleg. The offspring
have little development in the withers and the backs are often weak. Strength of the loin section is satisfactory.
The croup is long with satisfactory horizontal build. The horses have dry legwork. They have generous-sized
feet and the pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and in some offspring stance of
the foreleg is toeing-out. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Matthys 504 offspring have pleasant, calm but slightly dominant stable manners and are relaxed when
being handled. Reliability and sensitivity in the work are satisfactory but they are prone to building up
tension. They give good reactions to the aids and have lots of zest for work, perseverance and stamina. They
tend to be a little �ighty too.

Movement/Performance
When presented in-hand the Matthys 504 offspring show a powerful walk with satisfactory scope. The trot is
roomy and powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness. From the Matthys 504 offspring 20 individuals have 
taken part in ABFP Tests. They show above-average performances under saddle as well as in driven work. Two
offspring achieved an AAA score. The Matthys 504 offspring present a variable picture in terms of rhythm and
regularity in the walk. They need to develop more scope and use of the body in walk. In trot the offspring
display good posture but they lack natural capacity for self-carriage. Their vertical build of the neck slightly
disguises the overall picture. In canter too they lack power, they depend a lot on speed. They need more
suppleness and capacity for transitions. Three of the tested horses were found to have a deviation in
functional movement of the foreleg. They score well on impulsion and rideability. They must learn to move
with a more constant rider contact.

Conclusion
Matthys 504 is found to have a more than satisfactory to good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value 
total 109; Star% mares 47; Star% stallions 45%). The offspring should be stronger in the connections. In the
yard the offspring are relaxed but tend to be a little dominant. In the work they show lots of zest for work 
and are sensitive but easily tense up. In use they demonstrate a lot of posture and should show more self-
carriage (breeding value total 108). The walk needs attention. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Matthys
504 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing|  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 April 2012
Breeder: Stan Derksen, Oosterhout  
Owner: Van Manen Brothers, Ede
Lineage: Norbert 444 x Star Pref*5 Beart 411 x Star Krist 358 Model AA x Leffert 306 
Pedigree: 2  
Kinship: 19.2%
Particulars: none 

Matthys 504

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  102  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 104  heavy      light 
neck length 109  short      long 
neck conf.  103  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  100  steep      sloping 
back conf.  97  weak      tight  
loin conf.  102  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   102  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  106  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 94  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 106  short      long 
shape feet  103  small      large  
quality legwork 108  puffy      dry  
colour  108  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  102  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 102  short      long  
expression walk 109  weak      powerful 
length of trot 108  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  112  little      much 
suppleness 110  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

81  106  108  107  109   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

73  103  109  106  108  105 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
19,21 92        
           
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

53 100  100  105  105    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

35 109          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

9 7 13 1 0 47% 1 0 2 17 21 0 64 31 48% 22% 88% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

20 0 0 7 13 0 8 12 20 7 8 2 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,3 7,0 6,9 7,0 6,7 6,7 7,2 74,8 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 7,1 7,1 6,9 6,8 7,2 75,7 6,2 

 

General
Matthys 504 was approved as a 6-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2018 on the basis of his more than
satisfactory, good lineage, good exterior and a very good performance with a lot of aptitude for all 
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 120 foals were registered in 2020, with 77% born out of (at minimum) 
Star mares. Matthys 504 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one year collection of 3-year-old 
offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity and development of the Matthys 504 offspring is satisfactory. The offspring are breed-typical 
thanks to their satisfactorily noble heads, light head-neck connections and very long necks, mostly with
vertical builds. They have little feathers. Body shape is average with good length in the foreleg. The offspring
have little development in the withers and the backs are often weak. Strength of the loin section is satisfactory.
The croup is long with satisfactory horizontal build. The horses have dry legwork. They have generous-sized
feet and the pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and in some offspring stance of
the foreleg is toeing-out. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Matthys 504 offspring have pleasant, calm but slightly dominant stable manners and are relaxed when
being handled. Reliability and sensitivity in the work are satisfactory but they are prone to building up
tension. They give good reactions to the aids and have lots of zest for work, perseverance and stamina. They
tend to be a little �ighty too.

Movement/Performance
When presented in-hand the Matthys 504 offspring show a powerful walk with satisfactory scope. The trot is
roomy and powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness. From the Matthys 504 offspring 20 individuals have 
taken part in ABFP Tests. They show above-average performances under saddle as well as in driven work. Two
offspring achieved an AAA score. The Matthys 504 offspring present a variable picture in terms of rhythm and
regularity in the walk. They need to develop more scope and use of the body in walk. In trot the offspring
display good posture but they lack natural capacity for self-carriage. Their vertical build of the neck slightly
disguises the overall picture. In canter too they lack power, they depend a lot on speed. They need more
suppleness and capacity for transitions. Three of the tested horses were found to have a deviation in
functional movement of the foreleg. They score well on impulsion and rideability. They must learn to move
with a more constant rider contact.

Conclusion
Matthys 504 is found to have a more than satisfactory to good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value 
total 109; Star% mares 47; Star% stallions 45%). The offspring should be stronger in the connections. In the
yard the offspring are relaxed but tend to be a little dominant. In the work they show lots of zest for work 
and are sensitive but easily tense up. In use they demonstrate a lot of posture and should show more self-
carriage (breeding value total 108). The walk needs attention. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Matthys
504 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 April 2012
Breeder: Stan Derksen, Oosterhout 
Owner: Van Manen Brothers, Ede
Lineage: Norbert 444 x Star Pref*5 Beart 411 x Star Krist 358 Model AA x Leffert 306  
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 19.2%
Particulars: none  

Matthys 504

88 92 96 100 104 108 112

linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  102  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 104  heavy      light 
neck length 109  short      long 
neck conf.  103  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  100  steep      sloping 
back conf.  97  weak      tight  
loin conf.  102  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   102  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  106  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 94  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 106  short      long 
shape feet  103  small      large  
quality legwork 108  puffy      dry  
colour  108  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  102  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 102  short      long  
expression walk 109  weak      powerful 
length of trot 108  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  112  little      much 
suppleness 110  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

81  106  108  107  109   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

73  103  109  106  108  105 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
19,21 92        
           
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

53 100  100  105  105    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

35 109          
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

9 7 13 1 0 47% 1 0 2 17 21 0 64 31 48% 22% 88% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

20 0 0 7 13 0 8 12 20 7 8 2 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,3 7,0 6,9 7,0 6,7 6,7 7,2 74,8 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 7,1 7,1 6,9 6,8 7,2 75,7 6,2 

 

General
Matthys 504 was approved as a 6-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2018 on the basis of his more than
satisfactory, good lineage, good exterior and a very good performance with a lot of aptitude for all 
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 120 foals were registered in 2020, with 77% born out of (at minimum) 
Star mares. Matthys 504 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one year collection of 3-year-old 
offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity and development of the Matthys 504 offspring is satisfactory. The offspring are breed-typical 
thanks to their satisfactorily noble heads, light head-neck connections and very long necks, mostly with
vertical builds. They have little feathers. Body shape is average with good length in the foreleg. The offspring
have little development in the withers and the backs are often weak. Strength of the loin section is satisfactory.
The croup is long with satisfactory horizontal build. The horses have dry legwork. They have generous-sized
feet and the pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and in some offspring stance of
the foreleg is toeing-out. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Matthys 504 offspring have pleasant, calm but slightly dominant stable manners and are relaxed when
being handled. Reliability and sensitivity in the work are satisfactory but they are prone to building up
tension. They give good reactions to the aids and have lots of zest for work, perseverance and stamina. They
tend to be a little �ighty too.

Movement/Performance
When presented in-hand the Matthys 504 offspring show a powerful walk with satisfactory scope. The trot is
roomy and powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness. From the Matthys 504 offspring 20 individuals have 
taken part in ABFP Tests. They show above-average performances under saddle as well as in driven work. Two
offspring achieved an AAA score. The Matthys 504 offspring present a variable picture in terms of rhythm and
regularity in the walk. They need to develop more scope and use of the body in walk. In trot the offspring
display good posture but they lack natural capacity for self-carriage. Their vertical build of the neck slightly
disguises the overall picture. In canter too they lack power, they depend a lot on speed. They need more
suppleness and capacity for transitions. Three of the tested horses were found to have a deviation in
functional movement of the foreleg. They score well on impulsion and rideability. They must learn to move
with a more constant rider contact.

Conclusion
Matthys 504 is found to have a more than satisfactory to good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value 
total 109; Star% mares 47; Star% stallions 45%). The offspring should be stronger in the connections. In the
yard the offspring are relaxed but tend to be a little dominant. In the work they show lots of zest for work 
and are sensitive but easily tense up. In use they demonstrate a lot of posture and should show more self-
carriage (breeding value total 108). The walk needs attention. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Matthys
504 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 April 2012
Breeder: Stan Derksen, Oosterhout 
Owner: Van Manen Brothers, Ede
Lineage: Norbert 444 x Star Pref*5 Beart 411 x Star Krist 358 Model AA x Leffert 306  
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 19.2%
Particulars: none  

Matthys 504
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linear exterior/in-hand movement     
 

 
            
head expression  102  plain      noble 
head/neck conn.. 104  heavy      light 
neck length 109  short      long 
neck conf.  103  horizontal      vertical  
schoulder conf.  100  steep      sloping 
back conf.  97  weak      tight  
loin conf.  102  weak      tight  
croup conf  97  horizontal      sloping 
croup length 105  short      long 
body   102  downhill      uphill  
length forearm  106  short      long 
stance foreleg  96  straight      standing under 
stance hind leg 94  sickle-hocked      steep 
pastern length 106  short      long 
shape feet  103  small      large  
quality legwork 108  puffy      dry  
colour  108  faded black      jet-black 
feathers  99  little      abundant 
correct foreleg  102  toeing-in      toeing-out 
length of walk 102  short      long  
expression walk 109  weak      powerful 
length of trot 108  short      long  
movement expr. 111  weak      powerful 
balance  112  little      much 
suppleness 110  little      much 
size   103  small      tall  

 
Rating characteristics exterior      
btbh.%  breeding type  conformation  legwork   total    

81  106  108  107  109   
Movement/sport aptitude       
btbh.%  walk  trot   canter  total   showdriving 

73  103  109  106  108  105 
Kinship          
vw%  variation bloodlines       
19,21 92        
           
Breeding values character       
btbh.% reliability/predictability  trainability  Zest for work  stamina  

53 100  100  105  105    
Breeding values sport        
btbh.% Breeding values         

35 109          
 

Inspection results:  
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Mares  Geldings Stallions  Mares  

9 7 13 1 0 47% 1 0 2 17 21 0 64 31 48% 22% 88% 

 
Offspring numbers in ABFP Test:    

Age  Gender  Predicate Total  Result  

3  4  5  stallion mare  Crown Star not Star   A AA AAA 

20 0 0 7 13 0 8 12 20 7 8 2 
 

Results Performance Test:  

Under saddle   

walk trot  canter posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  

6,3 7,0 6,9 7,0 6,7 6,7 7,2 74,8 

In-harness  

walk trot  posture&balance suppleness transitions impulsion total  
Showdriving 

aptitude  

6,2 7,1 7,1 6,9 6,8 7,2 75,7 6,2 

 

General
Matthys 504 was approved as a 6-year-old stallion in the autumn of 2018 on the basis of his more than
satisfactory, good lineage, good exterior and a very good performance with a lot of aptitude for all 
disciplines. From his �rst stud season 120 foals were registered in 2020, with 77% born out of (at minimum) 
Star mares. Matthys 504 completed his Progeny Test in 2023 based on one year collection of 3-year-old 
offspring.

Exterior
Uniformity and development of the Matthys 504 offspring is satisfactory. The offspring are breed-typical 
thanks to their satisfactorily noble heads, light head-neck connections and very long necks, mostly with
vertical builds. They have little feathers. Body shape is average with good length in the foreleg. The offspring
have little development in the withers and the backs are often weak. Strength of the loin section is satisfactory.
The croup is long with satisfactory horizontal build. The horses have dry legwork. They have generous-sized
feet and the pasterns are long. Stance of the hind leg is clearly sickle-hocked and in some offspring stance of
the foreleg is toeing-out. For a more detailed description of the exterior please consult the breeding values
for exterior.

Character/Training report
The Matthys 504 offspring have pleasant, calm but slightly dominant stable manners and are relaxed when
being handled. Reliability and sensitivity in the work are satisfactory but they are prone to building up
tension. They give good reactions to the aids and have lots of zest for work, perseverance and stamina. They
tend to be a little �ighty too.

Movement/Performance
When presented in-hand the Matthys 504 offspring show a powerful walk with satisfactory scope. The trot is
roomy and powerful with a lot of balance and suppleness. From the Matthys 504 offspring 20 individuals have 
taken part in ABFP Tests. They show above-average performances under saddle as well as in driven work. Two
offspring achieved an AAA score. The Matthys 504 offspring present a variable picture in terms of rhythm and
regularity in the walk. They need to develop more scope and use of the body in walk. In trot the offspring
display good posture but they lack natural capacity for self-carriage. Their vertical build of the neck slightly
disguises the overall picture. In canter too they lack power, they depend a lot on speed. They need more
suppleness and capacity for transitions. Three of the tested horses were found to have a deviation in
functional movement of the foreleg. They score well on impulsion and rideability. They must learn to move
with a more constant rider contact.

Conclusion
Matthys 504 is found to have a more than satisfactory to good hereditary pro�le for exterior (breeding value 
total 109; Star% mares 47; Star% stallions 45%). The offspring should be stronger in the connections. In the
yard the offspring are relaxed but tend to be a little dominant. In the work they show lots of zest for work 
and are sensitive but easily tense up. In use they demonstrate a lot of posture and should show more self-
carriage (breeding value total 108). The walk needs attention. Based on the overall hereditary pro�le Matthys
504 is approved on offspring.

Report Progeny Testing |  December 2023

Date of birth: 28 April 2012
Breeder: Stan Derksen, Oosterhout 
Owner: Van Manen Brothers, Ede
Lineage: Norbert 444 x Star Pref*5 Beart 411 x Star Krist 358 Model AA x Leffert 306  
Pedigree: 2 
Kinship: 19.2%
Particulars: none  

Matthys 504
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In this overview the KFPS-studbook stallions are displayed in 4 studs lines:
Age, Ritske, Jarich and Mark. The outline only include the stallions that currently have a covering license or in the direct male line of 

an active Stallion arise or are the maternal grand dam of an active studbook Stallion. In parentheses the Mareline from which a 

Stallion results is displayed as well as the maternal grand dam and the maternal great grand dam. The current, living and available 

studbook stallions are indicated in blue.

© 2023 Koninklijke Vereniging “Het Friesch Paarden Stamboek”

Hengstenstamboom KFPS-stamboekhengsten Compleet (november 2023)
In dit overzicht zijn de KFPS-stamboekhengsten weergegeven in 4 hengstenlijnen: Age, Ritske, Jarich en Mark. In het overzicht zijn alle hengsten opgenomen
die voortkomen uit deze vier lijnen. Tussen haakjes() is de merriestam, waaruit een hengst voortkomt, weergegeven en de moedersvader en de grootmoedersvader.
In blauw betreft de beschikbare levende stamboekhengsten met een dekvergunning.
In zwart, vetgedrukt betreft de hengsten met een actieve stamboekhengst als nakomeling of welke moedersvader zijn van een actieve stamboekhengst.
De overige hengsten in zwart, niet vetgedrukt, hebben geen actieve stamboekhengst als nakomeling en zijn geen moedersvader van een actieve stamboekhengst.
Van de hengsten in zwart is er mogelijk (van de jongere generatie hengsten) nog wel diepvriessperma beschikbaar.
Hengsten met een * hebben geen actieve dekvergunning, hebben vanwege diverse redenen niet voldaan aan het nakomelingenonderzoek, staan op wacht of zijn afgekeurd.
© Koninklijke Vereniging "Het Friesch Paarden Stamboek"

Age 168 (43 Mengelberg x Danilo x Ynte)

Hylke 186
(46 Ynte x Danilo)
Murk 194
(2 Nammele x Stoffel)
Ulrig 204 ─ Ewoud 250*
(25 Onne x Eppi) (25 Oene x Beint)
Gerke 220 ─ Bjinse 241 ─ Lammert 260 P ─ Wypke 277*
(74 Wouter x Ynte) (46 Ritske x Ewold) (43 Evert x Oene) (2 Gabe x Nammele)

Frans 289 ─ Melle 311 ─ Fabe 348 P ─ Sape 381
(30 Ewoud x Hindrik) (43 Ygram x Hotse) (147 Romke x Ulrig) (50 Feitse x Naen)
Gaije 295* Tije 401*
(15 Tsjalling x Age) (49 Djurre x Ritske)
Meier 307* Jorn 430 ─ Elias 494
(2 Rients x Dagho) (50 Feitse x Naen) (109 Maiko x Thomas)
Jelle 368* Alke 468
(50 Hearke x Fokke) (129 Jakob x Herke)

Cobus 248* Peke 268 ─ Doeke 287 ─ Nikolaas 310* Wolter 513
(62 Meint x Age) (17 Bouke x Nammele) (50 Mark x Gabe) (128 Keimpe x Jarich) (47 Karst x Naen)

Keimpe 261* Karst 362*
(44 Jarich x Ritske) (49 Djurre x Ritske)

Tsjomme 329* ─ Jelte 365*
(83 Teake x Hearke) (103 Djurre x Rients)

Jarich 226 (25 Tetman x Lútsen x Danilo)

Wessel 237 P ─ Jabe 258*
(44 Ritske x Ewold) (120 Kasper x Durk)
Bouwe 242 Markes 265*
(44 Ritske x Ewold) (25 Ritske x Age)
Berend 244* Oepke 266 ─ Tsjeard 331*
(95 Ritske x Bouke) (45 Hindrik x Ritske) (108 Fokke x Kasper)
Douwe 249 Oege 267 P ─ Ritse 322 ─ Wikke 404 ─ Aarnold 471
(44 Ritske x Ewold) (2 Hindrik x Age) (30 Hotse x Ulrig) (107 Gerlof x Ritske) (135 Jakob x Nammen)
Franke 251 Remmelt 323 ─ Tsjipke 399*
(129 Ritske x Minne) (83 Hearke x Ritske) (2 Tamme x Wessel)

Tieme 330*
(25 Fokke x Oene)
Anton 343 P ─ Teade 392 ─ Sipke 450
(50 Tjimme x Ewoud) (103 Pike x Ewoud) (50 Ulke x Leffert)
Jitse 361* Tonjes 459
(44 Hearke x Lammert) (50 Ulke x Leffert)
Lolke 371 ─ Felle 422 ─ Wolfert 467
(15 Reitse x Oepke) (44 Gerlof x Tjimme) (2 Jakob x Jurjen)
Wibe 402* Alwin 469 ─ Tiede 501 ─ Nyk 538
(97 Tsjerk x Wypke) (10 Tsjerk x Oege) (8 Loadewyk x Teunis) (50 Bartele x Folkert)

Bendert 281 ─ Pilgrim 336* Dedmer 519 Martinus 539
(99 Bjinse x Mark) (50 Wypke x Hotse) (110 Teeuwis x Jasper) (138 Sipke x Heinse)
Djurre 284 ─ Nanno 372* Jeppe 537
(38 Nanne x Hylke) (110 Reitse x Peke) (99 Pier x Mintse)

Lute 304 ─ Riemer 379*
(70 Hearke x Hotse) (70 Jurjen x Tjimme)

Wicher 334 ─ Rintse 386*
(50 Jochem x Freark) (61 Reitse x Lammert)

Nammen 308* ─ Krist 358*
(78 Lammert x Freark) (43 Reitse x Oege)

Karel 370
(14 Reitse x Ygram)

Nykle 309 ─ Ielke 382 ─ Thorben 466 ─ Wibout 511
(158 Naen xWessel) (28 Tsjalling x Ewoud) (70 Sape x Brandus) (34 Doeke x Tjimme)
Ruerd 319* Jorrit 363*
(128 Reitse x Franke) (43 Lammert x Ygram)
Sjaard 320 ─ Tjesse 400*
(129 Reitse x Ritske) (78 Hearke x Pibe-Bouke)

Stallion family-tree KFPS-studbook stallions  |  December 2023
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Ritske 202 P (30 Eelke x Tiemen x Ynte)

Douwe 214
(32 Auke x Plutus)
Durk 215 ─ Kasper 229 ─ Zjoerd 239
(35 Bouke x Wouter) (2 Age x Nammele) (43 Kerst x Held)

Laes 278
(22 Freark x Ewold)

Fokke 217 ─ Teake 273 ─ Jurjen 303
(50 Geert x Obscurant) (70 Hotse x Noldus) (49 Wessel x Ewold)
Freark 218 ─ Diedert 288*
(82 Meint x Mengelberg) (43 Dagho x Tabe)
Hotse 223 ─ Tsjalling 235 P ─ Chrytzen 246*
(103 Bouke x Auke) (50 Bouke x Peter) (44 Nanne x Eelke)
Jetse 225 Ysbrand 238* Dagho 247 ─ Meindert 263* ─ Arent 283*
(78 Auke x Ynte) (82 Meint x Mengelberg) (43 Kerst x Held) (15 Nanne x Age) (25 Gerke x Oene)
Klaes 228 Dimer 285*
(124 Nammele x Auke) (2 Ritske x Age)
Maurits Abe 231
(139 Bouke x Beint)
Romke 234 ─ Yk 339* Ferdinand 252 ─ Naen 264 P ─ Walter 282*
(47 Bouke x Danilo) (120 Lammert x Mark) (111 Ritske x Bouke) (43 (Kerst x Held) (50 Nuttert x Geert)
Wybren 236* Marko 262 Foppe 290*
(25 Meint x Bouke) (25 Geke x Oene) (13 Kasper x Aize)

Aiso 279* Barteld 292 ─ Pyt 325 ─ Jelke 367* ─ Beintse 418*
(1 Wessel x Jippe) (50 Dagho x Nuttert) (30 Tsjalling x Yke) (143 Mark x Lammert) (50 Jakob x Lammert)
Bertus 280* Hannes 296 Gjalt 426 ─ Walt 487*
(140 Wessel x Ritske) (46 Mark x Lútsen) (32 Lukas x Oepke) (143 Ulke x Jillis)

Wander 352 ─ Doaitsen 420 Omer 493 ─ Hildwin 528
(46 Djurre x Mark) (163 Reitse x Tsjalling) (47 Karst x Naen) (15 Fridse x Tsjerk)

Jakob 302 ─ Olrik 383 ─ Sake 449
(50 Mark x Gerke) (83 Peke x Oege) (101 Rypke x Gaije)

Take 455 Sjouke 453
(2 Oltman x Tsjalling) (214 Jelte x Leffert)

Jelmer 297 ─ Fêde 350 Bene 476
(81 Mark x Nuttert) (128 Hearke x Wessel) (50 Leffert x Oege)

Gerben 479
(161 Sape x Rypke)

Ludse 305 ─ Adel 357* ─ Anders 451 ─ Ulbe 506
(38 Jochem x Ritske) (15 Tsjalling x Ritske) (49 Ouke x Bjinse) (10 Anton x Hearke)

Erik 351 ─ Arjen 417 ─ Wytse 462 Hedser 465* Jeroen 535
(40 Frans x Ygram) (103 Nikolaas x Jochem) (15 Oege x Reitse) (50 Ouke x Tjimme) (65 Folkert x Lammert)
Herman 359* Haike 482 ─ Alger 522
(115 Jarich x Ritske) (8 Lute x Jochem) (8 Wylster x Jasper)

Hilbert 529
(32 Stendert x Ielke)

Ritske 202 P (30 Eelke x Tiemen x Ynte)

Douwe 214
(32 Auke x Plutus)
Durk 215 ─ Kasper 229 ─ Zjoerd 239
(35 Bouke x Wouter) (2 Age x Nammele) (43 Kerst x Held)

Laes 278
(22 Freark x Ewold)

Fokke 217 ─ Teake 273 ─ Jurjen 303
(50 Geert x Obscurant) (70 Hotse x Noldus) (49 Wessel x Ewold)
Freark 218 ─ Diedert 288*
(82 Meint x Mengelberg) (43 Dagho x Tabe)
Hotse 223 ─ Tsjalling 235 P ─ Chrytzen 246*
(103 Bouke x Auke) (50 Bouke x Peter) (44 Nanne x Eelke)
Jetse 225 Ysbrand 238* Dagho 247 ─ Meindert 263* ─ Arent 283*
(78 Auke x Ynte) (82 Meint x Mengelberg) (43 Kerst x Held) (15 Nanne x Age) (25 Gerke x Oene)
Klaes 228 Dimer 285*
(124 Nammele x Auke) (2 Ritske x Age)
Maurits Abe 231
(139 Bouke x Beint)
Romke 234 ─ Yk 339* Ferdinand 252 ─ Naen 264 P ─ Walter 282*
(47 Bouke x Danilo) (120 Lammert x Mark) (111 Ritske x Bouke) (43 (Kerst x Held) (50 Nuttert x Geert)
Wybren 236* Marko 262 Foppe 290*
(25 Meint x Bouke) (25 Geke x Oene) (13 Kasper x Aize)

Aiso 279* Barteld 292 ─ Pyt 325 ─ Jelke 367* ─ Beintse 418*
(1 Wessel x Jippe) (50 Dagho x Nuttert) (30 Tsjalling x Yke) (143 Mark x Lammert) (50 Jakob x Lammert)
Bertus 280* Hannes 296 Gjalt 426 ─ Walt 487*
(140 Wessel x Ritske) (46 Mark x Lútsen) (32 Lukas x Oepke) (143 Ulke x Jillis)

Wander 352 ─ Doaitsen 420 Omer 493 ─ Hildwin 528
(46 Djurre x Mark) (163 Reitse x Tsjalling) (47 Karst x Naen) (15 Fridse x Tsjerk)

Jakob 302 ─ Olrik 383 ─ Sake 449
(50 Mark x Gerke) (83 Peke x Oege) (101 Rypke x Gaije)

Take 455 Sjouke 453
(2 Oltman x Tsjalling) (214 Jelte x Leffert)

Jelmer 297 ─ Fêde 350 Bene 476
(81 Mark x Nuttert) (128 Hearke x Wessel) (50 Leffert x Oege)

Gerben 479
(161 Sape x Rypke)

Ludse 305 ─ Adel 357* ─ Anders 451 ─ Ulbe 506
(38 Jochem x Ritske) (15 Tsjalling x Ritske) (49 Ouke x Bjinse) (10 Anton x Hearke)

Erik 351 ─ Arjen 417 ─ Wytse 462 Hedser 465* Jeroen 535
(40 Frans x Ygram) (103 Nikolaas x Jochem) (15 Oege x Reitse) (50 Ouke x Tjimme) (65 Folkert x Lammert)
Herman 359* Haike 482 ─ Alger 522
(115 Jarich x Ritske) (8 Lute x Jochem) (8 Wylster x Jasper)

Hilbert 529
(32 Stendert x Ielke)

1

1

2

2

3

3
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(49 Naen x Bjinse) (74 Nammen x Jochem)
Dirk 298 ─ Otte 375* Harmen 424
(19 Ritske x Meint) (50 Wessel x Lammert) (100 Oege x Hearke)
Ids 300
(50 Fokke x Oene)
Ouke 313
(44 Romke x Nammele)
Warn 335
(50 Wessel x Lammert)
Atse 342*
(28 Lammert x Naen)

Herke 256* ─ Rinke 271*
(17 Bouke x Nammele) (149 Fokke x Noldus)
Ige 257*
(119 Ulrig x Murk)
Jochem 259 P ─ Tjimme 275 ─ Ulke 338 ─ Olgert 445 ─ Fonger 478 ─ Manno 541
(45 Gerke x Hylke) (61Freark x Nanne) (14 Reitse x Ygram) (44 Atse x Oege) (44 Doeke x Reitse) (22 Andries x Brandus)

Tamme 276 ─ Leffert 306 P ─ Heinse 354 P ─ Wisse 408*
(61Dagho x Freark) (128 Oepke x Ritske) (122 Dimer x Oege) (25 Hearke x Chrytzen)

Bente 412
Daen 286* (74 Nammen x Jochem)
(60 Dagho xJarich) Meinse 439 ─ Erryt 488

(150 Dirk x Oege) (50 Sytse x Ygram)
Tjalf 443
(227 Tjimme x Hearke)

Onne 376 ─ Jerke 434 ─ Djoerd 473*
(145 Hearke x Wessel) (74 Tsjerk x Oege) (40 Bonne x Dirk)

Lutger 436*
(Feitse x Oepke)
Bartele 472 ─ Tjebbe 500 ─ Kees 531
(50 Tsjerk x Anton) (2 Dries x Tsjerk) (22 Maurus x Andries)

Teun 505 ─ Murk 540
(50 Rindert x Fabe) (115 Loadewyk x Jasper)

Mans 543
(13 Norbert x Beart)

Mintse 384 ─ Tsjalle 454 P ─ Jehannes 484 ─ Auwert 514
(25 Lammert x Freark) (70 Brandus x Jurjen) (15 Oepke x Fokke) (25 Andries x Folkert)
Tsjalke 397 Date 477* Tymen 503 Foeke 520
(15 Doeke x Tsjalling) (8 Tjitte x Tamme)) (70 Harmen x Sape) (38 Onne x Teunis)
Jesse 435 ─ Maurus 441 Yme 507
(30 Doeke x Wessel) (27 Krist x Jelmer) (25 Bente x Wierd)

Oltman 317* ─ Rik 396
(120 Wessel x Mark) (99 Reitse x Hindrik)
Oeds 318*
(2 Oege x Hearke)
Liekele 364*
(103 Oege x Rients)
Tonis 393
(103 Oege x Rients)

Mark 232 P (67 Tetman x Ritske x Age) 

Ygram 240 ─ Piter 312 ─ Bearend 347* ─ Tjibbe 388*
(15 Ritske x Aize) (19 Tsjalling x Bouke) (44 Gerlof x Keimpe) (44 Nykle x Jochem)
Bart 243* Pike 316 ─ Winand 405*
(40 Yke x Ewold) (27 Lammert x Jochem) (25 Naen x Kasper)
Detmer 245* Sierk 326 ─ Marten 377*
(118 Murk x Aize) (8 Tsjalling x Wessel) (12 Reitse x Herke)
Friso-Jelle 253* Thomas 327 Sibald 380
(11 Oene x Ynse) (50 Oege x Ulrig) (25 Leffert x Oege)

Ulbert 390 ─ Maurits 437 ─ Eise 489
(128 Leffert x Ritske) (50 Ulke x Jurjen) (15 Olof x Jochem)
Jense 432 Markus 491
(44 Leffert x Reitse) (122 Onne x Krist)

Jurre 495 ─ Hielke 530
(25 Jasper x Teunis) (1 Jisse x Tsjerk)

Hearke 254 P ─ Rients 270* Faust 523
(43 Tabe x Held) (2 Hotse x Gerke) (115 Haitse x Leffert) 
Gouke 255* Reitse 272 P ─ Olof 315 P ─ Jasper 366 P ─ Beart 411 P ─ Maeije 440
(18 Age x Obscurant) (22 Hotse x Eelke) (43 Lammert x Ysbrand) (27 Franke x Tsjalling) (50 Feitse x Dagho) (8 Goffert x Feitse)

Obe 314* Pier 448 ─ Jouwe 485 ─ Arent 515
(133 Oege x Ritske) (15 Aiso x Mark) (223 Folkert x Leffert) (161 Haitse x Doaitsen)
Tjitte 333 Uwe 458* Boet 516
(117 Oege x Dagho) (35 Bonne x Lute) (54 Uldrik x Sytse)

Tjalbert 460
(50 Ulke x Melle)
Bikkel 470
(19 Tsjerk x Thomas)
Epke 474
(43 Anton x Reitse)
Meinte 490
(15 Anton x Jelmer)

Dries 421 ─ Uldrik 457
(150 Hearke x Oege) (12 Tsjerk x Dirk)

Reyert 337* ─ Tietse 428* Haitse 425 Siert 499
(128 Oege x Ritske) (128 Oepke x Ritske) (115 Rypke x Lute) (10 Sape x Jochem)
Anne 340 Martzen 521
(50 Jochem x Fokke) (94 Abe x Nykle)
Abel 344 Tonke 391* Jisse 433 ─ Bastiaan 510
(94 Wessel x Cobus) (19 Hearke x Ritske) (115 Dirk x Walter) (102 Tsjerk x Gaije)
Brandus 345 P ─ Tsjitse 387* Alert 475*
(50 Oege xFreark) (103 Djurre x Bjinse) (25 Hearke x Chrytzen)

Rindert 406 ─ Wylster 463
(22 Jochem x Freark) (115 Rypke x Lute)
Brend 413
(34 Doeke x Tjimme)
Tsjabring 429*
(28 Tjimme x Lammert)

Gradus 356 ─ Tetse 394*
(43 Oege xYgram) (24 Ouke x Lammert)
Gerryt 360
(70 Doeke x Ritske)
Goffert 369
(78 Cobus x Ritske)

Tys 274* ─ Falke 291
(22 Hotse x Eelke) (25 Kasper x Lútsen)
Gerlof 294 ─ Teunis 332 P ─ Nanning 374 ─ Botte 414*
(83 Ulrig x Ritske) (28 Lammert x Tsjalling) (2 Feitse x Oege) (103 Lammert x Jarich)

Bonne 341 Monte 378
(28 Lammert x Tsjalling) (115 Hannes x Mark)
Ildert 355* Fridse 423

1 2 3 4
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Feitse 293 P ─ Rypke 321 ─ Sytse 385*
(70 Bjinse x Noldus) ( 27 Wessel x Tsjalling) (2 Jurjen x Tsjalling)

Tsjerk 328 P ─ Maiko 373 ─ Wiebert 527
(38 Nanne x Hylke) (143 Barteld x Tamme) (50 Brandus x Tjimme)

Andries 415 ─ Sjerp 446*
(36 Nykle x Lammert) (15 Pike xOege)

Stendert 447
(50 Piter x Lammert)
Tymon 456 ─ Mees 497*
(65 Leffert x Dirk) (11 Dries x Oltman)

Hinne 427 ─ Wimer 461 ─ Nane 492 ─ Herre 524
(25 Falke x Hearke) (22 Heinse x Tjimme) (8 Brandus x Tamme) (15 Reinder x Onne)
Loadewyk 431 ─ Waander 512 Gosse 526
(50 Jurjen x Naen) (38 Beart x Oepke) (25 Beart x Leffert)
Michiel 442 Elger 536
(103 Leffert x Hearke) (30 Olof x Dirk)
Norbert 444 P ─ Hessel 480 ─ Beant 517
(25 Hearke x Peke) (50 Jelke x Gerlof) (103 Tsjalle x Gjalt)

Fryso 518
(121 Jisse x Anton)

Hette 481 ─ Willem 508
(14 Rindert x Fetse) (61 Folkert x Tsjomme)
Julius 486 Wardy 509
(100 Beart x Rypke) (8 Goffert x Feitse)

Hilbrand 525
(117 Alwin x Haitse)

Menne 496 ─ Jorke 532
(28 Beart x Nykle) (110 Tsjalle x Felle)
Rommert 498
(70 Jasper x Oege)
Matthys 504
(15 Beart x Krist)

Fetse 349 ─ Teeuwis 389 ─ Mewes 438
(133 Djurre x Reitse) (70 Reitse x Doeke) (82 Oege x Leffert)

Time 398* ─ Tjaarda 483*
(50 Naen x Chrytzen) (32 Lolke x Fabe)
Wobke 403
(102 Gaije x Wessel)
Ymte 407*
(50 Piter x Reitse)

Folkert 353 P ─ Wierd 409
(30 Wessel x Hearke) (12 Reitse x Peke)

Eibert 419
(44 Reitse x Lammert)

Feike 395 ─ Wybren 464
(128 Naen x Ritske) (187 Wicher x Jakob)
Ait 410*
(115 Reitse x Oege)

Jillis 301 ─ Abe 346 ─ Aan 416 ─ Reinder 452 ─ Ulbrân 502 ─ Jimte 533
(61 Freark x Jetse) (12 Hearke x Gabe) (44 Jurjen x Wessel) (128 Sierk x Ludse) (115 Jakob x Rypke) (120 Epke x Nykle)

Sander 269 ─ Lukas 324 Kanne 534
(61 Wessel x Hindrik) (44 Keimpe x Wessel) (50 Thorben x Doaitsen)
Jildert 299 Menso 542
(12 Ulrig x Doede) (50 Tsjalle x Jasper)

(49 Naen x Bjinse) (74 Nammen x Jochem)
Dirk 298 ─ Otte 375* Harmen 424
(19 Ritske x Meint) (50 Wessel x Lammert) (100 Oege x Hearke)
Ids 300
(50 Fokke x Oene)
Ouke 313
(44 Romke x Nammele)
Warn 335
(50 Wessel x Lammert)
Atse 342*
(28 Lammert x Naen)

Herke 256* ─ Rinke 271*
(17 Bouke x Nammele) (149 Fokke x Noldus)
Ige 257*
(119 Ulrig x Murk)
Jochem 259 P ─ Tjimme 275 ─ Ulke 338 ─ Olgert 445 ─ Fonger 478 ─ Manno 541
(45 Gerke x Hylke) (61Freark x Nanne) (14 Reitse x Ygram) (44 Atse x Oege) (44 Doeke x Reitse) (22 Andries x Brandus)

Tamme 276 ─ Leffert 306 P ─ Heinse 354 P ─ Wisse 408*
(61Dagho x Freark) (128 Oepke x Ritske) (122 Dimer x Oege) (25 Hearke x Chrytzen)

Bente 412
Daen 286* (74 Nammen x Jochem)
(60 Dagho xJarich) Meinse 439 ─ Erryt 488

(150 Dirk x Oege) (50 Sytse x Ygram)
Tjalf 443
(227 Tjimme x Hearke)

Onne 376 ─ Jerke 434 ─ Djoerd 473*
(145 Hearke x Wessel) (74 Tsjerk x Oege) (40 Bonne x Dirk)

Lutger 436*
(Feitse x Oepke)
Bartele 472 ─ Tjebbe 500 ─ Kees 531
(50 Tsjerk x Anton) (2 Dries x Tsjerk) (22 Maurus x Andries)

Teun 505 ─ Murk 540
(50 Rindert x Fabe) (115 Loadewyk x Jasper)

Mans 543
(13 Norbert x Beart)

Mintse 384 ─ Tsjalle 454 P ─ Jehannes 484 ─ Auwert 514
(25 Lammert x Freark) (70 Brandus x Jurjen) (15 Oepke x Fokke) (25 Andries x Folkert)
Tsjalke 397 Date 477* Tymen 503 Foeke 520
(15 Doeke x Tsjalling) (8 Tjitte x Tamme)) (70 Harmen x Sape) (38 Onne x Teunis)
Jesse 435 ─ Maurus 441 Yme 507
(30 Doeke x Wessel) (27 Krist x Jelmer) (25 Bente x Wierd)

Oltman 317* ─ Rik 396
(120 Wessel x Mark) (99 Reitse x Hindrik)
Oeds 318*
(2 Oege x Hearke)
Liekele 364*
(103 Oege x Rients)
Tonis 393
(103 Oege x Rients)
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Kruisweg 112
 9363 AG Marum

Paardensportcentrum Marum stelt ter dekking

GOSSE 526
Met Gosse 526 is fokken geen gokken. 
Niet alleen beschikt Gosse over een 

zeer goed exterieur en interieur. 
Maar ook de zeer predicaat rijke moederlijn van

Gosse zorgt dat dit goed verankerd ligt in de genen
van Gosse en zijn nakomelingen. Getuigen van zijn
goede resultaten van eerste jaargang veulens die
zowel op de stamboek keuringen als op fokdag

keuringen meerdere kampioenen leverde.

Gosse 526 is vrij van vos-, dwerg-, en watergen

Dek
voorwaarden

Uitblinker in souplesseUitblinker in souplesseUitblinker in souplesseUitblinker in souplesse

Radboud Kulsdom +31653254087
Natasja Scholten +31625411727

Nane 492 x Beart 411 x Leffert 306 | 1.68m 



K.I. Service Ancilla Bruggink
Bij de Leijwei 141, 8412 SK  Hoornsterzwaag

tel: 06-51923992, ancillabruggink@hotmail.com

Fryso 518
Hessel x Jisse x Anton x Doeke

1.67 m.  verwantschap 17,5%

Door zijn relatief lage verwantschap op de totale populatie,  
kan sporthengst Fryso 518,  

zeer interessant zijn voor uw merrie!




